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2Relativistic relaxed-orbital calculations of L-shell Coster-Kronig transi-
tion energies have been performed ab initio for all possible transitions in
atoms with atomic numbers 11,<Z103. Hartree-Fock-Slater wave functions served
as zeroth-order eigenfunctions to compute the expectation of the total Hamil-
tonian. A first-order approximation to the local approximation was thus in-
cluded. Quantum-electrodynamic corrections were made. Each transition energy
was computed as the difference between results of separate self-consistent-
field calculations for the initial, singly ionized state and the final two-
hole state. The following quantities are listed: total transition energy,
"electric" (Dirac-Hartree-Fock-Slater) contribution, magnetic and retardation
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Coster-Kronig processes are radiationless transitions 4„ which an inner-
shell vacancy is transferred from one subshell of an atom to another, less
tightly bound subshell in the same principal shell. I
 Among Auger processes,
Coster-Kronig transitions have certain special characteristics:
(1) High intensity. If Coster-Kronig transitions are energetically
possible, they tend to provide the dominant channel. Thus, while the decay
of an inner-shell vacancy in a heavy atom must normally be described by
hundreds or thousands of matrix elements, the problem is greatly simplified
if Coster-Kronig transitions are possible, as these will govern the decay
rate. 2-4
(2) Low transition energy. The kinetic energy of the continuum elec-
tron emitted in a radiationless transition is
EcoRA = En ^^ Q „ - Enk - E n ^	 (1)
The subscripts pertain to the states indicated in Fig. 1; E n , Q , and E n . are
(absolute values of) neutral-atom binding energies, while En , Q , * is the
	 is
binding energy of the n 1 V electron in the presence of an nQ vacancy. In
Coster-Kronig transitions, ,E n „ Q	EnR is the difference between the binding
energies of two subshells in the same shell, which is relatively small. In`
many cases this subshell binding-energy difference is smaller than En Q , *	;.
whence the transition is energetically impossible (indicated by a negative
entry in Tables I and II). Many Coster-Kronig transitions are thus only
possible in discrete regions of the periodic table. 5
 The onset or cutoff
of Coster-Kronig transitions at certain atomic numbers causes discontinuities
in the initial-state lifetimes, or widths, when considered as functions of
a5
atomic number. 2 ' 6-8 The exact atomic numbers at which given cutoffs occur
have not yet been established in all cases.. Experimental methods to measure
Coster-Kronig rates (and cutoffs) have been based on x-ray-x-ray coinci-
dences, 5-7 ' 9 ' 10 coincidences between x-rays and conversion electrons, 8 and
studies of x-ray satellites. 11 One major purpose of the present computations
is to establish theoretical Coster-Kronig cutoff points. For example, Table I
places the L 1 -L3M4,5 transition cutoff at Z=50, in agreement with recent ex-
perimental evidence from La x-ray satellite measurements. 11',12
(3) Steep energ,^ dependence of the transition rate. Theoretical Coster-
Kronig transition probabilities exhi^it great sensitivity to the transition
energy and to the atomic potential. 13-15 Thus, the L2 -L3M4 rate in Cu rises
from zero to 15 m.a.u. (milli atomic units) between threshold and 1 eV, and
to 20 m.a.u. at 5 eV transition energy. 13 The N 2 -N4N 5 rate in Sn rises from
0.74 to 7.4 m.a.u. if the energy is allowed to vary from 10 to 35 eV; a further
increase in transition energy causes the rate to drop again to 3 m.a.u. at
60 eV. 15 It follows that accurate energy calculations are required before
reliable transition rates can be computed. 16
Because most Coster-Kronig energies are so low and the rates are so
sensitive to the transition energy, the effect of extraatomic relaxa-
tion 14,15,17,18 can substantially alter the transition rates and level
widths. Information on the magnitude of the solid-state relaxation energy
is as yet fragmentary; comparison of the present calculated free-atom Coster-
Kronig transition energies with measurements on solid materials can be Ex-






The Coster-Kronig transition energies listed in Tables I and II are the
differences between separately computed average total energies of the initial
and final atomic systems. The averages extend over configurations; if the
reader wishes to compute multiplet splittings, he can obtain the necessary
electrostatic F and G Slater integrals from the authors.





Wave functions generated with a relativistic
Hartree-Fork-Slater code 20
 were used as zeroth-order eigenfunctions to compute
the expectation of the total Hamiltonian,
H	 E [ca.
	
^ + s.c2 + V (r,)] + E	 1	 (2)
i=1
	
i	 p i	 i	 n i
	 i<j rid
	Thus, a firsts-order correction to the local approximation is made. The total
	
d
electric energy (kinetic and electrostatic interaction energies) computed in Q
this manner generally agrees to a few parts in 10 6
 with results from full
Hartree-Fock calculations, yet very much less computer time is required. 19
In calculating the orbital wave functions, the Coulomb potential of the nucleus
Vn (ri ) was taken to be that of a uniformly charged sphere, and Kohn-Sham ex-
change 21 was chosen.
The Breit interaction energy was included to take account of the exchange
of a single transverse photon between any two atomic electrons. The Breit




l [al	 a2 cos wr12 + (1-cos wr12 )]	 (3)12
in atomic units, where the ai
 are Dirac matrices, « is the fine structure con-
7
stant and w = a (E1
-E21 is the difference between orbital eigenvalues of the
t
atwo electrons. 22-25 This version of the Breit interaction is convenient for
computational purposes and is applicable when a local potential is used, as
in our DHFS model. 25 We followed the formulism of Grant 26 in handling the
angular algebra. The expectation of the Breit interaction is treated as the
sum of two terms, viz., magnetic and retardation energies, 19,26-30 Contri-
butions from these terms to the Coster-Kronig energies are listed separately
in Tables I and II.
The vacuum polarization correction was computed through first-order
perturbation theory. Terms of order a(Za), a 2 (Za), a(Za) S , a(Za) 5 , and
a(Za) 7 were calculated according to the method of Huang and Hughes. 31 The
leading term proportional to a(Za), known as the Uehling potential, 32 is listed
under "E(V-P)" in Tables I and II, while all terms of higher order are combined
under "E(H-VP)."
The self-energy contributions to the L Coster-Kronig energies were obtained
from Mohr's calculations of 2s and 2p- Coulomb shifts. 33
 We take approximate
2
account of screening, relaxation, and finite nuclear extent by using the same
correction factors as employed for the vacuum polarization and applying them
to Mohr's point-Coulomb self-energy shifts. The 2s correction factors were
also used with the 2p^ self-energy shifts.
2
In the present calculations, electron-electron Coulomb correlation correc-
tions have not been included. These corrections, typically of a few eV, may
i
become important near energy thresholds.
COMPARISON WITH RESULTS FROM OTHER APPROACHES
Earlier attempts at deriving Coster-Kronig and Auger energies have been
based on semi-empirical approaches. The neutral-atom binding energies fn,,Q„
Z
p8
and Enz [cf. Eq. (1)] are taken from x-ray 34 or ESCA35 determinations. The
simplest way of estimating E n1V * ,is by the so-called "7+1 rule," which
specifies that the effect of the nQ vacancy on the binding energy of the
Wz l electron can be approximated by taking the n 1 V binding energy in the




	 E n „ Q „(Z) - Enk (Z) - En , Q ,( z+1)	 (4)
The "Z+l rule" leads to excessive transition energies, whence a "modified
Z+1 rule" was introduced, 
36 
on which e.g. the Auger energy tables of Coughlan
and Clausing 37 are based:
E QA(Z) _ En41P11(Z) - 2[EnQ(Z) + En), 	 + En , Q I(Z) + En S k l(Z+1)]	 (5)
Coster-Kronig energies are generally underestimated if Eq. (5) is employed.
Quite good semi-empirical estimates of Coster-Kronig energies are
attained if En , Q , * is calculated by the transition-state method. 
38,39 
An
even more sophisticated semi-empirical method has recently been applied by
Larkins 40 to the case of K-LL Auger energies; ab initio K-LL energies have
been calculated by Briancon and Desclaux.42
In Table III, we compare results from transition-state calculations 42
with Coster-Kronig energies computed according to Egs. (4) and (5) and with
the ab initio calculations from the present work, for selected elements.
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FIG. 1 Quantum numbers that label states involved





All energies are listed in electron volts
TABLE I. L 1 Coster-Kronig Energies, 11FZ.<<103
and
TABLE II. L2 Coster--Kronig Energies, 11,<Z<103
FINAL STATE Final	 two-hole configuration, nkj, n'V j'	 in Fig.	 1.
2P1/2 = 2p^, etc.
z
E(TOT) Total average Coster-Kronig energy
E(DHFS) Dirac-Hartree-Fock-Slater "electric" energy
E(MAG) Magnetic-energy contribution to the Coster-Kronig energy
E(RET) Retardation-energy contribution
E(V-P) Contribution to the Coster-Kronig energy from higher-order
vacuum polarization correction terms
E(SELF) Self-energy contribution to the Coster-Kronig energy
SODIUM, etc. Element
3S1,	 etc. Ground-state configuration
Z=11, etc. Atomic number
A=23, etc. Mass number of most abundant isotope, for which nuclear radius
is computed





TABLE I.	 L1 Coster-Kronig Energies, 14,4103
FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFSf E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
SODIUM 351 Z n 11	 A-23 R-6.44904E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 3S1/2 21.1077 21.1080 .01313 --.00294 .00066 0000005 W.*01120
20/2 351/2 2192741 21.2675 -.06014 -960294 .000E6 0000005 -901094
MAGNESIUM 3S2 Z•12	 A n 24 R=6.54118E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 3S1/2 24	 3551 24.3937
•
.02045 -900435 .00100 .000007 -.01570
r
2P3/2 351/2 2496657 24.6828 .00157 -.00434 0O(,1G0 .000007 -.01533 {
AL^d'INUM 3P1 Z-13	 A-27 R-6.8C310E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 351/2 25.2532 25.2506 1,12981 -.00609 900143 0000010 -.02255
2P1/2 3P1/2 31.t275 31.6235 .03153 -.00662 +00160 .000011 -.02255
ZP3/L 3S1/2 2b.C56t 26.1197 900367 -.00oC4 .0(,143 .000Ul(j -.02200
ZF3/2 3P112 32.043E 32.0651 .00571 -900661 .00160 0000011 -.022UC
SILICON 3P2 Zm14	 A n 26 R a 6.b3607t-05 A.U.
2P1/2 351/2 25.5681' 25.5649 .04146 -.00823 .00199 .J00013 -.03130
2F1/2 3P1/2 34.8355 34.8333 .04428 -000899 .0C"124 0000015 -.03130
ZP3/2 351/2 27.1572 27.1676 .0)621 -600910 .00199 .000013 -.03053 ,<
2P312 3P1/Z 35.9312 35.9589 .00954 -600852 9OC224 0000015 -.Q3053
a
3
PHOSPHGRUS 3P3 Zx15	 A n 31 R-7.12371E-05 A.U.
H
2P1/2 3S1/2 26.2a2e 26.2471 .05591 -.01073 0OC269 .O0U017 -.04216
2P1/2 3P1/2 3P.0766 3b.0676 .05990 -901176 000305 .000019 -.04216
2P112 3P3/2 3E.9415 3699372 .C5525 -.01167 9OC3C5 0000019 -.04216
2P3/2 351/2 27.9480 27.9665 .01044 -.01058 .002t9 .3GO017 -.04111
2P3/2 3P112 39'.2205 39.2551 .01513 -.01172 9OC305 0000019 -.04111
2P3/2 BP3/2 3b.h932- 38.9334 .00952 -00116d .00305 .000019 -.04111
SULFUR 3P4 Z•16	 A n 32 R-7.19950E-05 A.U.
2F112 351/2 26.7E94 26.7617 .U7310 -.01366 .00357 9000021 -.05542
A
ZP1/2 3P1/2 41.1176 41.1753 .07865 -001507 .004G6 9000024 -.05542
2P1/2 3P3/2 41.2111 40.204b 90727b- -401519 .00406 .000024 -.05542
2P3/2 351/2 28.5858 28.6339 .015b2 -901351 .00357 .000021 -.05402
2P312 3P1/2 42.3969 42.4396 .02226 -101505 .00407 0000024 -905402
2P3/2 3P312 42.3174 42.3672 001505 -901499 900407 .00Q024 -.05402
CHLOPINE 3P5 Z n 17	 A n 35 R n 7.41780E-05 A.U. a
2PL/2 351/2 26.414E 26.4051 .09311 -.01699 .00464 .)00026 -.07133
2P1/2 3P1/2 43.E300 43.8144 10041 -901862 00531 000030 -907133
2P1/2 3P3/2 43.0772 43.0691 009311 -.01899 .00531 0000030 -907133
2P3/2 3S1/Z 28.3797 28.4393 .02213 -.01688 .00464 .000027 -906952
- ZP3/2 3P1/2 45.1320 45.1844 .03063 -.01888 .00532 .000030 -.06952
2P312 3P3/2 45.3F63 45.4276 .02107 -*01ebJ .00532 0000030 -.06952
ARGON 3P6 Z n 18	 A • 40 R-7.75542E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 351/2 26.3113 26.3001 911625 -.02080 .00595 .000032 -009020
CP1/2 3P1/2 46.7;24 46.7333 .12551 -902309 .00663 .)00037 -.0902.0
2P1/2 3P3/2 4..2646 46.2567 .1.1669 -.02330 .00683 .000037 -.09020
2P3/2 351/2 28.4(84 kks.9413 .0297t .-.02076 .00595 .000032 -.08789
2P3/2 3P1 9 2 46.8951 4o. Z533 .04053 -.02327 900684 .000037 -.0((765 12F3/2 3F3/2 4E97E12 40.055b .02960 -902317 .00bb4 .000037 -.08789
S
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THP
ORRONAL PAGE I$ POOR
15
FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
POTASSIUM 4S1 Z-19	 A=39 R=7.69025E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 3S1/2 19.1097 19.0932 .14556 -.02559 .00754 .000038 -.11103
2P112 3P1/2 42.7e7l 42.7592 .15861 -.02869 .00874 .000044
-.11103
2P1/2 3P3/2 42.2501 42.2743 .14703 -.02859 .00674 .000044 -.11103
2P1/Z 451/2 71.0094 71.9000 .13r29
-902633 .CC642 .000042
-.111u3
2P3/2 3S1/2 21.9103 21.9960 .04044 -.02555 .CC755 .000038 -.10019
283/2 381/2 44.7557 44.6234 .05567 -.02695 .00875 .000044
-.10819
2P3/2 3P3/2 45.5051 45.5922 .04107 -.028eJ -0Cb75 -000044 -010619




2P1/2 3 51 /2 10.9399 14.9159 .17976 -.03110 .UG944 9000044
-.13515
2P1/2 3P1/2 37.6681 37.6296 .19764 -.03512 .01103 .000051
-:13515
2P1/2 3P3/2 37.1901 37.1673 .Lb241 .03552 .01103 .06051 -913j15
2PI12 4;1/2 76.4e76 76.4749 .16''93 -.03165 .010	 5 .000049 -.13515
283 /2 35112 14.5198 14.6196 .0533E -.03104 .0094t .000044
-.1316b
283/2 3P1/2 4C.3066 40.3688 .7384 -.03546 .0110 .000051
-913168
2P3/2 3P3/2 41.2395 41.3404 .05495 -.03527 001105 6000051
-.13166
2P3/2 4S1/2 80.0613 80.1709 .04305 -.03161 .010;7 .000049
-.13168
SCANLIUM 3D1 Z=21	 A = 45 P-8.06597L-05 A.U.
2P1/2 3S1/2 E.6942 6.6630 .22317 -.03851 901164 .000050
-.16515
ZP1/2 3P1/Z 36.6731 36.6225 .24550 -.04347 .01363 .000058
-.16515
-281/L 3P412 37.7181 37.6d6y
-22651 -.04333 .01363 .00007d
-.16515
2P1/2 3C3/2 71.9152 71.9103 .19296 -00365, .01352 0000058 -.16515
2P1/2 451/2 el.776C 6..7610 .2077E -.03877 .01308 .OGCO56
-.16515
2P3/2 351/2 13.6697 13.8079 .06633 -.03728 .Ciltb .0(0050 -.16092
2P312 3P1/2 40.6619 4C.758G .09382 -.04273 001365 .000O58
-.16092 y2P3/2 3P3/Z 43-ZC93 43.3284 .07046 -.04238 013t 5^ .000058
-016092 s
2P3/2 303/2 76.4197 76.5603 .0431b -903643 901354 0000056
-91b092
7.11 3/2 451/2 e6 .b565 8698278 905416 -.03772 .C131C ,000056
-.16092
TITANIUM 302 Z n 22	 A • 48 R n e.24137E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 3S1/Z 6.2213 6.1805 .27299 -.04714 .01421 .000055 -.19933
2P1/2 3P1/2 35.3740 35.3092 .30053 -.05317 .01666 .OLG064
-.19933 32P1/2 3F312 3e*1420 36.1009 .27721 -.05347 001661 9000064
- 19933
2P1/2 3L312 76.216 7 76.2059 .23814 0- 4464 .01654 .000064
-.19933
2P1/2 451/2 e7.1713 87.1490 .25261 -.04704 .01b6Z .000062
-.19933
2P3/2 3S1/2 12.8936 13.0332 .08475 -.04420 .01424 .000055
-.19425
2P3/2 3P1/2 4C.9764 41.0887 .11607 -.05082 .01669 .000065
-01942;
2P3/2 3P3/2 45.3370 4;.4772 .08754 -.05027 .01b7C 0000365
-.194Z5 j
2P3/2 303/2 82.3451 82.5097 .05613 -.04315 ,61657 ,000064
-.19425
2P312 4S1/2 93.7005 93.8566 .ub649 -.04449 .01606 .000062
-019425I a
` VANADIUM 3D3 Z=23	 A=51 R-8.40961E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 3S1/2 3.5435 3.4916 .32988 -005713 .01719 6000059
-.23813
2P1/2 3P1/2 33.POOb 3007196 .36342 -.06437 .02018 .000070
-.23813
2P1/2 3P3/2 3e.4914 3V.43sv .33:09 -.06458 .0201E .360070
-.23b13
2F1/2 303/2 8006202 80.6020 .29033 -005408 002009 .000069
-.23013
2P1/2 4S1/2 92.6269 62.5999 030426 -.05663 .01945
_.0000o7
-.23813
2P3/2 3S1/Z 12.1721 12.3361 .10262 -.05142 901724 .0000b0
-.23211
2P3/2 3P1/2 41.2675 4194284 .14066 -.05978 902023 .000070-
-.23211
2P312 3f3/2 47.6t95 47.6341 01G62C --05046 .02)23 .0OOC70
-.23211
2P3/2 303/2 88.6543 86.8462 .07063 -.05056 002009 0000069
-:23211
'






FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
CHPCMIUM 3D5	 4S1 7*24	 A • 52 R = 8.46422E-05 A.U.
2PI12 351/2 8.3t66 803041 .39432 -.06792 .02054 0300062
-.28452
2F1/2 3P1/2 3997755 39.6795 .43258 -.07621 .02406 .OG0073
-.28452
-	 2P1/2 3P3/2 45.23b2 45.1747 .40022 -.07637 .02407 .000073 -.28452
2P1/2 3D3/2 92.1779 92.1522 .35065 -.06446 .02391 0000073 -.Z8452
ZP1/2 3D5/2 92.4367 92.4224 .34142
-.06654 .02391 .000073 -.2642
21'112 451/2 95.4054 99.3725 936084 -.06665 .02344 .000071 -.28452
ZP3/2 3S1/2 I.E.6t49 16.8546 .12b28 -.06147 .020bl .000062
-.27739
2P3/2 3P1/2 48.9175 4q. G696 .1716b -.07059 ,02413 .OGC^J73 -.27739
2P3/2 :P312 56.0957 56,2861 ,13239 - 61069W`8 .02414 .JGU073 -.27734
2P312 203/2 101.8847 1J2.1050 .09301
-00:999 .0239b .000073 -927739
2P3/2 31512 103.0532 1'83.2925 .07301 -.05806 .0239E .000073 -.27739
2P312 451/2 109.4727 10906891 .09667 -.06119 .02347 0000071 -.27739
MANGANESE 3D5 Z=25	 A n 55 R=B.62396E-05 A.U.
ZP1/2 351/2 -2.1200 -2.1957 046105 -.07901 .02455 .000064
-933096
2P1/2 3P1/2 32.1(0; 32.0434 650883 -.08894 902867 .000075 -.33046
2P1/2 3P3/2 3893023 3b. 2242 ,46930 -908917 9028b8 .000075 -.33096
ZP1/2 303/2 9093758 9C.3430 .40967 -.07469 .02U70 .000075
-.33090
2('1/2 3D5/2 90.6635 90.6456 .39756 -.07743 •02t$7C r000 M -0330So6
ZP1/2 451/2 104.G2C7 „lU3.S789 .42254 -.07780 .02794 .000073 -.33056
ZP3/2 351/2 10.2500 10.4680 ,15071 -907062 .024th .000064 -.32278
2P3l2 3P1/2 43.2615 43.4930 .203t1 -.C8155 .02897 .000075
-.32271
2P3/2 3P3/2 5192821 5194995 .15674 -.08036 .02896 0000075
-.3227b
2F3/2 311 3/2 102.C639 102.3167 .10951 -.06884 .02tl80 .000075
-93227b j
2P3/2 31,5/2 103.4305 103.7083 008365 -906749 402880 .OGC075
-.32278
2P3/2 451/2 116.1696 116.416.2 .11637 -.07025 .02bC4 .000J73 -.32278
IRCh 306 Z n 26	 An5b R n b.67591E-05 A.U. a
2P1/2 35112 -5.1648 -592507 953408 -.09024 90290.3 .000062 -.3861.6
2F1/2 3F1/2 3292312 32.0965 .58923 -.10161 *03416 .000073 -.38616
2F1/Z 3P3/2 37.6249 37.5344 .54445 -910204 90341b .000073
-.38616
2P112 303/2 95.7139 95.6764 .47483
-40+519 .0339E .000073
-.38616
2P1/2 305/2 95.8590 95.8365 .46302 -.08841 .03397 .000073 -.3861t
2PI12 4S1/2 110.2861 130.2403 .487;2 -.08876 .03311 .0GOG71
-.3p616
2P3/2 251/2 E.8567 9.1435 .1830b -.08233 902916 .00(,062
-.37676
h	 2P3/2 3F1/2 4499860 45.1785 .24430 -.09484 .03429 .J00073 -.376762P3/2 3P3/2 52.327b 52.5728 619097 -.09362 .03431 9000073 -.37676 3
2P3/Z 31,3/2 109.0523 1090389 .13616 -.08023 .03410 .000J73
-.37676
2P3/2 305/2 110.3466 110.6603 .10775 -.07e64 .03410 .(J80073
-.3767(,






A=5S R-8.82815E-05 A.U. j
2P3/2 3S1/2 -P.0664 -9.1643 .61347 -.10233 .03410 .000057
-944735
2P112 3P1/2 32.5773 32.4242 .67556
-*11526 .04015 9000067 -.44739
2PI12 3P3/2 37.1517 37.0483 162650 -.11593 .04018 .000068
-.44735
2P1/2 31)3/2 10195596 10195177 .54578 -.09648 003995 .000067
-.44735
H112 385/2 101.5525 101.5253 .°.3481 -010022 .0399, .000667
-.44739
2P112 4S1/2 11696059 116.5563 .°5645 -.10054 .03858 .000065
-.44734
2P3/2 3S1/2 7.5150 6.1934 .21531 -.09535 90342b .000057
-.43672
2P3/2 3P1/Z 47.1952 47.4117 .26943. -.10960 .04032 0000066
-.43672
2P312 3P3/2 53.6071 54.0824 .2.2940 -.10836 .04035 .000066
-.43672
2P3/2 363/2 116.7778 117.1015 .16574 -609291 .04UIY *000U67
-.43672
2P3/2 305/2 117.9857 118.3419 .13542 -.09106 .04012 .000067
-.43672
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FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P1 E(H-VP) E(SELF)
NICKEL 3 D .2=28	 A=58 R-8.77799E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 351/2 -11.5581
-11,6672 .69969 -.11528 .03983 .000048 -.51516
2P1/2 3P1/2 32.4676 32.2953 .77044 -.12992 .04092 .000056 -.51518
[P112 3P3/2 36.1561 36.0394 .71569 -.13086 .0469 .00005t -.51516
2Pi/2 ?03/2 107.1539 107.1481 96-2271 -.10653 .04o7C .000056 -.51518
?Pi/2 305/2 1079C263 10b.9944 .01321 -.11285 .0467U .00005t -.;1518
2P 2./i.' 4S1/2 123.0477 122.9947 .b35b6 -.11315 .04561 .OG0055 -.51516
2F3/2 3 51 /2 6.E020 6.9153 .25958 -.10978 .04006 .00004.8 -.50315
	 f
2P3i2 3P1/2 49.2064 49.4489 .33941 -112591 .04714 .000,)57 -.50315
s r`?/2 2P3/2 55.0220 ;x.3304 .2722•[ -.12467 .04718 .000057 -.50315
2P3/2 3F,312 124.5492 124.9135 .1968o -010696 .04693 .00uu5b -.50315
2P3/2 305/2 125.6692 126.0633 .16693 -.10482 .04692 .000056 -.50315
2P3/2 45112 141.1125 141.4768 .19903 -410808 904584 .000055
-.50315
COPPER 451 Z=29	 A = 63 P.=9.02331E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 351/2 -5.7280 -5.8424 .79032 -.12806 004610 .000033 -.59395
2P1/2 3P1/2 41.99tib 41.b151 .86749 -.14409 .0:423 0000039 -.59395
2F1/2 3P3/2 43.2903 43.1661 .bo936 -.145!-4 005427 9000039 -.5,395
2F1/2 3D3/2 121.5892 121.9459 .70379 -.12061 .054C(. .000038 -.59395
2P1/2 305/2 121.4669 121.4522 .69984 -.1223 .05399 .000036 -.59345
2P1/2 451/2 131.07E9 131.02/7 .71550 -.12544 .05307 .000036 -959395
2P3/2 351/2 14.3E71 14.7176 .31i11 -.12760 .04640 .000033 -.DdU44
2F3/2 3F1/2 6C.6439 60.9167 .39842 -.14530 .0:452 0000039 -.5bO44
	 ^<
2P3/2 3P3/2 64.1084 64.4522 .32633 -.14430 .01,456 .000035 -.58044
2P3/2 303/2 141.2543 141.7029 .241N4 -.12432 .05429 .000038 -.58044
2P3/2 305/2 142.0554 142.4895 .21402 -.12204 .05428 .00003b -.56044
2P3/2 451/2 151.1570 151.5704 .23862 -.12500 905336 .000036 -.58044
ZINC 4S2 Z-30	 A-64 R n 9.07080E-05 A.U.
ti
2P1/2 351/2 -18.7905 -1809205 .89322 -.14378 .05347 0000011 -.67289
2F1/2 3P1/2 3294063 32.1549 .9b343 -.16219 .06303 .000013 •-.b7269
2P112 3P3/2 34.1431 34.0003 .91647 -.16365 .06308 .000013 -.67289
2P1/2 363/2 115.3625 119.3123 .79525 -.13457 .06278 .000013 -.67265
2P1/2 3D5/2 118.E524 11d.8123 .791,82 -.14062 .06278 .000013 -.67289
2P1/2 451/2 136.3799 13b.3224 .80964 -.14088 .08143 .000013 -067269
2P312 351/2 4.6190 5.0132 .35323 -.14324 .05365 0000011 -.65803
2F3/2 3P1/2 54.2773 54.5805 .45503 -916357 .06341 .000013 -.65803
2P3/2 3P3/2 56.3217 58.7065 .37215 -vl6241 .06346 .000013 -.65803
PP312 3D3/2 141.8828 142.3411 .27609 -913953 .06316 .OG0013 -.65803	 a
2P3/2 305/2 142.7954 143.2845 .24253 -.13673 9OC315 .000013 -.65003
2P3/2 4S1/2 159.7654 160.2334 .27253 -.14037 006161 9000012 -.65803
GALLIUM 4P1 1.31	 A = 69 P-9.30112E-05 A.U.
2PI/2 351/2 -34.5405 -34.6837 1.00311 -.16025 .06137 -0000019 -.76107
2P1/2 3P1/2 19.8237 19.5855 1.10604 -.18136 .07257 -.000022 -.76107
E	 2P1/2 3P3/2 22.3560 22 1966 1.03110 -.18323 .07264 -.000022
-.76107
'	 2P1/2 3C3/2 114.0275 113.9734 .89287 -.15000 .07222 -.000022
-.76107
2F1/2 3D5/2 11306360 113.5937 .88717 -.15681 .07231 -.000U22
-.76107
2P1/2 451/2 139.2601 139.1971 .51067 -.15722 .07060 -.OGO022
-.76107
%Pi/1 421/2 14E.455t 146.3896 091494 -.15848 .0716E -.CGCO22 -.76107
2P3/2 351/2 -7.2904 -6.8441 .396L9 -.15'945 .06186 -.000019
-.74478
2P3/2 3P1/2 45.4433 45.7835 .51436 -.).8279 .0"0305 -.000CZ3
-.74478
2P3/2 3P3/2 50.4228 :0.°56? .41912 -918140 .07313 -.000023 -.74478
ZP3/2 311 3/2 140.2660 140.6026 .310881 -.15538 .07260 -.UG(.023
-.7447b
223/2'305/2 141.4757 142.0331 .2766G -•.1.5109 .C7275 7447b
2P3/2 451/2 166.4694 166.9930 .30653 -•.15645 .U7109 -.000022
-,74478










































E(TOT) t(DNFS) E(MAG) E(RET1 E(V-P) E(H-VP1 E( SELF 1
4P2 Z=32	 A = 74 R=5.52057E-05 A.U.
-51.5EU9 -51.7389 1.12267 -.17794 .07012 -.000058 -.85680
5.97C3 5.7021 1.24396 -.20203 6uE."1b -.000069 -.65660
5.4530 9.2748 1915593
-.20412 .063Zb -.000069 -.85660
107.5626 107.5234 .99930 -.16615 •.06293 -.000069 -.65680
107.3403 .10792949 .99357 -.17424 9CE232 -.000069 -,85680
142.0119 141.9429 1.01971 -.17467 .ObU7b -.000067 -.65680
151.9162 151.8410 1.02634 -.17640 .06214 -.00006b -.856b0
-2C.01t2 -19.5153 .44224 -.17674 .07073 -.006059 -.83910
3.-E077 36.1677 .57b76 -.2(134 .06374 --OCC07C -.b391C
419EEC9 42.3661 .46984 -.20173 .06369 -.000070 -.83910
136.0514 138.6310 .34833 -.17230 .06354 -.0CC070 -.b3910
139.5561 140.1793 .30070 -.16823 .Ot,353 -.UC0070 -.8391G
17.511E 174.1004 ,34271 -.17355 .06135 -.000069 -.83910
183.2632 183.8645 .35059 -.17548 .08275 -.000070 -.43910
4P3 2=33	 A=75 R=9.56326L•-05 A.U.
-4.4032 -496036 1.29337 -.22628 .OS506 -.000130 -.96159
100.4579 160.3917 1.11626 -.18308 .01470 -9000134 -.96159
100.21E7 100.1683 1.11008 -.19260 .09469 -.300130 -.96159
144.5352 144.8600 1.137b3 -.19300 .05205 -9000126 -.96155
15E.b°3G 15o.7695 1.14669 -.19522 .09376 -9000128 -.96159
156.5C45 176.4301 1.137c6 -919548 .01376 -.000126 -.9615S
-33.4546 -32.8932 .49596 -.19526 .08054 -.000111 -.94250
25.8138 26.2339 965237 -.22550 90957C -.000132 -.94250
32.6335 33.1756 .52d7e -.22362 .05563 -.UuU132 -.9420
13t.3S57 136.0438 .39249 -.19043 .09546 -.000132 -.94250
137.0655 137.7613 .33706 -.18565 .09045 -.000132 -.9425U
1131.007 1bl.66o9 .31344 -.19173 .05281 -,000128 -.94250
192.7761 193.4245 .3939E -.19428 .04452 -.000131 -.94250
192.6435 193.3027 .38309 -.19416 909453 -.000131 -.94250
SELENILM 4P4 Z n 34	 A-80 R=9.77122E-05 A.U.
2P1/Z 3P3/2 -1993892 -19.6139 1.44194 -.24992 .1L81C -.00O207 -!6.07517
2Pi/2 303/2 92.2801 52.2062 1.24260 -9201OZ .10771 -.000207 -1.07517
2P1/2 305/2 92.0634 92.0070 1.23622 -.21215 .1C770 -.000207 -1.07517
2P1/Z 4S1/2 147.5791 147.4977 1.26463 --21240 .10450 -.000200 -1.07517
2P1/2 4P112 161.7661 161.6740 1.2759b -.21515 .lC662 -.000204 -1.07517
2P1/2 4P3/2 161.698E 161.6178 1-26520 -.21548 .10663 -.000204 -1.07517
2P3/2 351/2 -47.6635 -47.0591 -55416 -.21496 .01135 -.000176 -1.05477	 3
2P3/Z 3P1/2 1590994 15.5623 973230 -.24909 -lObE9 -0000210 -1.05477
ZP3/2 3P3/2 22.7634 23.3636 -59273 --24702 .10965 -.000210 -1.05477
2P312 303/2 132.1697 132.8653 .44649 -.2C974 .lC86t -.000210 -1005477
2P3/2 305/2 134.C225 134.7964 .37658 -.20417 610864 -9000210 -1.05477
2P312 411/2 L88.70E6 169.4425 .42667 -.21109 .10545 --00O204 -1.05477
2P3/2 4P1/2 202.7271 203.4466 .43994 -.21413 •lC757 -.000208 -1.05477	 s
ZP3/2 4P3/2 202.9C62 203.6409 942671 -.21403 .1075b -.000206 -1.05477
BROMINE 4P5 Z-35	 A=79 R-9.73034E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 3P3/Z -35.2453 -35.4961 1.6015E -.27497 .12246 -.000303 -1.19795
2P1/2 3U3/Z 63.2790 83.1968 1.37827 -.21990 .12208 -.000302 -1.19795
ZP1/2 305/2 63.1041 83.0416 1.37142 -.23274 .1G2v7 -.000302 -1.19795
2P1/2 451/2 145.9227 149.h350 1.34942 -.23270, .11N24
-.000243 -1.19745
2P1/2 4P112 166.7145 16b.6142 1.41385 -.23606 012Ub2 -0000299
-1.19795
2P112 4P312 166.4810 lt6.693c; 1.40102 -.23648 .12083 -.000299
-191179
2F3/2 3,,1/2" -62.29c0 -b1.60Zb 61580 - 23571 0 1G326
- 000257 -1.17634
2F3/2 3P1/Z 4-(1702 5.6798 -1.1764 -.274U4 .li346 -.O;,U3U7 -1.17634
2PB12 3P3/2 12.5312 13.1949 .66110 -.27163 112366 -.000308 -1.17634
2F312 303/2 126.6396 129.4314 .49171 -.23015 .12325 -.000308 -1.17634




FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-YP) EISELF)
BROMINE 4P5 Z-35	 A n79 R = 9.73034E-05 A.U.
2P3/2 451/2 191.6266 197.4439 .47149 -.23135 .11941 -9000298
-1.17634
2P3/2 4P1/2 213.2317 214.0333 .48821 -.23514 .12199 -.000304 -1.17634
2P3/2 4P3/2 213.7749 214.5921 .47241 -.23496 .12200
-.000304 -1.17634
KRYPTON 4P6 Z-36	 A-84 R n 9.93144E-05 A.U. ?	 r
2P1/2 3F3/2 -51.€3118 -52:11?2 1.77265 -.30145 .13832 --JC0421 -1.33069
2P112 303/2 73.6095 73.5189 1.52351 -.23970 013790 -.000420 -1.33069
2P1/2 31,5/2 73.4990 73.4301 1.51656 -.25445 .13786 -400420 -1.33069
2P1/2 4S1/2 15297073 152.6156 1.:4351 -.25405 .13334 -.000406 -1.33069
2P1/2 4F1/2 172.C1bl 171.9097 1.5611 -.25809 .13646 -.000415 -1.33069
ZP1/2 4F3/2 172.6t61 172.5732 1.54b(;5 -.25857 .13647 -.000416 -1.33069
2P3/2 3P1/2 -7* 46,4C -6.9044 .90996 -.30018 .13450 -.000427 -1.30801
2f'3/2 3P3/2 2.1281 2.8636 .73412 -.29811 913976 -.000428 -1.30801
2P3/2 363/2 121.0000 125.8745 .54032
-925167 -13933 -.000428 -1.306C1
ZP3/2 205/2 127.2786 12d, 228b .45329 --24431 .13931 -9000428 -1.30801
2P312 451/2 20;.5436 20b.4510 .5'1151 -.25271 91347h -.000413 -1.30801
2P3/2 4P1/2 224.6492 225.5378 .53917 -.25721 .13769 -.OG0423 -1.30801
2P3/2 4P3/2 225.cC43 226.5113 052056 -.25701 .13791 -.000423 -1.30801
RUBIDIUM 551 Z-37	 A-85 R n 9.97069E-05 A.U.
2P1/2 3P3/2 -77.2123 -77.5280 1.96223 -.33091 .19600 -.000565 -1.47101
2P112 303/2 5`.0334 4.9259 1 cd557 -.26195 •15555 -.00O564 -1.47101
2P1/2 305/2 5,.0631 54.9999 1.67b02 -.27875 .15553 -0000564 -1.47101
2P1/2 4S1/2 149.b97b 149.7942 1.70247 .27751 .15003 -.000544
-1.47101
irl ii2 4Pi/2 171.6141 171.4692 1.72503 -.26244 .1:388 -.00055b -1.47101
2PI12 4P3/2 172.4677 172.3823 1.70609 -928307 .15351 -.0005>h -1.47101
iPl/2 551/2 195.9608 195.8654 1.69227 -.27871 .15253 -.000554 -1.47101
2P3/2 3P3/2 -1t.3441 -15.5435 -81683 -.32711 .15775 -.000575 -1.447x2
ZP3/2 303/2 113.17`.4 114.1321 .60963 -.27558 .1573C -.000575 -1.44752
2P3/2 305/2 115.7759 ilb.8184 .51547 -.26717 .15727 -.000574 -1.44752
2P3/2 451/2 209.5b02 210.5799 .57252 -.27594 .15176 -.000554 -1.44752
?P312 4P1/2 231-0559 232.0314 .59639 -.28148 .15ti63 -.000568 - 1 44752
2P3/2 4P3/2 232.2902 233.2889 .57492 -628122 .15566 -.0005b6 -1.44752
2P312 551/2 255.6614 256.1691 .56285 -.27718 .154t8 -.000565 -1.44752
STRCNTIUM 5S2 2.38	 A-118 R-1.00866E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 3P3/2 -104.0794 -10494358 2.16608 -936215 .17540 -.000738 -1.62218
2PI12 303/2 34.9943 34.8679 1.85S7t -.28541 .17494 -.OG0736
-1.62216
2P1/2 3D5/2 35.2364 35.1393 1.65158 -.30444 917491 --000738 -1.622181,
2P1/2 4S1/2 146 ► 7207 146.6055 1.67lb7 -.30207 .1t631 -.000709 -1.62216
2P1/2 4P1/2 170.6430 170.7007 1.901022 -.30605 .17301 -.000729 -1.6Z21b
2P1/2 4P3/2 171.5829 171.8646 1.87694 -.30862 .17305 -.000729 -1.62216
2P1/2 1 51/2 232.3843 202.28J9 1.b57o2 -.30298 .1716E -.000724
-1.62210	 l
2P3/2 3P3/Z -3596390 -34.7652 .93537 -.357tJ .177;3 -.000752 -1.59811
2P3/2 3D3/2 100,5501 101.5957 .67751 -930082 .177C6 -000752
-1.59811	 P
2P3/2 3D5/2 103.5072 104.6490 .57129 -.29128 -17703 --000752 -1.59611
2P3l2 451/2 213.9115 215.0117 .62643 -.30024 .17043 -.000723 -1.59611
2P?12 4P1/Z 237.7580 238,8275 .66Cb1 -.30695_.. .17513 -.000743
-1.59611
2P3/2 4P3/2 235.3117 24(.4100 .63201 -.30663 .17517 -.000743 -1.59811
ZP3/2 551/2 269.5713 270.6d20 .61475 -.301lo .17360 -.000737 -1959811
yY
1
YTTRIUM 401 7.39	 A-39 R-1.01247E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 3F3/2 -127.7°.3t -12b.1546 2.39Ub3 -9391,93 .15624 -.300544
-1976619	 3
2P1/2 30312 17.6435 17.7445 2.U5437 -.312C2 .1S5bl
-.OU0943 -1.78819
2P1/2 305/2 16.6597 16.5417 Z.04470 -.33337 . 1 195 711 -.OG0943
-1478819
2P1/Z 451/2 147.317" 147.1894 2.65864 -:32951 .1680@ -.000905 -1.78bl9




FINAL STATE MOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) EIRET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
YTTRIUM 401 Z-39	 A-89 P-1.01247E-04 A.U.
2P112 4P3/2 174.9617 174.8299 2.06453 -.33729 .15372 -9000932 -1.78619
2P1/2 4D3/2 205+4005 205.3006 2.02293 -.32729 .19335 -.000931 -1.78819
2111/2 551/2 2C9.5620 209.4503 2.03844 -.32982 .1(1216 -.000925 -1.78819
2P312 3P3/2 -5C.8E22 -49.9264 1.00035 -.39029 .1(1c8b -.000963 -1.76379
2P3/2 3D3/2 91.7247 52.6659 .75164 -.32763 .19837 .000962 =1.70374
cP3/2 3L512 95.3613 96.6127 .631bC -.31680 .14833 -.000962 -1.76379
2P3/2 451/2 222.8619 224.0740 .687E4 -.32584 .19063 -.000924
-1.76379
Zr 3/2 4F1/2 247.7441 246.9199 .726='2 -.33377 .1"5622 -.00U951 -1.70379
ZP3/2 4F3/2 Z5C.6547 25loe642 .e5219 -.33326 .1(1027 -.000951 -1.76379
2P3/2 403/2 28	 .N^CN Ztb2.0365 .(,5b3C -.3251b .1559i -.000950
-1.76379
2P3/2 551/2 2°5.0779 296.3051 .66923 -.32645 .19473 -.000944 -1.76379
ZIRCCNIUM 402 Z=40
	
A-90 R = 1.01625E-04 Q.U.
2P1/2 3P3/2 -15202329 -152.6827 2.63160 -.43398 021911 -.001187 -1.96575
2P112 303/2 .0461 -.0786 2.26336 -934038 021862 -.)01167 -•1.96575
2Pi12 305/2 1.4762 1.3369 2.251b4 -.36420 021u5E -.001166 -1.9o575 a
,:1 1 1/2 451/2 147.7114 147.5690 2.25b27 -.35664 .2Gb66 -.OJ1137 -1.46575
2P112 4P1/Z 173.8175 17396367 2.29830 -.36684 .21622 -.OJ1172 -1-9u575 j
2Vile 41 1 3/2 177.7853 177.6383 2.26516 -936754 .21630 -.OU1173 -1.96575 s
2P1/2 40312 21191576 z1190ed4 2.21561 -.35564 .21092 -.001171 -1.96575
211/2 55112 21b.7434 211.6221 2423199 -.35835 921456 -.J011b4 -1.9o575
2P3/2 3P3/2 -66.1407 -6590959 1.10000 -.42435 .22220 -0061212 -1.94139
y2P3/2 3C3/2 02.9921 64.2338 .b29b6 -05565 .221.69 -0001212
-1.9413+
2P3/2 305/2 87.2793 88.6490 .69473 -.34342 922165 -.001211 -1.94139
2P9/2 461/2 232.3975 233.7305 .74E+96 -.35248 .21274 -.001162 -1.94139
kP3/2 401/2 25P,l t9e 259.4602 +79459 -.36174 .21929 --001197 -1.94139 -^
2P3/2 4P3/2 262.6302 2b3.9bO2 .75419 -936099 .21437 -.001198 -1.94139
2P3/2 403/2 295.7099 297.07J7 .71431 -.35143 .219CC -.001196 -1.54139
2113/2 551/2 301.3769 302.7292 .72542 -.35279 921716 -.001169 -1.94139
I	 NIObIum 405 5S1 Z=41
	
A-93 R = 1.02742E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 3D5/2 -11.4981 -11.6623 2.48065 -.39694 .24303 -.001469 -2.15905
2P1/2 451/2 152.537E 152.3787 2-47793 -.39133 .23252 -.001407 -2.15905
2P1/7. 4P1I2 1711.1437 177.9408 2952366 -.40070 924046 -.001452 -2.15905
2P1/2 4P3/2 164	 7E40 184.6200 2.4b506 -.40114 .2405E -.001453 -2.15905
2P112 403/2 220.3634 220.2416 2.42906 -.38761 .24021 -.001451 -2.1590a
2111/2 551/2 224.7015 224.5696 2.44346 -.39000 .23L9b -.001444 -2.15905
2P3/2 3P'3/2 -76.06C2 -74.9353 1.20460 -046012 .21i72e -.001503 -2.13512
2P3/2 ?03/2 79.1032 bJ.4649 .41344 -.38524 .24b7b -.001502 -2.13512
ZP3/2 305/2 84.6132 80.1137 .760b4 -.37138 .24671 -.001502 -2.13512
ZP3/2 4S1/2 247.3239 24t.7916 .81261 -.38038 .2366C -.061440 -2.13512
2P3/2 4P1/2 272.573; 273.9921 .b64b4 -.39100 .24414 -.0014d;
-2.13512
ZP3/2 4P3/2 279.7323 291.1964 .61813 -.38981 .24424 -9001486 -2913512
2P312 403/2 314.9496 316.4476 .77386 -.37911 .24364 -.UG1484
-2.13512
2P3/2 551/2 319.3E54 320.8763 .78334 -.38033 .24266' -.01,1476 -2.13512
FOLYEDENUM 405	 9S1 Z	 42	 A-98 R-1.04551E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 3D5/2 -30.2513 -30.4413 2.71342 -.43120 .27005 -.001802 -2.36052
2P1/2 451/2 153.5573 153.3835 2.6992C -.421b1 .25b4S -.001723 -2.36052
ZPI/2 4111/2 181.1914 180.9671 2.75156 -.43220 .26720 -.JO1781 -2.36052
0111/2 4113/2 1b7.6e77 10. 9077 -.432bl .2t733 -.001782 1
-2.3bU52
2PI/2 403/2 227.0502 22b.S594 2.64330 -.41717 .26t-9E .3017110 -2.36052
ZP112 4D!)/2 227.6941 227.5697 2.63944 -441973 .26695 -.001780
-2.36032 3
2P112 5S1/2 232.5119 232.371C 2.65712 -.41994 .2655E -.001771 -2.36052
2P3/2 3P3/2 -91.3713 -9C.-1303 1.32215 -.49879 .27503 .-.001845 -2.33759
2P3/2 c.D3/Z 7C.t043 72.CeO4 I.ClUD92 -.41705 .27445
-.OG164. -2.337551
2113/2 3D5/2 76.4585 7b.1275 .63766 -.40167 .27444 -.001845 -2.33755
2P3/2 451/2 256.5223 Zb0.5257 .bu350 -.41038 .26287 -.001766
-2.33759






t	 FINAL STATE Et TOT) E(OHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
Kt)
{ LYbDENUM 4D5	 5S1 2=42	 A-96 R 0 1.0455lL-04 A.U.
2P3/2 4P3/2 293,2298 294.8284 689018 -.42111 .27171 -.001E25 -2.33759 {
1	 2P312 4L• 3/2 332.2450 333.6834 .63035 -o40870 .27134 -.001823 -2.33755 ?	
a
2P3/2 405/2 333.1162 334.7720 .82180 -.40749 .27133 -.001823 -2.33759
2P3/2 :Sl/2 337.7SC7 339.4233 .84665
-.40562 .26997 -.001814 -2.36755
hETIUM 406	 SS1 Z n 43	 A-99 k=1.04905E-04 }
TECI- A.U.
^	 PP1/2 3L'5/2 -45.5671 -45.$0'20 2.4603E -.46478 .25944 -.0021 8c" -.2..57796.
ZP1/2 451/2 154.4449 154.258;, 2.93277 -.45298 62bb27 -.00209Q -2.57796 '+
2P1/2 4F1/2 184.1t47 1b369211 2.99233 -.46486 .2562E -.002163 -2.57796 '+
2PI12 4F3/2 150.4524 190.2586 2.94311 -.46564 .25644 -.002164 -2.57796
2P1/2 4C3/2 233.8142 233.6770 2.8691C -.44741 .2S605 -.002162 -2.57796 '!
2P1/2 4C5/2 234.3861 234.2560 2.8E5C3 -.45080 .29604 -.002162 -2:57796
2P1/2 5S1/Z 24C.3574 24C.2503 2.68369 -.45097 .254;2 -.00L1Di -2.57796
ZP312 3P3/2 -10t.4366 -1015.09.0 1.44652 -.53555 .30527 -.002244 -2.55663 ?	 '
ZF312 303/2 62.3919 63.9925 1.10367 -.45048 .30471 -.002244 -2.55663
2P3/2 365/2 EE.t817 70.4505 .51893 -.43349 .3C4b4 -.002244 -2,55663 !
2P3/2 4S1/2 271.2701 273.0217 .95747 -.44181 .25147 -.002145 -2.55663
2PS/2 4P1/2 3CC.567t 302.2751 1.02512 -.45525 .3G14b -.002218 -2.55663 .•
2P3/2 4P3/2 307.468b 309.2143 .96546 -945393 .301b4 -.002219 -2.55663
2P3/2 4D3/2 35(,.4172 352.208E .9C574 -.43971 .30125 -.302217 -2.55663
2P3/2 405/2 351.26'71 353.0961 •68684 -.43826 .30124 -.002217 -2.55663 -`.
2P3/2 5S1/2 357.1504 35b.9372 .913C6 -.44078 .29973 -.OG2206 -2.55663 ;,
RUTHENIUM 4D7	 5S1 t=44	 0 102 R n 1.059a4E-04 A.U.
F
2P1/2 3L5/2 -69.7561 -7G.GC22 3.22164 -.49964 .33133 -.002635 -2.80476
2P1/2 451/2 155.3054 15;.1024 3.17927 -048545 .3164C -.002513 -2.80476
2P1/2 4F1/2 187.1776 1bt.9093 3,24653 -.49867 .32764 -,002604 -2.80476
ZP112 4P3/Z 193.2006 192.9882 3.19148 -.49971 .32804 -e0C2606 -2.60476
1 2PI/2 403/2 24C.6218 240.4736 3.10737 -.47947 .32763 -.002604 -2.80476
2P1/2 405/2 243.1:72 241.0167 3.10321 -.48294 .32762 -.002604 -2.8U47t j
2P112 551/2 246.1582 2461.0003 3.1223,E -948305 .32593 -.062590 -2.80476
ZP3/2 3P3/2 -121.4773 -12(,. C224 1.57764 -.5824) .33812 -e002705 -2.78578
2P3/2 3D3/Z 54.2635 55.9932 1.20b79 -.48555 933715 -.002706 -2.76578
ZP3/2 3U5/2 60.9173 62.8804 1.00476 -.46688 .33748 -.002705 -2.78576
ZP3/2 451/2 284.5261 2tt.432C 1.03460 -.47469 .32255 -.OUZ584 -2-76576
2P3/2 4P1/2 315.9731 317.6065 1.11075 -.46965 .33399 --002674 -2.78578
2P3/2 4P312 322.6262 324.5247 1.04402 -.48829 .33419 -.002676 -2.76576
2P3/2 403/2 369.6C81 371.5590 .97592 -,47213 .33376 -.002674 -2.78578
2P3/2 405/2 370.4669 372.4394 .95465 -.47049 .33377 -.002674 -2.78576 s
2P3/2 5Sl12 377.3205 379.2683 0(8160 .47305 .33208 -.00Z6bO -2978578 1';
PHODIUM 4D8	 5S1 Z-45	 A • 103 P 2 1.06300E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 305/2 -9O.9C60 -51.1826 3.49834 -.53575 .3656( -.003148 -3.04875
2P112 45112 156.4104 15b,1932 3.43o8b -$1692 .34904 -.003000 -3.0487b
2P1/2 4P1/2 19C.4986 190.2018 3.51421 -.53355 .36204 -.003111
-3.04876
2PI12 4P3/2 196.2132 197.9845 3.45314 -.53488 .36225 -.003114 -3.04878
ZP1/2 403/2 247.8095 247.6533 3.35832 -.51209 .3tl8t -.003111 -3.04878
2P1/2 4D5/2 248a3C52 246.1570 3.35426 -.51607 .36185 -1003111 -3.0467b
2P1/2 55112 256.4557 2:)6.2930 3.37370 -.51614 .359(9 -.003091 -3.04L78
2P3/2 3P3/2 -136.5554 -1350221 1.71597 --62738 .37381 -.00323t) -3.03294
LP3/2 303/2 46.124E 47,9949 1.31514 -.52227 .37322 -.00323h -3.03294
PP3/2 3L5/Z 53,263b ,5.3337 l.U95CC -.5clu4 .37314 -.OGb237 -'3.03294
2P312 hSl/Z 299.0199 301.0940 1.114b4 -.50902 935629 -4003089 -3.03294
^P3/2 4P1/2 332.61U6 .1.}4.6530 1.20007 -.52559 .304c( -.UG320C -.1.03244
2P3/2 4P3/2 335.0416 341.1066 1.1251=2 -.52420 .36953 -.0G32U3 -3.03294
2. F3 403/2 390.1720 392.2961 1.04b93 -.50500 436911
-.003201 -3.03294
2P3/2 405/2 391,C203 393. 166 2 1.07524 -.ra0411 .36YVi -.OG32v0 -3.03294




FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) •E(H-VP) E(SELF)
PALLADIUM 4D10 Z=4b	 A-106 R-1.07322E-04 A.U.
i
ZP1/2 ?D5/2 -106.6765 -107.1843 3.79156
-957218 .40274 -.003731 -3.31256
2P1/2 4SI/L 162.6790 lb2.4922 3.71143 -.55245 .36392 -.003553 -3.31256
2P1/2 4P1/2 199.1453 198.8375 3.79389 -956834 .3SS52 -.003687 -3.31258
2P1/Z 4P3/2 X 3.440!+ 263.2005 3.7'-745 -.570C4 .348b2 -.003691 -3.31Z56	 'fin
2P1/2 403/2 259.4794 259.3197 3.62262 -.54504 .39d40 --003668 =3.31258	 ^.
2F1/2 465/2 259.7874 259.6351 3.61948 -.54925 ,39839 --003688 -3.31256	 1
2P°/2 3P3/2 -45.5925 -143.8535 1.87007 -967630 .4,119 -.003841 -3.30061
2F3/2 303/2 44.3166 46.3354 1.436t2 -.56234 .41134 -.003b44 -3.30081
ZP312 3G'./2 .`3.6313 53.t^654 1.19949 -.54321 .41123 -.003843 -3.30081
2F3/2 4S1/Z 319.5793 321.8326 1.20516 -.54648 .39242 -.003665 -3.30081
2P3/2 4P1/2 355.5E24 357.74tO 1.2?836 -956442 94C7C2 -9003749 -3.30081
2P3/2 4F3/2 360.571: 362.6143 1.21766 -.56315 .40731 -.003603 -3.30081
2P3/2 403/2 416.1364 414.4476 1.13145 -.54251 .4C69C -.003600 -3.30081
2P312 465/2 416.b038 419.1348 1.10757 -.54088 040688 --003600 -3030081
SILVER 551 2=47	 A-107 R = 1.076.81-04 A.U. rte;
2P1/2 305/2 -135.3749 -135.7172 4.09834 -.61164 944376 --.004407 -3.583773
2P1/2 451/2 158.1COb 157.8557 3.94917 -.58883 .4225C -.004191 -3.58377
2P1/2 4P1/2 196.8Ct5 156.4712 4.09262 -.bC652 .43910 --004355 -3.58377
2F1/2 4P3/2 201.7896 201.5296 4.01811 -.60845 .43946 -.OU4360 -3.58377
2FI12 503/2 262.1266 261.9575 3.SJ034 -.58014 .43900 --004357 -3.58377
	 r
ZP1/Z 4L5/2 262.5406 262.3782 3.69674 -.58521 .43898 -.004357 -3.58377	 y.
2F1/2 55112 272.8C25 272.6225 3.91654 -.58520 .43675 -.004334 -3.58377
ZP3/2 3P3/2 -166OC668 -164.2289 2.01320 -.72384 .45441 -.004544 -3.57716
^P312 303/2 30.E111 32.9921 1.54757 -.60071 .45361 -.00454b -3.57716
2F312 3@5/2 3E.S030 41.3168 1.2ab73 -.57649 .45365 -.001547
-3.57716
2P3/2 4S1/2 330.7021 333.1499 1.28327 -.58203 .43245 -.004331 -3.57716
2F3/2 4P1/2 36P.1;174 371.2631 1.38b99 -.60208 .44904 -,004495 -3.57716
ZP3/2 4P3/2 374.6379 377.0725 1.29631 -.60066 .44940 -.004500 -3.57716
2P3/2 403/2 434.4563 436.9646 1.20239 -957799 .44853 -.004497 -3.5771b
2P3/2 405/2 435.2754 437,8099 1.17381 -.57555 .44891 -.004497 -3.57716
ZP3/2 551/2 445.3646 447.b953 102029b -957b50 .44669 -.004474 -3.57716
CADKIUM 5S2 Z n 48	 A-114 R-1.09956E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 3D5/2 -165.8031 -166.1862 4.42265 -.65252 946810 -.005177 -3.87000
iP1/2 451/2 152.b433 152.5779 4.30248 -.62629 .46415 -.UC4917 -3.87000
2FI12 4P1/2 193.N781 193.5J6C 4.4Ob18 -964594 .4b295 -1005115 -3.87000
2F1/2 4P3/2 199.6290 199.3441 4.32461 -964817 .48335 -.OQ5122 -3.87000
ZP1/2 403/2 264.2677 264.0833 4.19292 -.61627 .48287 -.005118 -3.87000
2PI12 405/2 264.8015 264.6271 4.18897 -.62229 .46216 -.UC5118 -3987000
2P1/2 5S1/2 280.2603 ZbO.0653 4.21243 -.62218 947966 -.005085 -3.87000
2P3/2 3F3/2 -167.3945 -185.4094 2.162t5 -977323 .50042 -.005346 -3.86474
2P3/2 303/2 16.5057 16.8582. 1.66523 -.64042 -45462 -.005352 -3.66974
2P3/2 30212 25.4393 28.0471 1.3815b --61399 949969 -.005351 -3.86974
2P3/2 451/2 342.3429 344.9969 1.36381 -.61870 .57574 -4005091 -3.86974
2F3/2 4F1/2 3e2.b557 389.3938 1.46341 -.64104 .49456 -,005289 -3.86974
2P3/2 4P3/2 389.3919 392.0296 1.35165 -.63947 .49499 -.005295 -3.86974
ZP3/2 403/2 453.4612 456.1805 1.27546 -961420 .4944b -.OU5292
-3.86974
2P3/2 4D5/2 454.4509 457.2010 1924181 -.61131 .49445 -.005292 -3.86974
2P3/2 5S1/2 469.7378 472.4600 1.27601 -.61463 .45145 -.00•5255
-3.U6974
INDIUM 5P1 Z-49	 A n 115 P n l.10277E-04 A.U.
2PI12 3D5/2 -199.2509 -199.6699 4.76103 -.69433 .53535 -.006044
-4.17707
ZP112 4S1/1 145.t7b6 14503971 4.6lb » -ot6443 .50843 -.005,732
-4.17707
2P1/2 4P1/2 1Pt.7673 1+-P.3691 4.737 f'2 -,58531 .52470 -6005970 -4.17707
2P1/2 4P3/2 195.5832 145.2804 4.6443t -.68874 .53023 -.UL-5979 -4.17707
2Pl/2 403/2 264.4508 264.2593 4.49744 -065308 .52St9 --005975
-4.17707
ZP1 /Z 405/2 265.2494 265.0698 4.45309 -966007 .72967 -.005975
-4.17707




FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DNFSI E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(N-VP) E(SELF)
INDIUM 5P1 .Z-49	 A-115 R-1.1C277E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 5PI/2 29109103 291.6982 4.52839 -.66170 952846 -.005960 -4917707
2P3/2 3P3/2 -21C.5Z53 -208.3732 2.31267 -.82357 .54960 -.006252 -4.18451
2P3/2 3D312 .4C72 2.9517 1.77793 -.68063 .54901 -.006260 -4.18451
2P3/2 301-5 /2 10.2743 13.0962 1.471&5 -.65162 '.54CEt -.30625e -4.18451
2P312 451/2 353.3926 356.2755 1.440E3
-.65761 .:2153 -.005447 -4.18431
2P3/2 4P1/Z 395.948N 398.7014 1.57528 -.68041 .54311+ -.006185 -4.18451 1.
2P3/2 4P3/2 403.57E4 406.4423 1.46172 -.678b3 .54371 -.006193 -4.18451
2P3/2 403/2 471.PZ57 474.7793 1.34459 -.65063 95431b -0006190 -4.lb451
2P3/2 4L;/2 473.1314 476.121C 1.30516 -.64722 954315 -.OLbi84 -4.16471
-
t
2P3/2 5Sl/Z 493.2269 496.1835 1.4373 -.61115 .5J94y -.00ti47 -4.18451
2P3/2 5P1/2 499.545C 5U2.4923 1.35461 -.65318 954193 -.006175 -4.18451
1
TIN 5P2 Z-5C	 A-118 R-1.1122EE-04 A.U.
2P1/2 305/2 -234.0356 -234.4943 5.11805 --73756 ,56632 --007023 -4.50130 „3
,.P1/2 45112 13P.4012 13b.1061 4.9506-3 -970367 .5.610 -.006o52 -4.50130
?PI/2 4P1/2 183.59?.2 1b3.1636 7.06478 -.72740 .560Ut -.0U69j6 -4.50130
r.PI12 4P3/2 191.t111 191.2687 4.9bO4b -.7305u .9bOt9 -.00,tY47 -4.50130
2PI/2 4(,3/2 264.6554 264.4959 4.b165C -.69085 05bU15 -.JO6Y44 -4.50130
GP112 4U5/1 265.7836 26b. '1979 4.81274 -969891 45bU1•l -.006943 -4.50130
e.P112 551/2 291.1553 29G.9415 4.84',03 -.69873 .57573 -0006889 -4.50130
2PI12 5P1/2 295.5547 299.3297 4.t5',43 -.70097 .77875 -0006925 -4.50130
2P3/2 3D5/2 -4.8e13 -1.8316 1.56427 -969067 .6619; -.007286 -4.51796
ZP3/2 451/2 365.6603 36&.8088 1.51790 -.69327 .57173 -.OU6Y15 -4.51796
2P312 4P1/2 410.2868 413.2684 1.66859 -.72073 .5S56b -.007200 -4.51796
^P3/2 4P3/Z 415.lb64 422.2919 1.54"[04 -.71873 .55632 -.007210 -4.51796
2F3/2 403/2 491.5591 494.8028 1.41358 -.68784 ,55577 -.007207 -4.51796
2P3/2 4L5/2 493.2446 496.4901 1.36785 -.68387 .5973 -.007206 -4.51796
2P3/2 551/2 51E.394C 52196011 1.41712 -.68843 .59135 --007153 -4.51796
2P312 5P1/2 526.7324 529.92b8 1.42738 - .69103 059437 --007189
-4.51796
ANTIMONY 5P3 Z=51	 A-121 R=1.12162E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 305/2 -270.5364 -271.0412 5.49612 -.78169 .64116 -.008125 -4.84468
2P112 451/2 130.3931 13U-0798 5.30191 -.74352 .bC732 -.007685 -4.84468
2F1/2 4P1/2 177.9194 177.4565 5.45157 -.77018 .63425 -.008024 -4.84468
281/2 4P3/2 186.9159 leo.5749 5.33590 -.77318 -63502 -.008037 -4.84466
2Pi/2 403/2 26494466 264'.2369 5.15711 -.72913 .63445 --008034 -4.64466
2P1/2 405/2 26:.6681 265.4741 5.15071 -.73837 .63442 -.00E034 -4.84468
ZP1/2 5S1/2 296.6732 296.4488 5.19591 -.73806 .62920 --007966 -4.81x466
2P112 5P1/2 30606562 306,4176 5.19926 --740b5 .o32b4 -.006(,12 -4.d4468
2N1/2 5P3/2 306.8795 30b96536 5,18669 -.74122 .63251 -.008013 -4.84468
2P3/2 305/2 -2C-443& -17.155ti 1.6031'0 -.73065 .65923 -.Ov8447 -4.87220
2P3/2 4S1/Z 378.5447 381.9303 1.60063
-.73157 .62546 -.OGbG07 -4.87220
2P3/2 4Pl/Z 425.4546 428.6764 1.76865 -.76225 .65223 -.JC8346 -4.b7220
25312 4P3/2 435.3654 43b-7446 1.b2b29 -.760(.4 .65309 -.008359 -4.87220
2P3/2 4U3/2 512.1ee6 515.6552 1.4b747 - .72604 .65253 - 0006356 -4.87220
2P3/2 4D5/2 514.0162 517.5325 1.43524 -.72150 -6524b -.008355 -4.87220
2P3/2 551/2 54497632 54b.2554 1.48761 -.72661 .64727 -.0082b8 -4167220
2F312 5P112 554.6586 558.1549 1.50315 -.72Ye4 .6`.092 -.008333 -4.87220
223/2 5P3/Z 555.0193 556.4904 1.48806 --72963 .69,095 -.008335 -4.87220
TELLURIUM 5P4 Z-52	 A=130 R-1.14877E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 2C5/2 -30F-6C22 -309.1528 5.69336 --&2696 .70011 -.009363 -5.20650
2P112 4S1/2 121.8631 121.5301 5.67023 -.78421 .66232 -008845 -5.20650
2P1/2 4P1/2 171,7E44 171.2345 5.63663 -.81345 .69251 -.009245 -5.20650
2P1/2 4P3/2 18108599 181.4904 5.70849 -.81682 .69343 -.009262
-5.20650	 -
2P1/2 403/2 2b3.t433 213.6223 5.°1213- -,76817 .69285 -.JC9L59 -5420650
2P1/2 4D512 265.2184 265.0151 5.50493 -.77866 969261 -.044259 -5.20650
2P1/2 551/2 302.0247 301.788& 5.543U6 -.77819 .6b667 -.CC9174 -5.20650























































































































* 84d59 -.012705 -6.06157
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FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RED LIV-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
CERIUM 4F2 Z-5b	 A=140 R=1.1775GE-04
	 A.U.
2P1/2 305/2 -564.17C6 -5t5.1384 5.77795 -1.13233 1915826 -.020492 -7.81561
ZP1/2 451/2 61.9243 61.4J40 8.31519 -1.05314 1.Ub404 -.019231 -7.d1561
2P1/2 4P1/2 125.1584 124.3429 b.6061b -1010010 1.14521 -.020214 -7.bl561
2F'1/2 4e3/Z 145.5271 144.9375 b.38306 -1910523 1.147tb -.02CZ74 -7.81561
ZP1/2 403/2 250.2264 249.8722 6906860 -140255d 1.14701 -.0Z0276 --7.81561
2P1/2 405/2 25692695 255.9526 8.04945 -1.04355 1.14692 -.320275 -7.81561
EP1/2 4F5/2 369.2512 369.0263 7.93451 -1001909 1.1.4525 -.020244 -7.81561
2P1/2 551/2 331.8165 331.4801 8.07516 -1.03669 1.13353
-.020030 -7.81561
2FI/Z 5P112 351.Ebo3 371.5087 d.11312 -1.04346 i.14372 -.J2C209 -7.81561
ZP1/2 5F312 35560951 354.7521 6.07930 -1.04457 1.144C°. -.UZ0217 -7.81561
2P112 tSl/2 37998078 379.4884 6.0504E -1.03639 1.14111 -0020166 -7.815ol
2F3/2 31,5/2 -123.3661 -11'..9731 2.45C91 -1.04293 1.2C53b -.021663 -7.98473
ZV3/2 451/2 502.29bC 557.9860 2.20999 -1.02901 1.13615 -.020402 -7.98473
2P3/2 4P1/2 564.7CO8 570.0664 2. .3102 -1.08285 1.15234 -.J21385 -7:.98473
2F3/2 4P3/2 ti8f	 3310 591.9561 2.26252 -1.07825 1.1S47b -.021445 -7.98473
2F3/2 4L3/2 689.966E 695.7743 2.C23ol -1001910 1.19413 .021447 -7.98473
2P3/2 4C5/2 b96.9251 702.8355 1.41025 -:.00850 1.15402 -.021445 -7.98473
2P3/2 4F5/2 809.4457 815.4222 1.83249 -.99519 1019236 -.UZ1414 -7.46473
2P3/2 5S1/2 772.1ObC 777.9728 1.97132 -1.01279 1.1bO65 -.0212U1 -7.98473
2F3/Z 5F1/2 - 792.0473 747.6687 2.01445 -1.02062 7.!5084 -.021380 -7.9b473
2P3/2 5P3/2 795.4457 b01.3076 1.47322 -1.02013 1.19117 -.o213bb -7.98473
EP312 ES112 820.0672 825.9704 1.9470E -1.01249 1918823 -.021336 -7.98473
PRASEODYMIUM 4F3 Z n 59	 A m 141 R n l.16030E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 3D5/2 -603,2G70 -604.2648 9.34977	 . -1.16873 1.25463 -.023120 -8033472
2P1/2 45112 57.2596 56.6995 8.83902 -1010152 1.17898 -.021682 -8.33472
?Pl/2 4P1/2 122.2177 121.3375 9.14n52 -1.15171 1.Z404b -.022803 -8.33472
2P1/2 4P3/2 145'.1671 144.5327 8.93:41 -1.15674 1.24331 -.022876 -8.3347Z
2Fi/2 4D3/2 252.2293 251.8439 8.57249 -1.07215 1.24266 -9022bd0-
-8.33472
2F112 407/2 260.2660 259.9433 6.54d61 -1.09085 1.24256 -9022878 -6.33472
i	 2P1/Z 4F5/Z 378.1252 377.8821 8.42356 -1.06378 1.24087 -.022844 -8.33472
2P1/Z :S1/Z 339.9557 339.6000 8.56692 -1.Od204 1.22811 -.022c03 -8.33472
2F1/2 5P1/2 360.6513 360.2521 0.60654 -1.06905 1.23919 -022805 -8.33472
2PI/2 'P3/2 364.2t72 3t3.9054 6.56993 -1.09016 1.2397r -.022816 -6.33472L	
ZP1/2 6S1/2 BP996170 3E'9.2815 d.5377b -1.08124 1.23646 -0022758 -8.33472
2P3/Z 3L'5/2 -175.1531 -119.3824 2.57435 -1.09213 1.30628 -.024509 -8.53671
2P3/2 45112 53296C51 538.9105 2.27t3t -1.07462 1.23266 -.023072 -8.53671
2P3/2 4F1/2 i9F.9065 602.6632 2.64228 -1.13219 1.25413 -.024193 -8.53671
2P3/2 4P3/2 b21.1548 627.1945 2.35071 -1.12679 1.25695 -.024265 -8.53671
ZP3/2 403/2 72791165 733.3465 2609891 -1.06425 1.29629 -.024269 -8.53671
2P3/2 4U5/2 736.1161 742.4593 1.973bl -1.05224 1.29618 -.024267 -3.53671
2P3/2 4F5/Z 853.4722 8%9.6868 1.t890b -1.03719 1.29446 -.1724233 -8953671
2P3/2 5S112 bl5.4C29 621.7072 2903005 -1.05540 1.26174 -.023992 -8.53671
2P312 5P1/2 b3509662 842.2225 2.07:36 -1.06355 1.24Zb2 -.024195 -b.53o71
2P3/2 5P3/2 b39.7744 b46.0741 2.03097 -1.06297 1.29320 -.024205 -8.53671
2P3/2 6S1/2 b65.0502 871.3741 2.00142 -1.05460 1.29^0S -.32414b -b.53671
i
NEODYMIUM 4F4 Z-60	 A n 144 R = 1.188618-04 A.U.
2P1/2 3C5/2 -642.9964 -644.1475 9.94468 -1.24581 1.35775 -.026024 -8.67947
2P1/2 45112 52.5732 5199725 9.37956 -1.15020 1.27519 -.024391 -8.87947
2F112 4P112 116.2:70 115.311E 9.71262 -1.203 1.9 1934G4C -.J256:,5 -ti .b7447
2F1/2 4P3/2 144.9452 144.2689 9.441.49 -1.20661 1.34-jEt -.JZ5752 -F.87947
2P1/2 4C3 /Z 254.3365 253.9188 9.09682 -1.11895 1.34501 -.025758
-8.67947
2Pi/2 405/2 264.5149 264.1157 9.067b7 -1.13837 1.344b6 -.02575: -6.67947
ZF1/2 4F5/2 387.2561 366.9932 8.93363 -1.10870 1.34312
-.025719 -8.87947
ZP112 :51/2 34b.2603 347.4045 9007402 -1.12761 1.32932 -.025447 -6,87147
2P1/2 5P1/2 369.4277 369.0057 9.12064 -1.13483 1.34133 -.025675 -6.67947
2P1/2 `.P3/2 373.4608 373.0792 9.06C94 -1.13593 1.34178 -.02btH8 -b. 87947
2P1/2 tSl/2 399+3891 399.0361 9.04602 -1.1263o 1.338h8 -.025b25 -d.87947
2P3/2 305/2 -127.4912 -121.3171 2.b487 -1.1.4153 1.41b72 -.0476o8 -9.11£;44




FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAGI E(RET) E(V-P) E ( H-VP) E(SELF)
NEOLYMIUM 4F4 Z=60	 A , 144 R = 1.lbb61E-04
	 A.U.
2P3/2 4P.1/2 631.2962 637.4695 2.75036 -1.18169 1940336 -.027309 -9.111344
2P3/2 4P312 658.3242 664.8046 2.43424 -1.17541 1.46661 -.027395 -9.11b44
ZP312 403/2 76605742 713.2539 2916Y65 -1910944 194C595 -.027401 -9.11644
2P3/Z 4C512 777.7230 764.5269 2.03200 -1.09540 1.40E2 -.027399 -9.11E44
2P3/2 4F5/2 b99.9559 .90o.8398 1.94100 -1.07910 1.40402 -.027361 -9.11644
2P3/2 551/2 861.0860 bb7.8555 2.Ob366 -1.09789 1.39026 -.027090 -9.11644
2P3/2 ;P1/2 882.C996 bb8.8183 2.13110 -1.10634 1.4022b -0027319 -9.11844
2P312 5P3/2 8°6.3276 893.0528 2.063'.: -1.105t6 1.40271 -.127331 -9.11b44
2P3/2 tSl/2 512.1791 918.9705 2.C5lt2 -1.09672 1.3S-f42 -.027266 -9.11844
PROMETHIUM 4F5 Z=61	 A-145 R = 1.15136E-04	 A.U.
2P1/2 3U5/2 -683.4024 -b84.6517 10.59345 -1.30346 1.46812 -,029230 -9.44959
ZF1/2 451/2 47.5103 47.2655 9.9417E -1.19906 1.37810 -.027378 -9.44959
2P1/2 4P1/2 116.3263 115.3096 10.29965 -1.2.5600 1.45144 -.C28822 -9.44959
2P112 4P3/2 144.926C 144.1589 10.01320 -1.26076 1.4,514 -.028916 -4.94955
2P1/2 403/2 258.6CP3 256.1557 9964251 -1916590 194:453 -.02b934 -9.44959
2P1/2 405/2 26590165 2od.6190 9.60764 -1.186C1 1.4.4441 -.02b932 -9.44959
2P1/2 4F512 396.7116 396.4267 9.46444 -1.15358 1.45259 -.028892 -9+44959
2P1/2 551/2 356.7926 356.3944 9.tl196 -1.17319 1.43763 -.0285d8 -9.44959
2F1/2 "F1/2 378.4810 378.0335 9.65549 -1.1E064 1.450b4 -.02ob43 -9.44959
2P1/2 5P3/2 382.9434 3d2.5395 9.61290 -1.1bl7o 1.45116 -.02bb58 -9.4495S
2P1/2 6S1/2 409.2635 40b.8906 9957512 -1,17149 1.44765 -.02b788 -9.44959
^P3/2 305/2 -128.1366 -121.5335 2.81143 -1.19096 1.5372b -.031169 -9.72983
2P312 45112 600.5161 607.5392 2.45447 -1.16575 1.44731 -.029319 -9.72983
ZP3/2 4P1/2 660.0256 674.6427 2.b5412 -1.23120 1952082 -.030762 -9.72983
2P3/2 4P3/2 697.9999 704.9461 2.51207 -1.22356 1.52436 -.030855 -9.72963
2P3/2 4D3/2 806.6070 e15. 6t39 2.23462 -1.15450 1.523bb -.03Ot73 -9.729b3
2P3/2 465/2 821.9109 629.203b 2.Jb357 -1.13932 1.52354 -.030870 -9.72983
2P3/2 C.F5/2 S49. C80: 956.4:32 1.98761 -1.12073 1.521&6 -.03Ot3C -Y.72vb3
263/2 ` S1/? 9C9.2875 91t.5249 2.13179 -1.14022 1.50b77 -.03052`. -9.72583
2Pz/2 5P1/2 53066198 v3b.C280 2.18155 -1.14897 1151979 -.0307112 -9.72983
I	 2P3/2 !1P3/2 935.479C 542.7369 2.13069 -1.14622 1.52028 -.030746 -9.72v83
2P3/2 651/2 561.7200 969.00b3 2.09611 -1.13861 1.5lo7b -.030727 -9.72963
SAMARIUM 4F6 Z-62	 A-152 4 = 1.2128bE-04 A.U.
2P1/2 36:/2 -724.5769 -725.92d7 11.20:81 -1.36146 1.58596 -.J32762 -15.04575
2PI12 4;1/2 4?.31&•6 42.4234 :0.51441 -1.24712 1.4679E -.030t:.4 -10.C4577
2P1/2 4P1/2 113.2721 112.1821 10.99	 45 -1.30b33 1.5t7bg -.032300 -10.04575
2P1/2 4P3/2 144.9565 144.1770 10.59633 -1.312btl 1.57220 -.J34424 -10.04575
2P112 4D3/2 258.9C15 258.4126 10.20E21 -1.21266 1.57154 -.032436 -3.0.04575
ZP1/2 41-5/2 273.6461 273.2186 10.167b4 -1.23355 1.57138 -.032432 -10.04575
2P1/2 4F5/2 408.3515 4Cb.C408 1G.G18C4 -1.198.5 1.56940 -.032318 -10.04575
2PI12 551/2 36595306 365.1O64 10.16515 -1.21853 1.55333 -.032046 -10.104575
ZP112 5P1/2 387.7645 3b7.2909 10.21650 -1.22619 1.56741 -.032335 -10.04575
261/Z 5P3/2 392.6714 392.2424 10.16667 -1.22756 1.56795 -.032351 -10.04575
ZP1/2 651/2 415.3910 1.18.9964 10.12475 -1.21638 1.56427 -.032.276 -10.04575
2P3/2 309/2 -127.1239 -12C. C676 2.92756 -1.24092 1066421 -.035042 -10.37210
2P3/2 451/2 637.8321 645.3:38 2.52dbl -1.21155 1.56626 -.032949 -10.37210
2P3/2 46112 707.C557 714.1402 2.95717 -1928116 1.64613 -.0345dO -10.37210
2P3/2 4P312 740.1489 747.5906 2.,87416 -1.272t6 1.65042 -.0347 03
-10.37216
2F3/2 40312 852.1'E54 86C. 5145C 2.29735 -1.19967 1.6447ti -.334714 -10.37210
2P3/2 405/2 868.6495 876.4577 2.1319b -1.18291 1.6495b -.034711 -10.37210
263/2 4F5/2 1GOG.8G66 1JOr.6981 2.03(135 -1.16247 1.o476G -.034666 -10.37216
2P3/2 551/2 96C.C990 967.8797 2.17695 -1.IP266 1.631:4 -.034325 -10.3721C
2P3/2 hP.1/2 982.1943 984.9181 2.22904 -1.19171 1.64561 -.034613 -10.37210
2P312 :P3/2 987.2583 995.075 2.17473 -1.19C87 1.64617 -.334630 -10.37210
2P3/2 6S112 1013.9352 1021+7461 2.13791 -1.18065 1.64247 -,03454 -10.37210
t
28 
fINt.L STAn EClOTJ ECDHFSt ECI'IAG' E(RET) E( V-P, E( H-VP) ElSELf' 
EUf«(PIUM 4F7 Za 63 Aa153 Ra l.21ZeeE-04 A.U. 
ZPI/Z 305/2 -767.5392 -769.0105 ,11.89909 -1.42317 1.71205' -.03664e -10.67399 
ZP1/Z 4SI12 37.7eze 37.0409 1l.1413t -1.29604 1.bC.,42 -.034280 -10.67Hct 
2PI/Z 4Fl/2 11t.6324 109.4601 11.5,034 -1.36C2e l.t/liZ,3ft -.036125 -10.67399 
H1/Z 4P3/2 144.1C;68 143.3575 11.21751 -1.36526 1.61.)731 -.036212 -10.t739ct 
2:Pl/2 40312 262.7024 ,262.17l6 10.80311 -1.25665 1.69065 -.036287 -10.b739tO 
lPI/Z 405/2 27t: .1:1309 276.3elt5 10.7615~ -1.28137 1.b"6~O -.036263 -10.6739., 
,Pl/2 "1'5/2 4Ih 3~15 416.0103 10.59367 -1.2,':271 1.6r,4'tl -.03623!i -10.67:)9«; 
z f 1/2 4F7/l 419.4'>51 4h.2313 1D."Ztlt.. -1.2lt327 1.64'0441 -.03b~34 -lO.673~9 
cPI/2 55112 374.2242 373.775'3 10. 744;;f., -1.263Eu 1.677tt -.035t:52 -lO.673cts 
2Pl/2 5Pli2 397.2444 396.7420 10.79194 -1.27170 1.692:Z7 -.J3cl75 -10.67399 
al/2 ~"31Z. 402.301,8 4el.8484 10.743!>O -1.272B7 1.0«;Z94 -.036195 -.LO.67H9 
2 Pl/2 6S1/2 429.6E45 42<,.2676 1(;.tq~2!. -1.26126 1.6S;(.C -.Q36112 -10.6739" 
2P3/2 30~/2 -125.34','&9 -1l7.~723 3.05737 -1.2"337 1.b(;066 -.03'1326 -ll.O:l1110 
2P3/l 45112 677.1131 6t~.1641:l 2. 5~931 -1.25624 1.69410 -.0:;6965 -U.05190 
21'3/2 4P1/Z 749.0C66 756.5H6 3.05622 -1.3291Q 1. 7e1~3 -.038804 -11.('519C 
2f-:UZ 4P3/2 784.e1f! 791.'1821 2.659SCi -1.32092 1.7e!)91t -.036950 -1l.0~190 
2 p 31 Z 403lZ r,01.2778 909. 4I'~1 2 ~3'lt4 -1.24334 1.7t:!i2; -.031:1'164 -11.0519(; 
t P 31 Z 40!./' '11f:.44E11 9l4. eOl2 2.17144 -1.2257t1 l.7b;Otl -.J3b961 -11.05190 
2P3/2 4f5/Z 1055.4C50 1063.8!133 2.00244 -1.20290 1.7&30U -.03b912 -11.0;;190 
2 F3/Z 4F7/2. 10,&.5t7C 1067.0873 1.99C5(, -1.20293 1.7b292 -.03891C 
-11.0'1"" 
2 P 3/2 551/2 1013.3f,tO" 1021.7203 2.21124 -1.223e5 1.76565 -.03t1HO -11.0519C 
~ F J 12 ~ Pli ~ 103f..2t-97 1v44.5474 2.2.6539 -1.23321 1.7COtt. -.03tltl52 -11.051"0 
i- t\:".?' ~f'3/2 lC41.,£fl: 1..149. t;626 2.2j76l: -1.23227 1.71:14'1 -.03/:"72 -U.C~lC;(' 
2 P3/2 tSl/2 106E.t:Z71 1077.1944 2.16733 -1.22144 1.77755 -.03!l78tl -1l.Ci:"1~0 
tACCLHdUM 4F7 ~Oi Z :&04 ~·!~t 1o/:1.22595t-(,,4 A.U. 
2P 1/2 3( 5/2 -1:.21.4237 -:'23.0143 12.:,t'912 -1.4t!106 1.b4!>!!4 -.04(H2:' -11.3233~ 
,F In 4~1/~ 22.nC;t' 2l.9U~'; 11.1·.'1 .. 7 -1.34495 1.7::1J37 -.~~t: ?~l -1l.:''::j3~ 
( .: 1/2 "~I/Z 4t.Clf3 c,=.'i~.;; l? 2~·.,~9 -1.41;:~'1 J.tl2;3b -. ,;"1,.:12 '1 -d.:U:'-,~ 
ZFlIl 4PH, l34.M;'17 1;3.77,); 11." 4" t:!' -1.417t:, 1.0:::;' ii-I -. 'j4');,,,4 -11. ~2B!i 
2 P1/l ll03/Z 257.09l>3 '::56.5233 11.41u10 -1.3041~ 1.1:1303" -.041.),23 -l1dl33!1 
2P 1/2 4[;5/2 272.4327 271.113.:13 11.36476 -1.lZaL4 1.83017 -.040519 -11.3Z33~ 
(:Pl/2 4F5/Z 416.3C91 1tl7.9502 11.1dce7 -1.2e619 1.82801 -.040466 -1l.32335 
2H/2 4F 7IZ 421.9351 421.t-5'12 1l.C'1b5tl -1.28681 1.62799 -.04046f; -11.32335 
U'1I2 5H/2 3H.B?46 310.3403 11.34<;49 -1.31000 1.8(,823 -.040014 -U.32335 
21'1/2 5PI/Z 402.5967 4LZ.C500 1l.4()404 -1.31900 1.8253., -.040391 -11.3-233 !1 
2P 1/2 51'3/2 40'i.oeE!£l 406.597~ 11.34 !foa -1.32018 1.tI£t;lEl -.040416 -ll.32335 
1 
cPl/2 5D3IZ It35.965!i 435.5241 11. Z 8lt11 -1.30428 1.8Z,32 -.04"401 -U.3233!) 
2Pl/2 to!!ll2 439.6C30 43Y.1511t 11.30005 -1.30723 1.d2lb3 -.040321 -1l.3233!1 
ZP3/2 305/2 -131. cU,36 -123.9182 3.14918 -1.3B30 1.«;46«;3 -.044060 -11.751:132 
2P3/2 4S1/2 70«:'.3423 717.9625 2.64700 -1.29798 1.63052 -.0413e8 -11.75832 
2P3n 4P1/2 783.6147 791.7287 3.13844 -1. 37bllt 1.9Z,47 -.043406 -11.7;)832 j 
ZP3/2 4F3/2 8Z1.7;77 Il~O.2643 2.71093 -1.36665 1.93111 -.043640 -H. 7!1a~2 1 £P3/2 4[,3/2. 1i4z.eC;3b '1!71.6034 2.38t09 -1.2~429 1.93041 -.043659 -11.75632 2P3/2 4[,5/2 't59.3(;C;7 900.2"96 2.19713 -1.26527 1.93021 -."43653 -l1.75&32 J 
2P3/2 4F!1IZ 1104.5<;37 1113.6309 2.u70H -1.23~89 1.92805 -.utt3c>Ol -11.75632 ,j 
• 2 P3/2 4F71Z 1l0~.2359 1117.3629 1.98003 -1.23993 1.92797 -.043599 -U.75e32 ., 
2P3/2 55112 1065.23Z5 IGH.153C 2.23633 -1.26364 I.H8£7 -.0431"" -1I.7,83' ~ 
21'31Z 5PI/Z lOt!€.8522 1047.7040 2.2C;tle; -1.27427 1.92~44 -.O43~26 -11.7H32 "I 
H31Z 51'312 11.195.5621 1104.4772 2.23371 -1.27316 1.92621 -.043!j~1 -1l.1~832 i .~ 
2P3/2 50312 1122.2892 1131.Z457 2.18026 -1.26027 1.92531t -.01t3535 -11.758), ~ 
2. P 3/2 65112 1125.«;770 lB4.9zeo 2.19019 -1.Z6129 1.9218b -.043455 -11.75&32 -;~ ~ 
TE RB lUI'! "f9 la6~ A·1~b Ra 1.Z2595E-Oit A.U. 1 ZP liZ 30 ~j/ 2 -b~~.qOZ1 -ttH.6!)lt9 13.3blf13 -1,548"8 1.~~O46 -.04~607 -12.01272 , 
£: P 1/2 4~1/2 Zl. H (,2 2~.~Q5r; .2.44422 -1.39312 1.b(:.t,/j4 -.04Z~11,. -12.01272 1 .~ HIll 'tP1/2 10').0741 103.1207 1 Z. <,0703 -1.4(3)Z 1.96730 -.J4".,3" -H.OJ.l72 j 
2t'1/2 4P3/2 lit? 7777 l.<ti. tlu64 12.:'24~~ -1.46IfB 1.97HZ -.u"~143 -lZ.012U J 
2F'1/2 4D31Z 270.6601) c.70.0356 12.0S1195 -1.34SQ;; 1.97304 -.u~51b6 -12.ulZ7l 
,1'1/2 4('5/2 Zfl3.4514 2H2.69:'3 12.01(:93 -1.375b!\ 1.97Z86 -.v4!J16Z -12.01Zll 





FINAL S1ATE E(IOT) E(DhFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP1 E(SELF)
1=Rb1UM: 4F9 1.65	 A-150 A.U.
2Pi/2 4F7/2 43q,.7544 459.4305 11.74155 -1.3305 1.970;2 -.045132 -12.C1C7c
8
2P1/2 551/2 391.6740 391.3636 11.97076 -1.352t3 ',51,J4L -.0446!0 -12.01c12
2P1/2 :P1/2 41E,4S3Et 415.9234 12.02107 -1.3c1O3 I.ytdt,S -.047330 -12.01272
Cr1/2 :P3 1Z 421.8;70 421.3::15 11.45b2c -i.3(2i9 1.Stdy2 -.041057 -12.C1t72
LP112 651/2 45C.3S36 449.9212 11.9146r4 -1.34529 1.9t45t, -.0449:7 -12.01272
2P2/2 265/2 -116.2566 -107.7534 3.3141.7 -1.40002 2.1C33t --044Z7C -12.51142•
rF.	2 4S i/7. 76:.3166 772.5149 2.726P7 -1634512 1.97761 -.04t2F1 -12.51142
2P3/L 4F1/c t4C.71SZ E49.3c13 3.2442% -1.42653 2.0.`:021 -,)4c632 -12.51142
^P31? ^P	 /2 075.5356 869.0401 2.71457 -1.4it7Y 2.0L3tl -.04t7	 i -1c.5114
2P3/2 4D3/2 1006.5080 1015.P677 2.44412 -1.32945 2.06591 -.)4C22S roa
ZP312 405/2 1020.3859 1029.5192 2,2518N -1.31067 2.OE57C -.048824 -12.51142
2P3/2 4F5/2 1173.37,14 1163.0223 2.10052 -1.26262 2.OE339 -4048766 -12.51142
2P3/2 4F7/2 1171-.1050 1185.8302 2.03434 -1.28266 2908333 -.046764 -12.51142
ZP3/2 551/2 112E.3276 1137.8663 2.2629C -1.30514 2.0t325 -.048289 -12.51142
2P3/2 5P1/2 1152.7995 1162.2726 2.32117 -1.31512 2008092 -9048691 -12.51142
2P3/2 5P3/2 1150.40S0 11c7.9461 2.25519 -1.31385 2.OE174 -.04871E -12.51142 -
2P3/Z 651/2 11869blbB 1196.3957 2.20744 -1.30168 2.07733 -.04861E -1Z.51142
DYSPROSIUM 4F10 Z-66	 A n 164 R n l.24127E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 305/2 -501.2523 -903.1512 14.14853' -1.61195 2914378 -.050744 -12.73073
2PI12 451/2 20.9178 19.9963 13.13301 -1.44063 2.00725 -.047385 -12.73073 .^
2P1/2 4P1/2 102.1916 100.7427 13,62527 -1.51430 2.11863 -.0499.90 -12.73073
ZP1/2 4P3/2 142.1717 141.1311 13.21624 -1.52060 2.12593 -.J;0231 -12.73073
2P1/2 403/2 274.8726 274.19d4 12.72330 -1.39319 2.12526 -.050259 -12.73073
ZP1/2 4D5/2 291-,9451 206.3462 12.63111 -1.42231 2.12504 -.05C254 -12.73073
2P1/2 4-512 447.7924 447.3640 12.45920 -1.37250 2.12261 -.050191 -IZ.73073
2P1/2 4F7/2 45C.2719 449.9165 12.38707 -1.37329 2912258 -.0.019(? -12.73073
2P1/2 ^S1/2 401.CC47 400.4604 12.61990 -1.39615 2.10J93 -.049660 -12.73073
ZP1/2 5P1/2 426.4434 425.8371 12.67189 -1940474 2.11958 -.05C10b -12973073
2P1/2 5P3/2 431.9756 431.4279 12.61358 -1940587 2.12090 -.050139 -12.73073
2PI12 651/2 461.0128 460.5106 12.55903 -1.39234 2.11623 -.050030 -12.73073
EP3/Z 305/2 -106.6191 -99.5180 3.4363b -1,45350 2927095 -.055014 -13.29993
2P3/2 4S1/2 81045232 820.3500 2.77879 -1.38850 2.13455 -.051661 -13.29993
2P3/2 4P1/2 090.7667 900.0208 3.32833 -1.47402 2.24:163 -.1954261 -13.29993
2P3/2 4P3/2 932.2592 942,0215 2.64270 -1.46367 2.25310 -9054501 -13.29993
2P3/2 4D3/2 106396502 1073.6463 2.47722 -107126 2.25240 -.054528 -13,29993
2P3/2 4D5/Z 1076.8353 1087.0137 2.27562 -1.35191 2.25217 -.054522 -13.29993
2P312 4F5/2 1237.0531 1247.3614 2.1173b -1.32107 2924974 -,05;459 -13.29993
2P3/2 4F7/2 123995544 1249,9372 2.04298 -1,32110 2.24967 -.054457 -13.29993
2P3/2 551/2 119C.3S44 1200.5905 2.27396 --1.34426 2.22807 -.053929 -13.29993
2P312 5P1/2 1215.6179 1225.7452 2.33445 -• 1.35455 2.24709 -,054376 -13.29993
2P3/2 5P3/2 1221.4241 1231.6185 2.26520 -1.35327 2.24d0l -.054407 -13.29993
2P312 651/2 1250.3712 1260.6083 2.21424 -1.34047 2.24336 -9054298 -13,29993
hOLMIUM 4F11 Z-67	 A n 165 R m 1.24379E-04 A.U.
2PI/2 3D5/Z -447.3974 -949.4570 14.95892 -1.67567 2.30756 -.056369 -13,47466
ZP1/Z 451/2 15.0071 14.0132 13.84930 -1.48768 2.15960 -9052.612 -13.47466
2P1/2 4P1/2 99.2054 97.6493 14.37068 -1.56464 2.28024 -.055519 -13.47466
ZP1/2 4P3/2 141.6134 140.4933 13.93342 -1.57140 2.28854 -.055802 -13.47466
2P1/2 4D3/2 -	 279.2191 278.4858 13.41246 -1.43654 2928767 -.055636 -13.47466
21'112 4U5/2 29C.5532 269.8434 13.37075 -1.46607 2.2t7E3 -.055d30 -13.47466
2P1/2 4F5/2 45E.7S60 458.3259 13.12977 -1.41429 2.26507 -.055761 -13.47466
2P1/2 4F7/2 461.0330 460.6357 13.05771 -1.41503 2026504 -.055760 -13,47466
2P1/2 5Sl12 41C.3039 4C9.7164 13.29440 -1.43880 2.26172 -.055172 -13.47466
2PI/2 5P112 436.5669 434.9145 13,34b10 -1.44754 2.26221 -.055668 -13.47466
2F1/2 :F3/2 442.3735 441.7635 13.2t5tb -1.44864 2.26325 .055706 -13.4746E
2P1/2 6S1/2 471.6794 471.3396 13.22763 -1.43442 2.27835 -,05558E -13.47466
2P312 3U 5/2 -9P,6S70 -39.0108 3.55279 -1.50b79 2.45066 -9061336 - 119.IZ148
2P3/2 451/2 86C.tC97 b71.Oy53 2.82162 -1.43094 2.30260 -4057581 -14.1Z14b
2P3/Z 4P1 /Z 5430538 553.6264 3.40466 -1.52064 2.42338 --060467 -14.12148
f
is
2P3/2 4P3/2 487,7488 998.1236 2.L854b -1.50961 2.43164 -.060769 -14,12146
A
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FINAL S1ATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) ,E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
HOLhlUH 4F11 Z-67	 A n 165 P-1.24379E-04
	 A.U.
2P3/2 4L3/2 1123.9692 1134.6323 2.50029
-1.41201 2.43094 -4ObObO2 -14.1214b
21`312 4C5/Z 1136.43?9 1147.2&8; 2.26894 -1039199 2.43069 -•OcO796 -14612148
2P3/2 4F5/2 1304.G266 1315.0236 2.11545 -1.35E33 2.42812 -•060727 -14.12144
2P3/2 4F7/2 1306.2869 1317.3580 2.04142 -1.35835 2.42805 -.Do07Z5 -14.12148
2P3/2 551/2 1255.6705 1266.5543 2.27535 -1.3b233 2.4C4tL - .OoGi3o -x.4.12146
21`3/2 5P1/2 1281.7605 1292.5923 2.33791 -1939289 2.42530 -.OtC534
-14.12.14,
2P3/2 5P312 1267.7992 0298.6819 2.26456 -1.39148 2.42633 -.OoO671 -14.12146
21`3/2 651/2 1317.212E 1328.1412 2.21032 -1.37805 2.4'2142 -.060552 -14.12148
ERBIUM 4F12 Z-68	 A=166 R-1.24630E-04 A.U.
2PI12 305/2 -994.5546 -996.7731 15.80080 -1.74003 2.4822b -.062522 -14.26200
2P1/2 4S1/2 F.709E 7.6502 14.59167 -1.53375 2.32200 -.058320 -14..26200
2P112 4P1/2 95.8940 94.2348 15.14436 -1.61417 2.4259 -.061564 -14.26200
2F1/Z 4P3/2 140.6900 139.6959 14.67737 -1.62143 2946Z01 -.061696
-14.26200
2F1/2 4D312 283.4£72 282.7013 14.12725 -1.47bbO 2.46134 -.061936 -14.26200
ePl/2 4D5/2 294.0564 293.3455 14.08666 -1.51293 2.46107 -.061929
-14.26200
ZP1/2 4F5/2 469.e421 469.3375 13.62467 -1.45484 2.45638 -.061855 -14.26200
2P1/2 4F7/2 471.8245 471.3916 13.75409 -1.45566 2.45834 -.061853 -14.26200
2P1/2 5S1/Z 410.6!40 419.0305 13.99364 -1.48030 2.43332 -.061201 -14.26200
2P1/2 5f'1/2 446.7584 445.0658 14.04922 -1.46923 2.45534 -.061751 -14.26200
2P112 5P3/2 452.7887 452.1629 13.96344 -1.49034 2.45652 -.061794
-14.26200	 A^,
2P1/Z 651/2 482.8874 4b2.3134 13.92174 -1647539 2.45130 -.061664 -14.26200
2P3/2 3D5/2 -86.6C42 -76.2870 3.66279 -1.55985 2964315 -.068289 -14.99498
2P3/2 451/2 913.4(014 924.6867 2.1'5260 -1947204 2.4E29b -9064090 -14.99498
2P3/2 4P1/2 999.5465 1010.1405 3.47078 -1.56601 2.61350 -.067333 -14.99498
2P3/2 4P3/2 1046.2155 1057.2922 2.91756 -1.55448 2.6228b -.067663 -14.99496
2P3/2 403/2 1187.3912 1198.7723 2.51068 -1.45127 2.62218 -.067702 -14.9949b
ZP3/2 405/2 1199.1118 1210.6927 2.29065 -1.430 2 2.62190 -.06769,5 -14.99494
	
i
2P3/2 4F5/2 1374.2277 1345.9648 2.10C36 -1.39401 2.6191E -.067619 -14.99496	 i
2P3/2 4F7/2 1376.2327 13bb.0429 2902734 -1.39402 2161910 -.067617 -14.99498
ZP3/2 5S1/2 1324.1799 1335.8016 2.26513 -1.41901 2.59414 -.066967 -14.99498
2P3/2 5P1/2 1351.1284 1362.6746 2032995 -1.42985 2.61616 -.067517 -1.4.99496
ZP312 5P3/2 135793734 1368.9947 2.25219 -1.42830 2.61732 -.067559 -14.99498
2P312 651/2 1387.3754 1399.0450 2.19486 -1.41422 2.61212 -.067429 -14.99496










































































































































































































FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) H RET) EtV-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
YTTERBIUM 4F14 Z=70	 A n 174 R n 1.26600E-04 A.U. '
2P1/2 4S1/2 -4.4771 -x.6624 16.16160 -1.62278 2967914 -6071346 -15.94138
2P112 4P1/2 811.8613 86.9765 lo .77 1;b9 -1.71014 2.83161 -9075365 -15.94136
2P1/2 4P3/2 135.5548 136.1974 16.24928 -1.71847 2.84382 -.075815 -15.94138
2P1/2 403/2 292.3580 2x1.4936 15.63791 -1.55947 2.d4316 -.075b7Z -15.9413b
2P112 4L5/2 301.3772 3CO*5513 15.59934 -1.59909 2.84290 -.U758o5 -15.94134
2P1/2 4F5/2 492.6676 492.1024 15.29440 -1.53193 2983987 -.075775 -15.94136
2P1/2 4F7/2 494.1356 493.6179 15.22714 -1.532EZ 2.83982 -.07t,773 -15.94138
cPI12 5S1/2 438.5876 437.673: 15.47272 -1.55924 2.81358 -.074974 -15.94136
2P1/2 5x1/2 4o7.4199 406.636b 15.53226 -1.56054 2.b3o3S -.075b47 -1a.9413b
2P1/2 5P312 473.9456 473.2335 15.45502 -1.56969 2.637E6 -.075704 -15.94136
2Pi/2 6S1/2 505.0333 504.3307 15.390dl -1.55329 2.63200 -.075549 -15.94138
2P3/2 305/2 -54.7C9C -43.0174 3.8614 -1.66469 3.0694: -.08431C -16.87362
ZP312 4S1/2 102E.8C53 1041.5435 2.88283 -1.55036 268b191 -,079Ud2 -16.87362
2F3/2 4P1/2 1121.0132 113.1. 0134 3.57511 -1.65306 3.03446 -.083098 -16.87362
2P3/2 4P3/2 1173.4C1b I1bo.0054 2.94708 -1.64021 3.0464E -.083548 -16.87362
2P3/2 403/2 1324.7516 1337.6924 2.49603 -1.52541 3.04576 -.Ob3603 -16.87362
2P3/2 405/Z 1334.9180 1348.0767 2.25706 -1.5C396 3.04545 -.Ob3!0 -16.87362
2P3/2 4F5/2 1525.`_1N2 i538e6619 2.03177 -1.46054 3004242 -.Ob3504 -16.87362
2P3/2 4F7/2 1526.9502 1740.4029 1.Q6266 -1946052 3.04232 -0063501 -16.87362
211 3/2 5S1/2 1471.5642 1404.79?9 2.20651 -1.48742 3.01355 -.082704 -16.87362
2f'3/2 5P1/2 1500.2395 1513.3798 2.27661 -1.49683 3.03889 -.Ob3375 -16.87362
2P3/2 :P3/Z 1!^CE9965C 1520.2090 2.10x67 -1.49097 3.04036 -.0b3432 -16.87362
2P3/2 651/2 1537.9723 1551.25UC 2.12621 -1.4t152 3.03451 -.083277 -16.87362
LUTETIUM 5D1 2-71	 A=175 R-1.26843E-04 A.U.
-21.:335 -22.8250 16.97962 -1.66481 2.87530 -.078746 -16.81986
74.6381 72.6195 17.63741 -1.75633 3.0406E -.063219 -16.81986
125.5167 124.064C 17.06909 -1.76504 3.05428 -.Gu3746 -16.81966
286.8881 20595086 16.42677 -1.59720 3.0,364 -.083913 -16.81986
296.6224 295.9267 16.3b543 -1.63932 3.05327 -083802 -16.b1S86
495.3919 49,.7524 16.06034 -1.56739 3.05011 -.083706 -16.81986
497.1575 496.6327 15.98667 -1.56840 3.05006 -.063704 -16.81986	
j
443.4949 442.7190 16.2592C -1.59809 3.01746 -9082773 -16.81986
473.1664 472.3047 16.3271!4 -1.60b54 3.04561 -.083546 -16.81986
481.4663 460.6E86 16.24513 -1.60958 3.04762 -.Ob3617 -16.81986
514.2562 513.549C 16.15239 -1.58807 3.04o31 -.083589 -16.81986
516.0043 515.2858 16.172BC -1.59163 3.C4117 -.083442 -16.81986
-45.0697 -32.64115 3.91211 -1970760 3.3C59C -.053517 -17.66491
1081.3442 10,04.9189 2.85864 -1.58323 3.10245 -.Ob7678 -17.66491
117693574 1169.143C 3.59491 -1.69112 3.26772 -.092170 -17.86491
1232.9752 1246.4053 2.92352 -1.67733 3.28132 -.092675 -17.86491
13bP.8C63 1402.5883 2.45152 -1.55653 3.28063 -.092739 -17.86491
1399.95119 1413.973; 2.14637 -1.53360 3.28026 -.OF,27Z8 -17.86491
1597.7642 1511.9954 1.95622 -1.48696 3.27706 -.09Z630 -17.86491
1,9906145 1613.9024 1.87964 -1.48691 3.27695 -9092627 -17.86491
1546.0571 1560.1364 2.14985 -1.;1708 3.2445C -.091701 -17986491
1575.5 5,59 1589.5403 2.230015 -1.52994 3.27283 -.052472 -17.86491
1584.0942 1598.1713 2.13356 -1.52784 3.27458 -052542 -17.86491
1616.7173 1630.8567 2.05481 -1,51001 3.27326 -.092514 -1.7.66491
1618.5137 1632.6474 2.06673 --1.51126 3.26815 -.092367• -17.86491
5D2 Z=72	 A=lo0 R=1.28039L-04 A.U.
-39.5@24 -40.9660 17.63494 -1.70647 3.08370 -.086791 -17.74179
59.4680 57.3071 18.53407 -1.80226 3926266 -091767 -17.7417S
118.8405 117.2815 17.92644 -1.81142 3.27611 -.OS2380 -17974179
280.7625 279.7218 17.25175 -1.63428 3927745 -.092458 -17.74179
2916766C 2i^.71156 17.2C:E,4b -1.67895 3.277C9 -.052447 -17.74179
497.6236 497.1262 16.65555 -1.60167 3.27376 -.052342 -17.74179
50000000 499.3656 16.776'73 -1.60307 3.27371 -.C9234C -17.74175
44P.6071 447.7614 17.07750 -1.63589 3.23713 -.091265 -17.74175








































FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(OHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P1 E(H-VP) E(SELF1
PAFNI(iM 502 Z-72	 A n 180 R=1.28039E-04	 A.U.
2P1/2 5P3/2 489.3293 486.4766 17.06459 -1.64813 3.27060 -.092234 -17.74179
2P112 5D3/2 52494847 523.7099 16.96425 -1.62495 3.26946 -9092206 -17.74179
2P1/2 651/2 527.1829 526.3964 16.98542 -1.62d79 3.26371 -092036 -17,74179
2P3/2 305/2 -33.4166 -20.1657 3.95462 -1.74910 3.55054 -.103606 -ld.97006
2P3/2 451/2 1136.6935 1151.1541 2.82374 -1.61443 3.33806 -.097090 -18.91086
2P3/2 4P1/2 1234.5563 1248.1736 3.60641 -1.72766 3.51691 -.102063 -18.91066'
2P3/2 4P3/2 1295.7C97 1310.0148 2.68901 -1.71289 3.5323C -.102674 -18.91Ub6
2F312 4D312 1456.0669 147C.7394 2.39537 -1.58582 3.52161 -.102749 -18.91006
2F3/2 4011 /2 146F.24b6 1403.2193 2.1229b -1.56132 3.5312C -.162737 -18.91066
2P3/2 4F5/2 1673.5797 1688.7099 1.Ebb66 -1.51121 3.527 ob -,102632 -18.91086
ZP3/2 41-7/2 1675.7826 lb90.9975 1.782CC -1.51112 3.52774 -.102826 -18.91086
2P3/Z :S1/2 1624.5496 1639.5363 2.07905 -1.54457 3.49125 -.101555 -18091086
2P3/2 :P1/2 1654,8128 16.69.6919 2.17033 -1955895 3.52202 -.102439 -16.91086
2P3/2 5F3/2 1665.3344 1600.3162 2.C632b -1.55556 3952489 -.1C2^23 -18.91086
2P3/2 503/2 1700.311b 1715.3596 1.9792b -1.53722 3.52354 -.162495 -18.91066
2P312 6S1/2 17C3.0601 1718.1019 1699220 -1.53861 3.51779 -.102325 18,91086
r
TANTALUM 5D3 Z-73	 A-181 R-1.28276E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 4S1/2 -56.5078 -59.9791 18.72706 -1974735 3.30575 -.095540 -18.7185b
2P1/2 4P1/2 43.4712 41.1689 19.47C1C -1.84760 3949941 -.101067 -18.71858
2P1/2 4P3/2 107.7780 106.1187 1x.81990 -1985715 3.516b9 -.10178'0 -18.71d56
2P1/2 403/2. 274.3322 273.1950 16.11164 -1.67031 3.51630 -.101372 -18.71856
2P112 405/2 2F6.45bb 285.4162 lE.G6293 -1.71773 3.51583 -.101856 -18.71656
2P1/2 4F5/2 499.8769 499.1263 17.69401 -1.63544 3.51237 -.101746 -16.71856
2P1/2 4F7/2 502.4391 501.7790 17.6047E -1.63664 3.51230 -.101743 -1b.71856
2P1/2 551/2 453.7568 4;2.8467 17.43C5b -1.67266 3.47130 -.100503 -16.71b5b
2 P 12 :P1/2 434.9139 4	 b937 180C194Y -1.68562 3.50645 -.101512
ZP1/2 5F3/2 497.3345 496.4150 17.91726 -1.66654 3.5Gd93 -.1C1616 -18.71856
2P1/2 563/2 534.9825 531.1470 17.8Ob60 -1.66049 3.5C756 -.1015d8 -13.71856
ZP1/2 6S1/2 53?.6718 537.8238 17.83146 -1.66465 3.5C112 -.101392 -16.71656
^.	 2P3/2 305/2 -19.371-7 -5.2645 3.984bP -1.78917 3982924 -.114656 -20.02454
ZP3/2 4S1/2 1195.2731 1210.6834 2.7746b -1.64324 3.59023 -.107393 -20.02454
2P312 4P1/2 1296.0326 1310.5421 3.60616 -1.76198 3.76375 -.112917 -20.02454
[F3/2 4P3/2 1362.0387 1377.2821. 2.b3974 -1.74613 3.8611: -.113626 -20.02454
ZP3/2 463/2 1526.960: 1542.:670 2.32365 -1.61255 3.6004E -.113715 -20.02454
2P3/2 4D512 1540.3635 156.2550 2.03310 -1.58636 3.80002 -.113702 -20.02454
283/2 4F5/2 1752.9669 1769.0826 1.76661 -1.53273 3.75651 -.11358E -20.02454
2F3/2 4F7/2 1755.5617 1771.7656 1.66740 -1.53258 3.7S637 •-.113583 -27,02454
2P312 551/2 1707.0557 1723.0140 1.99269 -1.56966 3.75555 -.112348 -20.02454
2P3/2 API/2 1731.0170 1753.654C 2.0959C -1.56565 3.75067 -9113357 -20.02454
ZP3/2 5P3/2 1750.7C20 1766.6526 1.97718 -1.58288 3.79312 -.113460 -20.02454
2P3/2 503/2 178E.1555 1d04.1763 1.68729 -1.56190 3.79174 -.113432 -20.02454
2P3/2 6S1/2 1791.6997 1807.9153 1.90006 -1.56324 3978533 -.113237 -20.0245k
TUNGSTEN 5D4 Z-74	 A = 114 R n 1.28983E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 451/2 -7892233 -79.8148 19.65761 -1.78743 3.54180 -.105039 -19.71567
2P1/2 4P712 26.7256 24.2472 20.44601 -1.89207 3.7:125 -.111172 -19.71567
2P1/2 4P3/2 96.0465 94.2544 19.75080 -1.90200 3.77099 -0112000 -19.7167
2P1/2 403/2 267.2464 266.0010 19.00783 -1.70506 3.77044 -.112107 -19.71567
2P1/2 405/2 28C.6089 279.4669 18.95520 -1.75536 3.76991 -.112090 -19.71567
2P1/2 4F5/2 501.3657 5OC.5350 18.76297 -1.66756 3.76631 -.111971 -19.71567
2P1/2 4f7/2 :•04.3383 503.6034 lb.4651t -1.66883 3.70619 -.111967 -19.71067
2P1/2 55112 451-.7211 4'7.7170 lb.bl787 -1.70795 3.72034 .110542 -19.71567
2PI12 :P1/2 490.:194 4o9.3913 18.91d41 -1.72239 3.75945 -.111043 -19,71567
2PI12 5P3/2 505.2659 504.2489 16.90538 -1.72323 3.71236 -6111818 -19.71567
2PI12 503/2 545.4137 544.4679 18.68680 -1.69450 3.76096 -011.1741 -1x.71567
2P112 CSI/2 55C.2t33 ;4 y. 325C 1b.71L63 -1.(.9l• c 6 3.75367 -.111569 -19.71567
.P312 305/2 -2.7012 12.3004 4.00323 -1.b2682 4.11b67 -.126750 -21.16989
2P3/2 4S1/2 1256.9;E8 12.73,3469 2.7IC26 -1.66959 3.85975 -.118663 -21.16989
2P3/2 4P1/2 1360.6572 137b.0838 3.59302 -1.79398 4.06903 -.124792 -21.16989
2P3/2 4P3/2 1433. 6507 1446.0599 2.77463 -1.77699 4.OE969 -.1256;17 -21,1.6985
t
s33
FINAL STATE E(T01) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(N-VPI E( SELF f
TUNGSTEN 5D4 Zi74
	 0 184 R a 1.2b981E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 4D3/2 1601.3691 1617.9775 2.23585 -1.63665 4.Ob804 -.125719 -21.16969
2 P3 12 4D5/2 lb16.037C 163209261 1.y25ol -1960865 4.08753
-.125704 -21.16989
2F3/2 4F5/2 1835.9526 185.3.C794 1.63616 -1.55134 4.OE3E5 -.125561 -21.16989
2P3/2 4F7/2 1636.9549 1656.1839 1.53394 -1.55113 4.0637C -.125576 -21.16989
2P3/2 5S1/2 1793.5293 1810.490C 1.86692
-1959159 4.03805 -.124156 -21.16989
2P3/2 5P1/2 1825,1191 1841,9438 2oGO268 -1.60928 4.07706 -.125306 -21.16989
2P3/2 5P312 1840.1492 135790995 1.87109 -1960604 4.0799:
-.125430 -21.16989
2F3/2 .03/2 lddc.Ob28 1897.1042 1.77459 -1958326 4.07854 -.125402 -21.16989
2F312 651/2 16P4.9879 1902.008C 1.7d636 -1.58480 4.07147'
-.1251bl -21,16989
EHENIUM 5D5 Z=75	 A , 187 P-1.2967BE-04 A.U.
2P1/2 4S1/2 -96'.8121 -100,5077 20.61288 -1082061 3.79300 -.115353 -2007409
2P1/2 4P1/2 9,2725
 0.6301 21.44923 -1.92992 4.01932 -.122146 =20,77409
2F1/2 4P3/2 83.9078 81.9966 20.70717 -1.94040 4.04161 -.123106 -20.77409
EP112 403/2 26C.OE71 25b.7290 19.92710 -1.73279 4,u41CS
-9123224 -20.77405




2P1/2 4F5/2 502.7681 501.8673 !9,45387 -1669263 4.03674 -9123082 -20.77409
2P1/2 4F7/2 505.9324 505.1392 19.34775 -1.69398 4.03660 -.123077 -20.77409
2PI/2 5S1/2 463.7547 462.7130 19.72e37 -1.73669 3.98555 -.121445 -20.77409
2P1/2 :P1/2 497.4147 49t). 195H, 19.13902
-1.75213 4.C2665
-.122753 -20971409
2P112 5P3/2 512.8140 511.7171 19.71465 -1.75324 4.03227 -.122904 -20.77409
2P1/Z 503/2 556.3031 5550057 19.59528
-1.72179 4.03084 -.122877 -20.77409
2P1/Z 5L5/2 557.ell8 556.8242 l9o59C72 -1.72665 4.03070 -.122873 -20.77409
2F1/2 651/2 562.1486 561.1389 19.61034 -1.72691 4.02301 -.122626 -20.77409
ZP3/2 3D3/2 -56.7et,2
-42.3100 5.64425 -2.02140 4.43063 -9140060 -22.39184
2P3/2 305/2 1605460 32.4938 4902246' -1.864b3 4.42840 -.139963
-22.391b4
,.P3/2 451/2 13ZZ.1161 1339.54ti0 2.84197 -1.69557 4.14798 -,130987 -22.391b4
2P3/2 4N1/2 142F.921Z 1445.32411 3.57754 -1.bZ565 4.37416
-9137777 -22.39164
cP3/2 4P3/Z 1535.4739 1522.7107 2,70499 -1.8C759 4939636 -.138734 -22.39184
ZP3/2 4L3/2 1679.9Ci4 1697.5556 2.14127 -1.66007 4.39575 -.138b53 -22.39184
iZ 4D5/l lb95.5457 1713.4995 1.81203 -1.63035 4.3951b -.13bb35 -?.2.39184
ZP3/2. 4F5/2 1923.0564 1941.201'1 1.50358 -1.56912 4.39133 -.136702 -22.39164
ZP3/Z 4F7/2 1926.2`.6C 1944.5715 1.39270 -1.56885 4.39116 -.138696 -22.39164
2P3/2 55112 led 4.3275 190Z,3559 1977308 -1.61282 4.34023 -9137069 -22.39184
2P3/2 5P1/2 1917.7325 1935.6101 1.9C109 -1963158 4.38351 --.138376 -22.39184
2P3/2 563/2 1933.4308 195194463 1,75659 -1962860 4.36691 -.138526 -22.39184
2F3/2 :)C3 /Z 1976.6950 1994.7925 1.65108 -1.60367 4.38547 -.138499 -22.39184
2P3/2 50512 197F.3143 1996.4383 1.62250 -1.60146 4.38532 -.138494 -22.39184
ZP3/2 651/2 1982.6034 2000.6973 l.bb362 -1.60513 4937766 -9138248 -?2.39184
rl
OSMIUM 506 1.76	 A n 190 R n l.3036BE-04 A.U.
2P1/2 4P1/2 -P..9126 -11.7503 22.4909C
-1.96516 4.30457 -,134052 -21.85855
2P1/2 4P3/2 7193767 69.3174 21.69953 -1.97626 4.32971 -.135164 -21.85855
2P1/2 4D3/2 252.5:85 211.C999 2C688C72 -1.75753 4.32924 -.135306 -21.85855
2F1/2 4D5/2 267.8593 266.5170 20,e2171 -1.81419 4,32859 7,1352+36 -21.85x55
l 2P1/Z 4F5/2 503.8943 50269000 20.37797 -1.71461 4.32466 -.135147 -21.8585!	 3
I` 2P1/2 4F7/Z 507.2705 506.3924 20.26341 -1.71607 4,32449
-9135141 -21485655
2F1/2 5S1/2 469.1273 467.9426 20.67103 -1,76219 4.26771 -.133277
p
-21.85855
2F1/2 5P112 504.6279 503.2911 2009332 -1.77687 4.315b5 -.134761 -21.85855
2F1/2 ^P3/2 1520.6975 51994939 20.6577b -1.78035 4.31964 -.134991 -21.85855
ZPI /2 5C3/2 567.6059 566.5111 20.51605 -1.74595 4.31621 -.134517 -21.85855
2P1/2 5D512 569.2033 56b.1194 20,51099 -1.75166 4.31806 -.134912 -21.85855	 a
2P1/2 CS 1/Z 57494625 573.3757 20x54212 -1.75171 4.3C956 -.134632
-21,8585;
ZP3/2 3C3/2 -30.6516 -23.6735 5.73253 -2.06517 4,76243 -.154537
-23.6534C
2P3/2 305/2 36'.8354 55.7556 4.02b49 -1.90065 4.75978 -.154451 -23.65340
2P312 451/2 1391.0057 1409.5096 2.556x2 -1.71903 4.4561E -.144452 -Z3,6534C
	 y
2P3/2 4P1/2 1500.9756 1518.3569 3.;4844 -1.85496 4,7005:
-.151.968 -23.65340
2P3/2 4P3/2 1583.2284 1601.526c 2.61c47 -1.bB57b 4.7153! -.153075 -23.6534
' £P3/2 403/2 I7b2.E263 17x1,3617 2.GZ5Cl -1,6b077 4.72St,G
-11:3213 -23.65340
` 2P3/Z 4D5/2 1775.2524 1798,343'9 1*67^i47 -1.64926 4.72437 -.153192
-23.b534G



























































































































-43.5601 -46.8131 24.69198 -2.02489
49.0509 46.67174 23.79357 -2,03735
240.5302 238.8170 22.89237 -1.79493
257.7780 256.1939 22.62790 -1985879
509.27k6 50600865 22.32769 -1.74643
513.0497 511.9913 22.19;b9 -1.74815
483:2957 481.6957 22.65785 -1.80142
522.71e9 521.1367 22.b0252 -1.82023
535.1454 537.7204 22.64242 -1.82251
593.2603 591.9822 22.47680 -1.78244
594.8809 593.5943 22,47235 -1.78931
599.8631 598.5554 22.50187 -108932
-423.35e3 -407.4412 7.95261 -2.79077
9.7475 27.0877 5.8b326 -2.14846
97.2639 116.3205 4.00916
-1.96771
1544.6966 1565.5335 2.34413 -1.75979
3661.1521 1680.75i2 3.45416 -1.90759
175:.b225 1776.4240 2.39993 -1.88603
1945.4142 1966.4896 1.75584 -1971522
1964.Ok10 1985.5121 1.36574 -1.68005
2214.5877 2236.320C .99481 -1.60609
2LIP03993 2240.2693 .r503 -1.60569



















































































E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET)





2615.1866 2034.1528 1.76019 -1.65175
2031.572C 2000.6892 1.62186 -1.64823
2078.2401 2097.4465 1650690 -1.62102
2079.9116 2099.1977 1.47484 -1.61850
ZOE5.1906 2104.3958 1.51775 -1.62233
509 Z n 77	 A-193 R = 1.310501-04 A.U.
-1909160 -22.9290 23.57107 -1.99469
66.2434 64.0579 2Z.72839
-2900654
252.6612 251.1056 21.e6865 -1.77620
268.6531 267.2193 21.80792 -1.83651
512.5984 511.5346 21.33581 -1.73063
516.0170 515.0775 21.21349 -1.73225
481.6785 490.4162 21.64617 -1.781N5
519.3730 517.9464 21.77712 -1:79940
534.1413 532.6586 21.&3000 -1.80123
594.7673 583.6003 21.47982 -1.76502
585.6593 584.7425 21.47554 -1.77060
-10.3684 5.9795 5.63226 -2911171
72.1082 90.0711 4.04791
-1.93961
1471.6715 1491.32&0 2.47876 -1.74462
156498361 1603.3299 3.5276t -1.88651
1673.-0C96 1692.4442 2.53790 -1.86621
1657.5523 1877.4815 1.92126 -100349
lb74.97bC 189-1.200b 1.5	 333 -1.67034
2117.9661 2138.4753 1.20313 -1.60071
2121.4252 2142,0624 1.07505 -1.60038
2687.3486 2107.6654 1.50631 -1,65108
2124.8078 2144.9451 1.65658 -1.67274
2139.9024 2160.2024 1.48600 -1.66921
219C.29C9 2210.6876 1.36C94 -1.63992


















































FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
PLATINUM 5D9	 6S1 Z,78	 A n 195 R-1.31501E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 503/2 2298.7532 2320.3683 1.16087 -1.64787 5.43990 -.185515 -26.38249
2P312 565/2 2300.4930 2322.1422 1.12389 -1.64486 5.43973
-.185509 -26.3b249
2P3/2 651/2 2305.4297 2327.0495 1.16559 -1.64873 5043101 -.165207 -26.38249
GOLD 6S1 Z=79	 A n 197 R-1.31949E-04	 A.U. 1
2P1/2 4P1/2 -63.6623 -67.1395 25.85426 -2.05008 5.27276 -9176021 -25.42371
2F1/2 4P3/2 35.7243 33.1929 24.e9752 -2.06325 9.3C:,165 -.177731 -25.42376
ZP1/Z 4C3/2 232.4032 230.5519 23.9j2d7 -1.60826 5.30641 -.177947 -25.42376
2P1/2 4D5/2 25C.7967 249.0817 23.68505 -1.87590 5.30754
-.177918 -25442376
2F1/2 4F5/2 b09.9952 50o.6951 23.35334 -1.75680 5.3C3C3
-.177746 -25.42376
2P1/2 4F7/2 514.C37b 512.E836 23.21434 -1.75863 5.302 El -.177735 -25.4237t	 i
2P1/2 551/2 48E.SSCE 457.4745 23.70470 -1.81565 5.22597 -.175C18 -25x42376
ZP1/2 5P1/2 530.4405 528.7246 23.bb245 -1.83563 5.24003 -.177141 -25.42376
2P1/2 5P3/2 ;47.6092 546.0645 23.66790 -1.63829 5.296TC
-.177444 -25.42376
2P1/2 503/2 605.4095 604.0016 23.50903 -1.79484 5.29495
-.177432 -25.4237E
2P1/2 505/2 607.11C2 605.7148 23.0419 -1.80243 5.25477 -.177426 -25.42376
2P112 6S112 612.9488 611.5321 23.53460 -1.80248 5.28523 -.177047 -29.42376
ZP3/2 3F3/2 -404.145E -367.2035 8.07586 -2.85380 5.89572
-.2 0316 -27.65472
263/2 3D3/2 37.6506 56.0646 5.93026 -2.16472 5.90145 -.206441 -27485472
ZP3/2 305/2 130.3656 150.5782 3.96576 -1.99535 5.8979'b -. X6320 -27.85472
263/2 451/2 1626.3357 1648.4463 2919997 -1977374 5.51356 -.!42672 -27.85472
2P3/2 4P1/2 1746.1293 1.766.9234 3.37327 -1.92758 5.82071 -.202791 -27.85472
2F3/2 4P312 1b47.6301 1869.4862 2.25144 -1.50473 5.b5041 -.204493 -27.85472
2P3/2 4L3/2 2042.3584 2064.7066 1.57873 -1.72554 5.85603 -.2047U2 -27.85472
ZP3 12 405/2 2C62.19b9 20b4.9231 1.16647 -1.68e41 5.85517 -.204673 -27.85472
2P 3/2 4F5/2 232C.3618 2343.4070 .77333 -1060989 5..bb054 -6204490 -27.65472
2P3/2 4F7/2 2314.4527 2347.6457 .62`,42 -1960945 5.8:027 -.204466 -Z7.85472
2P3/2 5S1/2 2295.7129 2322.5491 1.1142e -1.66766 5.77364 -.201774 -27.85472
2P3/2 5P1/2 2340.9005 2363.5169 1.29511 -1.69258 5.83766 -.203897 -27.85472
2P3 3 2 5P3/2 2356.4303 23bl.2430 1.09094 -1.68869 5.84391
-.204199 -27.65472
2P3/2 5L'312 241t.7393 2438.6645 .94525 -1.65412 5.84253 -.204186 -27.85472
2P3/2 5D5/2 2417.8076 2440.7705 .90437 -1.65073 5.84233 -.20417b -27.85472
2P3/2 CSI/2 2423.6004 2446.5335 094741 -1.65474 5.83282 -.203841 -27.85472
MERCURY 6S2 Z n 80	 A n 200 P- 1.32616E-04 A.U.
2P112 4P1 /2 -8,.8060 -93.5955 27.Cbl37 -2.02980 5.64048 -.142488 -26.69011
2P1/2 4P3/2 16.6836 14.0680 25.84239 -2.02302 5.680bl -9194457 -26.69011
2P1/2 463/2 218.6703 21(,.6245 211.0717: -1082179 5.68067 -.154704 -26.69011
2P1/2 405/2 23E94?19 236.5508 24.57737 -1.89123 5.67970 -.154670 -26.69011
2P1/2 4F5/2 505.2187 503.7642 24.42623 -1.76514 5.67499 -.194487 -26.69011
2P112 4F7/2 509.6524 508.3557 24.27446 -1.76794 5.67473
-.194476 -26969011
2P1/2 51/2 48996046 408.1321 24.79198 -1.82739 5.56952 -91913db -26.69011
ZP1/2 `P1/2 533.2973 531. 4043 24.96545 -3.84880 5.66021
-.193781 -26.69011
2P1 12. 5P3/2 552.4992 550.7936 24.77406 -].65168 5.66747 -.194140 -26.69011
L- P1/2 503/2 613.E5C7 612.2937 24.57917 -1.80380 5.66591 -.194126 -26.69011
2P1/2 505/2 (,15.8753 614.332Q 24.57343 -1.81243 5.6656b -.194117 -26.69011
2F1/2 tSl/Z 62°.1379 623.5721 24.60819 -1.P1229 5.65365 -•193680 -26.69011
2P3/2 3P3/2 -387.1CC5 -368.5267 7.33ZC6 -2.64257 6.33221 -.225863 -29.3b964
2P3/2 3D3/2 64.C160 63.4990 5.98r99 -2.21375 6.33857 -.227120 -29.36964
2P3/2 305/2 162.2366 183.6248 3.90411 -2.03046 6.33476 -.226965 -29.36964
ZP3/2 451/2 1707.3077 173C.7016 2.08ut1 -1061260 5.91415 -.211e71 -29.36964
2P3/2 4P1/2 163C.5184 18.2.5019 3.25731 -1.69844 E.25030 -.22302C -29.36964
2P3/2 4P372 1939.1607 1962.4541 1.b629b -1985224 6.29044 -.224980 -29.36964
2P3/L 453/2 213901461 2162.b075 1.37142 -1.7Zbu9 6.25013
-.225219 -29.36964
2P312 4D5/2 216C.3899 2184.4594 .92793 -1.69177 6.26919 -.225186 -29.36964
2P3/2 4F5/2 2426.0988 2450.5011 .5lov7 -1.60606 6.2b4b3 -.22499E
-29.36964
2P3/2 4F7/2 2430.EE33 24;5.1442 .35?04 -3.60740 6.28404 -.224985
-29.36164
263/2 551/2 2411.0675 2435.2559 .67211 -1.66602 6019405 -.2[1903
-29.36964
2P312 5P1/2 2454.2812 2470,.2292 1.07106 -1.69485 6.26969 -.224296
-29.36964
2P3/2 5P3/2 2473.8687 249b.0292 .84744 -1.69057 6.27651 -.22465; -29.36964
2P3/2 503/2 2534.9266 2559.2?87 .68941 -1965267 6.27533 - -.224639 -29.36964
`1
36
FINAL STATE E( TOT I E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VPI E(SELF)
r
r'EPCURY 6S2 Z n 80	 A-200 R s 1.32616E-04
	 A.U.
2P3/2 505/2 2537.1126 2561.4360 .64258
-1.64877 6.27508 -.224629 -29.36964 }
2P3/2 6S1/2 2546.3285 2570.6206 .69165 -1.65323 6.26309 -.224194 -29.36964
THALLIUM 6P1 Z-61	 A = 205 R-1.33712E-04 A.U.
d
2P1/2 4P3/2 -490222 -6.8232 27.00704
-2.03701 6.07444
-.212488 -28.03101
2P1/2 4D3/2 203.1538 2CC.9426 Z6.20b01
-1.82763 6.07441
-.212770 -28.03101 i2f112 405/2 224.4063 2«.3706 26.10676 -1.90065 6907335 -.212732 -28.03101
2P1/Z 4F5/2 498.7692 497,Ib7C 25.52611 -1.76b82 6.06840 -.212535 -28.03101 I
2P1/2 4F7/2 503.6406 502.2233 25936343 -1.77070 6.06612 -.212523
-28.03101
2P1/2 :S1/2 489.4557 48 7.6843 25.91152 -1983389 5.57376 -.2C9019 -28.03101
2P1/2 5P1/2 534.7550 t^32.7447 26.10216 -1.85681 6.05164
-.211713 -28.03101 i
2P1/2 5P3/2 556.0655 554.2162 25.89231 -1.85994 6.Ot0O8 -.212140 -28.103101
2P1/2 5L3/2 620.8771 619.1876 25.68172 -1.80771 6.05849 -.212130 -2d.03101
ZP1/2 505/2 b23.4522 621.7800 25.67459 -1.81752 6.0.823 -9212120 -28.03101
2P1/2 6S1/2 o3E.4481 633.7981 25.7161b
-1.61744 6904350 -.211581, -28003101
2P1/2 6Pl/2 642.4084 640.6881 25.72855 -1.81916 6.05386 -.211934 -28903101
2P3/2 3P3/2 -367.097 -347.2763 7.33730 -2.676C3 6.79691 -.246210 -30.99333
2P3/2 3D3/2 92.81559 113.5547 5.97841 -2.23823 6.80396 -.249613 -30.99333
2P3/2 305/2 19C.E68` 219.5056 3979257 -2.04674 b. 79982 -.24'x462
-30.99333 fl
2P312 451/2 174196670 lblb.5101 1.66885 -1.61653 6.3506C -.23273d -30.99333
2P3/2 4P1/Z 191E.24E3 1941.5712 3.11144 -1.90347 6.7C744 -.245010 -30.99333
2P3/2 4P3/2 2034.7127 2059.4303 1.62366 -1.85322 6.75253 -.247263 -30.99333
ZP5/2 403/2 2239.8309 2264.9257 1.11859 -1.72517 1.75231 -.247.35 -30.99333 !3
2P3/2 4D5/2 2262.5927 22E8.1197 964942 -1.68664 6.75126 -.247498 -30.99333
2P312 4F5/Z 2535.8353 2561.7126 .21555 -1.59643 6.7461E
-.247294 -30.99333 a
2P3/2 4F712 2:40,7535 2560.8008 .04518 -1.59768 6974585
-.247281 -30.99333
2P3/2 551/2 2526.9731 2552.6298 .590c2 -1.66213 6.65173 -.243787 -30.99333
2P312 5P1/2 c571.S660 2597.3762 .bo901 -1.69095 6.72957 -.c4b4bO -s0.SV333
2P3/2 523/2 2593.6580 2619.2825 .5640b -1.68630 6.73797 -.2469C6 -30.99333
2F3/2 503/2 2658.1497 2683.9039 .39498 -1.64535 6.73634 -.246693 -30.99333 #j
cP3/2 505/2 266C.9C85 2686.7125 .341C3 -1.64C65 6.73o06 -.246883
-30.99333
2P3/2 651/2 2672.8568 2698.6616 .39915 -1.64603 6.72176
-.24634b -30.99333
2P3/2 6P1/2 2679.7770 2705.5191 .41456 -1.64839 6.73174 -.246696 -30.49333
LEAD 6P2
	
Z-82 A = 2C8 R n 1.34361E-04 A.U.
f
2P1/2 4P3/2 -25.2107 -26.2228 26.21328 -2.04612 6.49382 -.231998 -29.41693 -'
2PI/2 403/2 18791539 1U4.7923 27.38537 -1.82844 6.4S391 -.232319 -Z9.41693 j
iPi12 405/2 210.0278 207.8127 27.27722 -1.90569 6.46276 -.232277 -29.41693 !f
2Pl12 4F5/2 491.4695 490.2316 26.66566 -1.7b636 6.41757
-9232065
-29.4IbS3
2P112 4F7/2 497.30CS 495.7393 26.49164 -1.76835 6.46727 -.232052 -19,41643
2P1/2 5S1/Z 489.2120 487.2352 27.07131 -1.83539 6.38290 -.220066 -29.41693
2F1/2 5P1/2 536.3376 534.C972 27,2796E -1. y35981 6.46861 -.231112 -29.51693'.
2P1/2 5P3/2 $56C .02E2 558.0113 27.05029 -1.86324 6.47639 -.231618 -29.41693?
2P1/2 503/2 626.270E 626.4257 2b.b2334 -1.80643 6.47675
-.231612 -29.41693
2P1/2 '10512 631.4301 629.6049 26081472 -1.81745 to 14764t
-•231601 -Z9.41693
2P1/2 651/2 646.1760 644.3192 26.86239 -1.81725 6.45957 -.270953 -29.41693
ZP1/2 6P1/2 655.2513 653.3675 26.8d024 -1.81962 6.4714L -.231376
-Z9.41693
ZP3/2 3P3/2 -34299933 -321.9465 7.31663 -2.70446 7.25490 -.272594
-32.6812b !
2P312 303/2 125,7852 147.7509 5.54524 -2.25803 7.30250 -.274150 -32.68128
2P3/2 3D5/2 235.84bO 25499100 3.65311 -2.05799 7.29614 -.273984 -32.68128
2P3/2 4S1/2 lb8C.9635 1907.2472 1.62539 -1.81500 1,61272 -.2:5497
-32.tdl2t:
2P3/2 4P1/2 2010.9384 2035.6563 2.93641 -1.90310 7.19709 -0268990
-32.6812b
2P3/2 4P3/2 2135.7097 2161.911b 1.3514E -1.b4843 7.24771 -.271576 -32.6d126 {
2P3/2 403/2 2345.9954 2372.5877 .E3379 -1.71651 7.247'9 -•271447
-32.tb12b i
2P3/2 405/2 2370.3677 2397.4134 .33710 -1.67609 7.24644
-.271845 -32.6812b f
2P312 4F5/2 2651.1467 267b.5609
-.11962 -1.56281 7.24111 -.271627
	 " -32.65128
2P3/2 4F7/2 2656.5282 Zb84.1241 -.30163 -1.56196 7.2.4075 -.271b12
-32.68126
223/2 551/2 264t9b?14 '2676.0186 .27546 -1.65037 7.13oc5 -.267657 -32.6tS128
ZF312 5P1/2 2695.6522 2722.:491 .51399 -1.66121 7.22232 -.270682
-311,66126
ZP3/2 563/2 2714.7690 2746.9197 .24650 -1.676Z3 7,23206
-.271106 -32.68128






FINAL S7A7E E(TOT) E(UHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
LEAD
	 6P2 •Z=82	 A • 208 R • l.34361E-04 A.U. ,
2P3/2 51)5/2 2791.0291 2818.3740 .00442
-1962694 7923006 -.271166 -32.68128
2P3/2 651/2 2805.7094 2833.0095 .07129 -1963260 7.21320 -,270520 -32,68126
2P3/2 6P1/Z 2814,7476 2642.0186 .09195 -1963574 7.22503 -.270942 -32968128
BISPUTH 6P3 Z=83	 A=209 R=1.34576E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 4P3/2 -46.1861 -51.4357 29.46795 -2.04939 6.94042 -.253084 -30,85625
2P1/2 403/2 169.5497 lo6.9313 28,61065 -1.82319 6,940b3 -.253446 -30085625
2P1/Z 405/2 194.0145 191.5442 2b.49509 -1.90459 6093941 -.253401 -30985625
2P1/2 4F5/2 4$3.5719 48196532 27.85199 -1.757bl 6.93394
-.253173 -30.65625
2P1/2 4F7/2 489.3645 467.6341 27.666C5 -1.75967 6.93362 -.253159 -30.85625
2P1/2 5S1/2 467.6367 465.4760 ?8.27b24
-1.E30 r^ 3 6.81832 -,24E677 -3U,65625
2P1/2 5P1/2 536.6189 534.3662 28.50530 -19656EO 6.91254 -.252070 -30985625
ZP112 5P3/2 562.6624 560.6529 28.25520 -1.86065 6.92363 -9252667 -30.85625
2P1/2 5D3/2 634.0160 632.7931 28.01067 -1.79897 6.92214 -9252666 -30.85625
2Pl12 505/2 638.3524 636.3501 28,00073 -1.81137 6.92162 -92:2654 -30.85625
2P1/2 C51/2 656.4264 b54.3908 26.05272 -1.81105 6,9C205 -0251679 -30.85625
2P1/2 tPl/2 667,1359 665.0679 28.07434 -1981379 6991606 -.252389 -30.65625
2P1/2 EP3/2 669.6635 61796216 28.04EO4 -1.81452 6.91708 -.252447 -30985625
2P3/2 3P3/2 -315.9766 -253.6146 7.27922
-2.72803 7.82836 -.299177 -34.44436
2P3/2 3D3/2 16197655 lE5.C523 5.89476
-2.27308 7.836bC -.300910 -34.44436
2P3/2 365/2 278.1251 3039607d 3949482 -2.06441 7,83X 0 -9300726 -34.44436
2P3/2 451/2 19749117F. 2001.9818 1.35161 -1.80866 7,31)754 -.260296 -34.44436
2P3/2 4P1/Z 2107.5966 213397657 2,7461b -1.89725 7.72144 -.295119 -34.44436
2P312 4P3/2 2241.0644 2268.8118 1905481
-1.83803 7.77e23 -,29808& -34.4443t
2PB/2 403/2 2456.6274 Z4b40702 .52367 -1.70214 7977823 -.29643b -34944436
2P3/2 405/2 2482.6511 2511.2772 -,00065 -1,.65962 7,.77696 -,256391 -34.44436
2P3/2 4F5/2 2771,CC25 2800.0158 -.43Ob3 -1.56135 7,77137 -9246157 -34944436
2P3/2 4F712 277(-,8524 2906.0605 -.67521 -1.56040 7.77097 -.298140 -34.44131
PP3/Z 551/2 2775.5409 2804.3217 -.06591
-1.63285 7.65599 -.293672 -34.44436
2P3/Z 5P1/2 2b24.4044 2852.8675 .19398 -1,66577 7:75015 -.297064 -34944436
2P3/2 FwP3/2 2b50.8S67 2879.6352 -.09745
-1966044 707t139 -.297658 -34.44436
ZP312 5D3/Z 2922.4613 2951.3673 -.2907b
-1.61290 7.75968 -.297656 -34.44436
2P3/2 565/2 2926.2263 29:5.1761 -.36003 -1.60709 7,7593Z -,297642 -34.44436
2P3/2 6S1/2 294492340 2973.1356 -.28634 -1961357 7,73958 -.296866 -34.44436
2F312 6P1/2 2954,9C73 2983.7733
-.26068 -1.61716 7075356 -.297378 -34.44431
2P3/2 6P3/2 2957.4843 2986.3803 -.29204 -1.61675 7.75458 -.297435 -34.44436
POLONIUM 6P4 Z-84	 A n 209 R n l.34576E-04 A,U.
2P1/2 4P3/2 -71,6783 -75.1793
2P1/2 4D3/2 151.4404 14895920
ZP112 4D5/2 177.6222 17499837
ZP1/2 4F5/2 474.8062 472.6945
2 P1/2 4F7/2 481, CS34 479. 1825
261/2 5S1/Z 486.2519 483.8921
PP112 5-1/2 537,5373 534.6581
2P1/2 5P3/2 566.Oe95 5t3,6745
2-1/2 51)3/2 641.7652 639.5487
2P1/Z 505/2 645.6898 643.4985
2P1/2 651/2 667.1366 664.9104
2P1/2 6P1/2 679.3312 677.0669
2P1/2 6P3/2 682,5C32 660.2691
2P3/2 3P3/2 -284,4385 -260.1814
2P312 3C3/2 202.3397 2270223
20/2 3D5/2 325,2770 362.2561
ZP3/2 4S1/2 2072.6421 2102.1391
2P3/Z 4P1/2 2209.7056 223744032
M/2 4P3/2 2352.37Pp 2381,7540
2P3/2 403/7. 2573.2652 2603.0447
2P312 4D5/2 Z601,C304 2631.3201
^t	2P3/2 4F5/2 2896.9626 2927.6587































































FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RETI E(V-P) 6(H-VP) E(SELF)
POLONIUM 6P4 Z-84	 A-209 R-1.34576E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 :Sl/2 2906.9166 293993747 -.44420 -1960884 8.21237 -.322031 -36.29543
2P3/2 5P1/2 295908EH2 2985.9794 -8161N6 -1.64382 601574 -9325827 -36.295432P3/2 5P3/2 2988.8507 30193010 -.47689 -1.63817 802869 -.326526 -36.29543
2P3/2 5C3/2 3064.1701 3094.7374 -.63523 -1.58703 8:32694 -.326531 -36.29543
2P3/2 5D5/2 3068.3278 3098.9665 -.76267 -1.58059 8.32655 -9326515 -36.29543
ZP3/2 6S1/2 308997016 3120.2894 -968276 -1.58763 8.30366 -.325598 -36.29543
2P3/Z 6PI12 3101064E9 3132.3948 -.65266 -1.59173 8.32011 -.326209 -36.29543
2P3/2 6P312 3105.0793 3135.6601 -.68907 -1.59140 8.32137 -6326282 -36929543
ASTATINE 6P5 Zm,85	 A•2IC P-1.34790E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 4P3/2 -95.6308 -99.4144 32.11108 -2903771 7.92214 -.300482 -33.91146
2P1 12 103/2 132.9205 129.8107 31.19347 -1.79396 7.92266 -.300944 -33991146
2P1/2 4U5/2 16009092 158.0217 31.0629C -1988423 7.92116 -.300886 -33.91146
2P112 465/2 465.7328 463.3980 30935356 -1.72184 7.91517 -.306625 -33991146
2P1/Z 4F7/Z 472.5494 47U.4286 30.14209 -1.72399 7.914t1 -.300608 -33.91146
2P1/2 55112 48494477 48198608 30.82221 -1.80353 7.77462 -.294916 -33.91146
2P1/2 5P1/2 537.6758 534.9411 31.08956 -1.83227 7.88602 -.299159 -33.91146
2P1/2 5P3/Z 569.1107 56694624 30.79373 -1.63702 7.90298 -.299982 -33.91146
2P1/2 :03/2 646.5032 646.0669 30.51143 -1.76492 7.9C125 -.299999 -33.91146
2P1/2 505/2 652.6562 650.4483 30.49878 -1.78028 7.90085 -.299982 -33.91146
2P1/2 6S1 /Z 677.8403 675.3964 30.55943 -1.77963 7.87441 -.298899 -33.91146
2P1/2 6P1/Z 691.8519 68993627 30.59010 -1,78325 7.89343 -.299618 -33.91146
2P1/2 6P3/Z 69596049 693.1516 30955367 -1.78436 7.84516 -.299717 -33.91146
2P3/2 3P3/2 -24t.2079 -22299955 7.11407 -2.75716 5.01220 -.359758 -38.2179
2P3/2 303/2 247.6691 273.8086 5.70770 -2.28601 9.02255 -.361902 -38.22179
2P3/2 3D5/2 377.6569 406.2033 3.Ou313 -2.05966 9.01663. -.361666 -38.22179[P3/2 4S1/2 2176.6864 2208.0872 .73295 -1.77797 8040463 -.336773 -38.22174
2P312 4P1/Z 2317.5885 2346.8794 2.26770 -1.86632 6.88416 -.354613 -38.22179
2P3/2 4P3/2 247090056 2501.0770 .35065 -1979727 8.95552 -.358507 -38922179
2P3/Z 403/2 2696.2635 2727.7480 -92C605 -1.65349 8495577 -.358953 -38.22179
2P312 405/2 2725.8594 2757.8821 -.78561 -1960662 b.95424 -0356893 -38.22179
2P3/2 4F5/2 3029.3846 3061.8336 -1.31886 -1.49787 8.94d10 -9356624 -38.22179
ZP3/2 4F7/2 3036.2579 306899263 -1953897 -1.49668 b.94760 -.358602 -38.22179
1P3/2 :S112 3048.6420 3080.8496 -.86304 -1.57766 8.80767 --352931 -36.22179
2P3/2 5P1/2 3101.7225 3133.5521 -.55711 -1.61471 b.92120 -.357172 -38.22179
ZP312 5P3/2 3133.4489 3165.6028 -.90153 -1960871 8.93610 -.357992 -38.22179
2P3/Z 503/2 3212.4201 3244.7408 -1.12134 -1.55393 8.93432 -0358006 -38.22179
ZP3/Z 505/2 3217.0196 3249.4195 -1.20728 -1.54672 8.93388 -.357987 -38.22179
2P3/2 LS112 3241.9298 3274.2761 -1.12076 -1.55437 6090751 -.356907 -3d-22179
2P3/2 6Pl12 3255.8929 3266.1898 -1.084b4 -1055913 8,92652 -9357626 -38.22179
ZP3/2 6P3/2 3259.7103 3292.0485 -1.12819 -1.55869 6.92822 -.357724 -38.22179
RADCN 6P6 Z-86	 Ai222 R-1.37310E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 4P3/2 -IZ1.0851 -125.1895 33.50404 -2.02183 8.45579 -9326965 -35.50667
2P1/Z 40312 11269471 10995364 32.55540 -1.76904 8.45650 -027485 -35.50667
2P1/2 4D5/2 14268367 139.6631 32.41683 -1.86401 6.45485 -.327420 -35.50667
2Pl/2 4F5/2 455.3100 4520159 31.67274 -1.69343 8.44859 -.327142 -35.50667
2P1/2 4F7/Z 462.6604 460.3128 31.44902 -1969579 6.44817 -9327122 -35.50667
2P1/Z 551/2 481.7977 478.9476 32916313 -1.77962 8.29402 -.320727 -35.50667
2PI12 5P1/2 537,4001 53431715 32.45239 -1.80980 8.41811 -.325457 -35.50667
2P1/2 5P3/2 571.7340 46d66144 32.13266 -1081531 8.43525 -.326421 -35.50667
2P1/2 503/2 654.6272 652.2343 31.83002 -1.73753 8.43348 -.326446 -35950667
2P1/2 505/2 659.6338 656.9:`15 31.81703 -1.75470 8.43308 -,326429 -35.50667
ZP1/2 651/2 668.2025 685.5042 31.86097 -1.75363 8.40277 -.325160 -35.50667
2P1/2 6P1/Z 703.9541 701.2035 31.91629 -1.75765 8.42465 -.326002 -35.50667
2P112 6P3/Z 708.6276 705.5182 31,b7437 -1.75899 8942661 -.326128 -35.50667
2P3/2 3P3/2 -207.4566 -180.7706 6.98455 -2.76208 9.66269 -.394102 -40.21704
2P3/2 3D3/Z 297.5567 32592107 5.57081 -2.28331 9.67399 -.396476 -40.21704
2P3/2 305/2 434.5189 464.6557 2.82646 -2.04761 9.6676C -.3462.19 -40.21704
2P312 4S1/Z
	
2266.Otl98	 2319.0570	 036392	 -1.75270	 9600139	 -.368772	 -40.21704
2P3/2 4F1/Z
	





fINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
RAOGN 6P6 Zm06	 A • 222 R n 1.37310E -04 	 A.U.
2P312 4P3/2 259361799 2626.0142 -.06104
-1.76589 9.60248
-.392762 -40.21704
2P3/2 403/2 2824.8576 2658.1137 -.63025 -1.61820 9.60289 -.393265 -40.21704
ZP3/2 405/2 2856.3772 2896.2004 -1.24509 -1.56906 9.60120 -.353198 -40.21704
2P3/2 4F5/2 3167.5C50 3201.7749 -1.79583 -1.45465 9.59476 -9392909 -40.21704
2P3/2 4FT/2 3174.9335 32C9.4364 -2.03371 -1.45351 9.59422 -.352885 -40.21704	 j
2P3/2 55112 3194.5752 3228.6002 _-1.,32299 -1953899 9.44054 -.386512 -40.21704•
ZP3/2 5P1/2 3250.0481 3283.6613 -.99117 -1.57829 9.56452 -.391238 -40.21704
ZP3/2 .P3/2 328406600 3318.6242 -1.36460 -1.57195 9.58162 -.352199 -40.21704
2F312 5C3/2 3367.3037 3401.4450 -1154656 -1.51329 9.57962 -0392ZPZ -40.21704
2P312 565/2 3372.3751 3406.6038 -1.69343 -1.50535 9.57933 -.392202 -40.21704
2P3/2 ES.1/2 3400.8648 3435.0373 -1.60002 -1.51363 9.54914
-.39093b -40.21704
M12 6P1/2 3416.5630 349.0.6783
-1.55651 -1.51896 9.57100 -.391780 -40.21704
2P3/2 6P3/2 3421.3C69 34515.4697 -1.60842 -1:,51852 9.57312 -.391903 -40.217C4
i
a
FRANCII.M 7S1 Z -67	 A u ZZ3 R=1.37516E-04 A.U.
2P112 4P3/2 -15100181 -155.4739 34.95303 -2900043 9.03032 -.355690 -37.17142
2P1/2 4D3/2 88.5006 84,7625 33.97305 -1973850 9.03125 -0356275 -37.17142
2P1/2 4D5/2 12004055 116.9162 33982584 -1.83831 9.02943
-.356202 -37.17142
2P1/2 4F5/2 44€.5294 437.6469 33.C4uU
-1965931 9.02288 -.355905 -37.1714;.
2P1/2 4F7/2 44N.4E61 445.8446 32.80604 -1.66165 9.02243 -.355883 -37.17112
2P1/2 5S1/2 475.1814 472.0398 33.55507
-1.75018 8.85287 -.348701 -37.171 -Z
2P112 5P1/2 532.9712 529.4185 33.87117 -1078172 8.98d62 -.353969 -37.17112
2P1/2 :P3/2 57C.2626 567.0452 33.52.306 ^1.78747 9.00630
-4355096 -37.17] +Z
2P1/2 5D3/2 657.0545 654.0789 33.19956 -1970389 9,OC652 ^055134 -37.17',42
2F1/2 5D5/2 o62.4307 65994891 33.18479 -1.72268 9.00603 -.355114 -37.17,42
2P1/2 65112 695.8641 6S2,8867 33.25283 -1.7211.1. 8.97074 -.3.53606 -37.17142
2P1/2 6P1/2 713.2527 710.2126 33.29549 -1.72565 8.956.25 -.354bO5 -37.1'142
2P1/2 EP3/2 71S.U913 716.0999 33.24603 -1.72741 8,95897 -.354766
-37.1 14Z
2P1/2 7S1 /2 734.1361 731.163C 33.22769 -1.72076 b,99204 -1354482 -37,1'142
ZP3/2 3P3/2 -165.4719 -137.1532 6,82111 -2.76082 10.36673 -.431684 -42.-4400
2P3/2 303/2 348.8116 378.0532 5.40260 -2.27499 10.37909 -9434311 -42.'x1400
2P3 /2 3D5/2 49392333 525.1041 2.53484 -2902976 16.37212 -.434026 -42.)1400	 f
2P3 /2 4S1/Z 2397.56E4 243293896 -.04107 -1972173 9.65942 -o403777 -42131400
2P3/2 4P112 2545.6975 2578.3734 1.65868 -1.80873 10.21330 -0425164 -42.31400
2P3/2 4P3/2 .2715.3509 2754.0336 -.51332 -1.72781 10.30271 -.430249 -42x3140C
2P3/2 403/2 2956.4536 2991.5660 -1.09462 -1.57629 10.30330 -.430814 -42x31400
2P3/2 4D5/2 299C.0084 3025.718E -1.74217 -1.52478 10.30144
-.430739 -42„3.1400
2F3/2 4F512 3308.7366 3344.9151 -2.32281 --1.40498 10.29469 -.430430 ^42131400
2P3/2 4F7/2 3316.7624 3353.1871 -2.57064 -1.40352 .10.29409 -.430402 -42,31400
2P3/2 5S112 334400 90 3379.9387 -1.82366 -1949370 10,12508 -.423246 -42131400
2P3/2 5P1 /2 340144le5 3436.9022 -1.46700 -1,53491 10.26075 -.428512
-42,31400
ZP3/2 :P3 /2 3439.2753 3475.1064 -1.87162 -1.52817 10.28033
-.429634 -42,31400
ZP312 503/2 3525.5624 356196132 -2912016 -1.46547 1C,27850
-,429669 -42#31400
	 -z
2P3/2 5D5/2 3531.2177 3567.3649 -Z.22463 -1.45670 10.27795 -9429645 -42o31400k
2P3/2 6S1/Z 3564.5695 36CO36588 -2.12465
-1046531 10.24276 -6426142 -42,,U400
2P3/2 6P1/2 3581.8462 3617.9174 -2907490 -1.47139 10.26826 -.424141 -4Z,:9140C
2P3/2 6P3/2 3587.8160 3623.8934 -2.13403 -1.47099 10.27091 -,42~99 -42931400
2P312 751/2 3602.8313 3638,9246 -2014927 -1.46504 10.264C7 -.429018 -42.31+400
RADIUM 7S2 Z-88	 A=226 R-1.38130€-04 A.U.
2P1/2 4P3/Z -162.2537 -167.0948 36.45306 -1.97088 9964078
-.366654 -38089522
2P112 403/2 62.750e 5E.6695 35.44155 -1.69970 9,64195 -,387311 -38.89522
2P1/2 405/2 96.8144 92,9764 35.28500 -1.80450 9.63945 -93b7229
-36,89522
2P1/2 4F5/Z 4Z4.59b2 421.3948 34.46930 -1.61688 9.63308 -.386910 -38,89522
2P1/Z 4F7/Z 433.18C5 430,2314 34.21808 -1.61943 9.63251 -.3e6883 -38089522
ZP1/Z 551/2 467.6948 464.2300 35.00513 -1.71Z61 9.44632 -,378b34 -38.89522
2PI12 5P112 527,70E+7 523,7981 35.34137 -1.74548 4,55464 -.3e4691 -38,89522
2P1/Z 5P3/2 568.4190 564.8705 34,96432 -1.75175 9961715 -.386005 -38.89522
2P1/2 503/2 658.8913 65596003 34.61891 -1.66201 946lb35 -,3b6057 -38,89522
2P1/2 505/2 664,8781 661.6239 34.60334 -1.68271 9,61484 -3b6C33
-38,89522
2P1/2 651/2 703.4E77 700,1995 34.67400 -1,68034 9x57399 ^-03 4255 -38*895Z2
i40
FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P1 'E(H-VP) E(SELF)'
L
RADIUM 7S2 Z-88	 A n 226 R-1.36130E-04
	
A.U,
2P1/2 6P1/2 722.4517 71901298 34.72446
-1.68541 9,6034b -.385429 -36.89522
2P1/2 6F3/2 725.4296 726.1250 34966612 -1.68748 9.6C685 -.365633 -38.b9522
ZP1/2 7S1/2 748.3731 745.0933 34.64170 -1.67901 9.59752 -.385243 -38,89522
2F3/2 3P3/2 -116.4462 -P8.4566 6.61760 -2975139 11.12023 -.472615 -44.50347
2P3/2 31)3/2 405.1246 436.0318 5919701 -2.25897 11.13371 -.475518 -44950347
2P3/2 31)512 5-57.3240 590,9789 2920163 -2000402 11.12611 -.475201 -44.50347
ZP3/2 451/2 2514.8242 2551,5851 -,4d;76 -1.66279 10.3564E -.441886 -44.50347
2P3/2 4P1/2 2666971,56 27C1.2420 1.29688 -1.76657 10.95206
-.465271 -44.50347
2P3/2 4P3/2 2051,9823 2868.5967 -1901307 -1.68092 11.05216 -.471077 -44.50347
2P3/2 403/2 309495482 3131.6020 -1,10595 -1,52562 11005293 -.471710 -44.50347
2P3/2 4D5/2 3130.2412 3167.924b -2.28753 -1947168 11.05089
-.471625 -44.50347
20/2 4F512 3456.5824 3494.7542 -2,6;472 -1.34615 11904380 -.471295 -44.50347
2P312 4F712 346592352 3503.6667 -3.15739 -1.34455 11.04313 -0471263 -44.50347
2P3/2 hSl/2 35CC.3379 353d.2633 -2.373tb -1.43954 10.85749 -9463241 -44.50341
2P3/2 5P1/2 3559.9566 3597.3955 -1.98917 -1948266 llo00573 -.469096 -44.50347
2P3/2 5P3/2 3601,2238 3639.0723 -2,42708 -1.47569 11.02613 -.470404 -44.50347
2P3/2 5D3/2 3691.1530 3729.2402 -2.69085 -1940874 11.02626 -9470452 -44.50347
?P3/2 5D5/2 3697.4684 3735.6209 -2,d0510 -1.39914 11602556 -.470422 -44.50347
2P3/2 6S1/2 3735.9985 3774.0926 -2.69892 -1.40804 10.98494 -.468652 -44 ,0347
ZP3/2 6F1/2 3754.933C 3792.;470 -2.64C30 -1.41489 11.01444 -,469827 -44050347
ZP3/2 6P3/2 3761.9628 3600,0430 -2.70996 -1.41443 11.01773 -9470026 -44.50347
ZP3/2 7S1/2 3780.8662 3818.5704 -2973062 -1940676 11.00846 -,469640 -44.50347
ACTINIUM 6Q1 Z-89	 A n 227 R n l.38334E-04	 A.U.
2P1/2 4P3/2 -212.0558 -217.3515 38.01680' -1993585 10.28949 -.419958 -40.69481
2P1/2 4D3/2 3(+,4531 33,9586 36.97456 -1.65'548 1C.Z'S091 -.420693 -40,69481
2P1/2 405/2 7497559 70.5401 36.60791 -1076539 10.2td7C -.420bOZ
-40.69461
2P1/2 4F5/2 410.1633 406.6306 35,95516 -1.56890 10,26151 -.420262 -40.69481
2P112 4F7/Z 415.4574 416.1745 35.66044 -1.57149 10.26097 -.420234 -40.69481
2P112 5S1/2 462.0164 458,ZO12 36951424 -1.66957 10.07660 -.411222 -40.69481
2P1/2 5P112 524.1544 519.8566 36.87563 -1.70380 10023846' -.417723 -40069481
	 !
2P112 5P3/2 566.6245 5640175 36.46741 -1,71050 10.26420 -.419253 -40.69461
2P1/2 503/2 662.6227 658,9892 36.09969 -1,61443 10.26236 -.419321 -40.69481
ZP1/2 5D5/2 b69.3S21 665.7991 36.08227 -1063694 10.26176 -.419293 -40.69481
2P1/2 651/2 713.0419 709.4172 36.15506 -1963363 10.21534 -.417231 -40.69461
?P1/2 6P1/2 733.0089 729.2995 36.21296 -1.63920 1C,24904 -.418595 -40.69481
2P1/2 tP3/2 74].5639 737.9215 36914403 -1.64112 10.25319 -.418a49 -40.69481
ZP1/2 6L3/2 761.6741 758.0705 36.09370 -1.62754 10025103 -9418773 -40.69481
2P1/2 751/2 763.1121 759.4991 36,11456 -1.63124 10.24290 -,418414 -40.69':81
2P312 3P3/2 -63.2614 -31.5225 t.37241 -2.73377 11.92713 -.517134 -46.80751
2P3/2 303/2 469,61Z1 502.2796 4,95414 -2.23555 11.94175 -.520337 -46680751
2P3/2 31)5/2 629.9442 665.4880 1482560 -1.97045 11.93351 -.519965 -46.60751
2P3/2 451/2 2640.9520 2679.7582 -.48294 -1.63593 11.10355 -.423314
-46,60751
2P3/2 4P1/2 2796.6969 2833,0930 ,89760 -1.72013 11.74279 -.508865 -46.80751
2P3/2 4P3/2 2994.1b99 3032.8451 -1.56170 -1.62521 11.85473 -9515465
-46.80751
ZP3/2 403/2 3242.1941 3281.2935 -2.16499 -1.46637 11,6:570 -9516193 -46.80751
2P3/Z 4D5/2 3280.1859 3319.9483 -2988240 -1.40985 11.85346 -0516099 -46.80751
ZP3/Z 4F5/2 3614.1197 3654.3916 -3.51623 -1,27848 11.84602 -.515744
-46980751:
2P3/2 4F7/2 3623.4562 3664.0074 -3.79463 -1.27668 11.84529 ^.515709 -46.80751
2P3/2 551/2 3666.6528 370696749 -2.97283 -1.37664 11.64162 -.506731
-46.80751
ZP3/2 5P1/2 3726.3786 37b7.8776 -Z.559;3 -1.42211 11.604C -.513230 -46,80751
2P3/2 5P3/2 3773.4271 3813.3679 -3.03316 -1.41438 11.82858 -9514753
-46,80751
2P3/2 50312 3866,8956 3907.0464 -3.31225 -3.34311 11.82711 -.514816
-46.60751
ZP3/2 50512 3873.9713 391492376 -3.43786 -1.33257 11.b2642 -.514786
-46,80+751
2P3/2 631/2 3917,54CO 3957.7465 -3.32466 -1934166 11,76001 -.512724
-46.80751
ZP3/2 6P1/2 3937.4223 3977,5372 -3.25781 -1434931 11.81379 -9514093
-46.80751
ZP3/2 6P3/2 394t.0881 3966.2791 -3.33441 -1.34865 11081789 -,514344 -46.60751
ZP3/2 60312 3566.1156 400603380 -3.37633 -1.33794 11.81570 -.514.267
-46,80751






FINAL STATE MOT! E(OHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P1 E(H-VP! E( SELF
THCPIUP 6D2 Z-90	 A-232 R-1.39342E-04
	 A.U-
2P1/2 4P3/2 -242.49C9 -242.2098 39.63822 -1.89224 10.97712 -.455787 -42.54840
2P1/2 4D3/2 13.5670 b. 6504 3H.5651 -1.60266 10.97880 -.456608 -42.54840
2P1/2 405/2 52.2930 47.6516 3b.38768 -1.71777 10.97639 -.456506 -42.54840
2P1/2 4F5/2 395.3683 391.4147 37.49753 -1.51222 10.96885 -.456143 -42.54840
2P1/2 4F7/2 405.3683 401.7048 37.21463 -1.51461 10996823 -.456111 -42.54640
2P1/2 551/2 456.0570 451.&447 38.C6054 -1.61803 10.74427 -.446039 -42.54840
2F1/2 :P1/2 520.3290 51].5953 36.46821 -1.65356 10.92069 -.453242 -42.54d40
2P1/2 5P3/2 562.P194 564.5C67 38.02679 -1.66069 10.95003 -.455020 -42.5484G
2F1/2 51,3/2 666.3190 bb2.2963 37.63u04 -1.55807 10. 94P21 -.455106 -42.54840
ZP1/2 505/2 b73.9312 669.9529 37.61674 -1.58249 lu.94755 -.455076 -42.54840
2P1/2 651/2 722.8238 718.6161 37.69205 -1.57821 10.85494 -.452694 -42.54840
2PI/2 t,Pl/2 743.4416 739.33aO 37.7572E -1.58422 10.93325 -.454271 -42.5484,0
2P1/2 6P3/2 753.7694 749.7416 37.6768C -1.58630 10.93831 -.454585 -42.54a40
2F1/2 6U3/2 775.8015 771.8173 37.b194C -1.57038 10693612 -.454511 -42.54840
2P1/2 7S112 777.8411 773.6491 37.b4207 -1957443 10.92686 -.454092 -42.54840
2P3/2 3P3/2 -1.6276 31.5790 6.CSC52 -2.70665 12.7E937 -.5b"570 -49.20424
2P3/2 303/2 540.6574 575.1606 4.66dOb -2.20327 12.80529 -6569100 -49.20424
2P3/2 365/2 709.4669 746.9697 1.40167 -1.92775 12.79628 -.56E710 -49.20424
2P3/2 4S1/2 2774.3012 2815.2383 -1.52557 -1.57996 11.90102 -.528370 -49.20424
2P3/2 4P1/2 293?09CC2 2972.2E47 .45087 -1.66216 12.5E727 -.556262 -49.20424
2P3/2 4P3/2 3144.3527 3185.1323 -2.16450 -1.55939 12.71234 -6563bO3 -49.20424
ZP3/2 403/2 3397.6196 3439.0494 -2.77740 -1.39713 12.71357 -.564593 -49.20424
2P3/2 405/2 3438.2325 3480.1602 -3.53215 -1.33794 12.71111 -.564488 -49.20424
2P3/2 4F5/2 3779.7623 3822.2212 -4.19326 -1.20057 lZo7033C -.564109 -49.20424
ZP3/2 4F7/2 378598263 3b32.5786 -4.48767 -1.19858 12,70Z49 -.564069 -49.20424
2F3/2 551/2 3E41.1945 3583.4037 -3.62651 -1.30373 12.47930 -.554035 -49.20424
2P312 5P1/2 3905.0378 3946.6821 -3.18304 -1.35135 12.65561 -.561237 -49.20424
2F3/2 5P3/2 3954.1278 3996.2480 -3.69479 -1.343C,O 12966460 -.503005 -49.20424
2P312 503/2 4C51.C703 4043.4115 -3.98951 -1.267s8 12.6L•2S1 .563037 -49.20424
2F3/2 565/2 4059.0039 410194713 -4.1264E -1.25577 12.66215 -.563052 -49.20424
ZP3/2 LS1/2 4107.8020 4150.2098 -4.00753 -1.26505 12-b2968 -.560676 -49.2!424
2P3/2 6P112 4122.3341 4170.6374 -3.93126 -1.27348 12.66797 -.562253 -49.20424
2P3/2 6P3/2 41380770 41bl.1670 -4.02261 -1.27256 12.67298 -.562565 -49.20424
ZP3/2 603/2 4160.7218 4203.1478 -4.06974 -1.26030 12.67078 -05b2490 -49.20424
ZP3/2 751/2 4162.7922 4205.2139 -4.05490 -1926203 12.66156 -.562074 -49.20424
PRCTCACTINIUP 5F2 6D1	 Z-91 A n 231 R-1.39141E-04 A.U.
2P112 4P3/2 -260.6027 -267.0056 41.32180 -1.63702 11.71257 -.494412 -44.50005
2P1/2 4D3/2 98138 -495889 40.22243 -1.53881 '11.71448 -.495325 -44.50005
2P1/2 4[,5/2 42.0354 36.9414 40.03C41 -1.65902 11,711E6 -.455213 -44.50005
2P1/2 4F5/Z 392.3577 387.9849 39.10644 -1.44470 11.7C391 -.494422 -4(1,5000_°
2P1/2 4F7/2 403.6144 399.5476 38.80535 -1.44709 11.70319 -.494785 -44.50005
2P1/2 551/2 462.1.042 457.4774 39.70593 -1.55461 11.45916 -.463600 -44.50005
01/2 5P1/Z 527.2659 522.6803 40.11788 -1.59128 11.65061 -.491544 -44.50005
2PI/2 5P3/2 580.7222 575.9909 39.63886 -1.59779 11.66392 -.453599 -44.50005
2P1/2 503/2 679.1262 674.7007 39.22932 -1.49023 11.66214 -.4S3706 -44.50005
2P1/2 565/2 685.3577 685.0218 39.20300 -1.51477 11.66144 -.443674 -44.50005
2P1/Z 5F5/2 786.8614 7b2.5838 39.07946 -1.4b363 11.67515 -.453357 -44.50005
2P1/2 651/2 739.6543 735.2600 39.26742 -1.50806 11.62608 -.491120 -44.50005
2PI12 tP1/Z 760.6487 756.1582 39.33019 -1.51339 11.66662 -.492819 -44.50005
2P1/2 6P3/2 771-GS33 7t6.6828 39.24671 -1.:1516 11.67215 -.493169 -44.50005
2P1/2 6D3/2 792.4145 788.0514 39.19540 -1.49907 11.66987 -9493090 -44.50005
2P1/2 751/2 794.0014 769.6307 34s20566 -1.50275 11.66054 -.452661 -44.50005
2P3/2 3P1/2 -771.2564 -745.2051 16.04460 -2.96139 13.20001 -.566429 -51.74805
2P3/2 3P3/2 80.1254 115.6841 5.76358 -2.67414 13.71826 -.616378 -11.74805
2P3/2 3D3/2 b31.5C94 66799313 4.38715 -2.17421 13.73546 -.622262 -51.74bO5
2P3/2 305/2 609.4578 84940283 .95441 -1.88066 13.72564 -.621829 -51.74805
2P3/2 4S1/2 292e*1326 2971.3130 -2.09608 -1.51897 12.7tO14 -.577488 -51.74805
2P" /Z 4PI/2 3091.6235 3132.1021 -.02059 -1.59870 1$.495tS -.507909 -5;.74805
2P3/Z 4P3/2 3315.6976 3359.7144 -2.60119 -1.48742 13.63639 -.6164b6 -51.74405
2P3/2 403/2 357496321 3618.1084 -3.42035 -1.32233 13.63761 -.617367 -51.74805
2P3/2 405/2 3617.5804 366187865 -4.21566 -1.26026 13.63512 -.617250 -51.74805
2P3/2 4F5/2 3966.3052 4011.0593 -4.81692 -1.11716 13.62690 -.616843 -51.74805
42
FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(OHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-Pf E(H-VP) EC SELF
PRUUACTINIUM 5F2	 6D1 Z891
	
A n 231 R a P..39141E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 4F7/2	 1 3977.6379 4022.7062 -5.21476 -1.11470 139626C1 -.616798 -51.74805
2P312 551/2 403698366 40blo3498 -4.31796
-1922428 13.38277 -.605654 -51.74805
2P3/2 5P1/2 4102.1533 4146.0610
-3.64629 -1.27386 13.57410 -9613596 -51974805
2P3/2 5P3/2 4155.6268 4200.0474
-4940021 -1.26392 13.60723 -.615640 -51.74805
2F3/2 503/2 4253.4469 4298.0983 -4.70816
-1.18467 1306C536 -.615741 -51.74805
2P3/2 505/2 4264.0438 43Cb98325 -4.85801 -1.17153 13960457 -.615704 -51974805
ZP3/2 5F51a 436192730 4406.1271 -4.93421
-1.15477 13.5 09831 -.615388 -51.748C5
2P3/2 bSli2 4314.1989 4356.9384 -4.74676
-1.17867 13.54937 -.613158 -51.74805
2F312 6P1/2 433;.1041 4379.7383 -4.67445 -l.18b68 13.5E986 -.614556 -51.74805
ZP3/2 6P3/2 4345.6481 439C.3732 -4977177 -1.18539 13.59531 -.615202 -51.74805
2P3/2 603/2 4366.6932 4411.6573 -4.62142 -1.17257 13.59303 -.o15123 -51.74805
2P3/2 7S1/2 4368.5062 4413.2678 -4.b0865 -1.17401 13.58376 -.614696 -tr?:.74805













































































































































































































































NEPTUNIUM 5F4 01 Z *93	 A•Z37 R • l.40336E-04 A.U.
2P112 403/2 -3798706 -44.3596 43970066 -1.37851 13.32518 -0581776
2P1/2 4C5/2 897480 2.6139 43.47975 -1.50952 13.32206 -.581638
ZP1/2 4F5/2 373.9484 366.5826 42.46683 -1.27653 13931328 -0781190
2P1/2 4F7/2 3P7.45S4 3e.64396 42.143Ell -1.27865 13.3123 -.:.61140
2F112 551/2 462.0019 456.3957 48.12446 -1939640 13902209 -.567331
2P1/2 5P1/2 531.3241 52590742 43.59143 -1.43530 13.24736 -9576974
2PI12 5012 593.6099 58798647 43.03266 -1.44132 13929020 -.579709









	 E( SELF I
NEP1LNIUM 5F4	 6D1 Z•93	 A = 237 R a 1.4C336E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 5L5/2 71092551 704.9277 42.54469
-1.34854 13.28764 -.579826 -48.57660
2P112 5F5/2 615.5074 610.3021 42,39C83 -1031050 13.2810 3 -.579479 -48.57660
2P1/2 6S1/Z 766.7228 761.3907 42.60168 -1933844 13922219 -9576664 -48.57660
ZP1/2 EP1/2 78P.7925 783.3508 42,67C41 -1.34352 13.2702C -9578773 -48.57660
ZP1/2 tP3/2 801.5192 796.1714 42.57132 -1.34507 13.27741 -.579244 -48957660
2F1/2 ED3/2 82395641 813.2909 42.50083 -1.32680 13.27493 -.579159 -46.57660.
2P1/Z 7S1/2 825.4755 82Q. 1755 42.52164 -1933066 13.26432 -.578653 -48.57660
[F3/2 3P1/2 -698.9837 -669.7892 16.42345 -2.90754 15.13896 -9697590 -57.15173
2P3/Z 3F3/2 254.225: 293.9791 4.92867 -2.57031 15.77625 -.736460 -57,15173
2F3/2 303/2 E24,2736 864*6259 3961881
-2.07448 15.79820 -.743141 -57.15173
2P3/2 3D5/2 10219352C 1065.3561 -.14809 -1974839 15.78672 -.742619 -57.15173
ZP3/2 4S1/2 3248.4409 3296.4226 -3.44521 -1935994 14966433 -.6x9115 -57.15173
2P312 4P1/2 3419.8561 34E4,8112 -1.15620 -1.43336 15.51143 -.725202 -57.15173
2P3/2 4P3 /2 3673.5440 3721.3483 -4.29919 -1430276 15.68564 -.736288 -57x15173
ZP3/2 403/2 3543.5499 3991.8134 -4992966 -1913228 1596056 -.737376 -57.15173
2P3/2 4D5/2 399109162 4040.9949 -5.8099E -1.06417 1596E435 -.737231 -57.15173
ZP3/2 4F5/2 4355.4105 4405.0749 -6.54212 -090900 15.67525 -.736764 -57.15173
2P3/2 4F712 436e.9994 4419.0191 -6.89979 -090567 15.67416 -.736707 -57.15173
2P3/2 55112 4444.3405 4493.7786 -5.92264 -1.02567 15.3E4b6 -.722948 -57.15173
2P3/2 5P1/2 4513.1E44 456199258 -5.387dC -1.07932 15061001 -.732590 -57.15173
2P3/2 5P312 457E,1230 462594563 -6903222 -1.06662 15.65260 -.735310 -57.15173
2P3/2 5L312 4677.8651 4727.4496 -6.36828 -.97978 15.65070 -.735458 -57.15173
ZP3/2 505/2 4692.4835 4742.2289 -6.54487 -.96321 15964980 -9735412 -57.15173
2P3/2 5F5/2 4797.4693 4847.2987 -6.64425 -.94157 15.64319 -9735065 -57.15173
2P3/2 6S1/2' 474P,6323 479895379 -6,43714 -.96902 15.56456 -.732291 -57915173
ZP3/2 6P1/2 4770.8106 4820.3964 -6935528 -.97692 15.63250• -.734368 -57.15173
2P3/2 6P312 4783.6500 4833.3420 -6.47003 -.97499 15063960 -0734833 -57.15173
2P312 6D3/2 4805.6146 4655.3516 -6,52748 -696037 15.63714 -9734748 -57915173
2P3/2 7S112 4607.5331 4857.2688 -6.51451 -.96182 15062656 -.7342'44 -57.15173
PLUTONIUM 5F6 Zi94	 A n 244 R n 1,41704E-04	 A.U.
ZP1/2 405/2 -1.7330 -8.4827 45.30543 -1.41724 14.20015 -.629671 -50.70892
2P1/2 4F5/2 370.7517 364.7947 44.27895 -1.17481 14019093 -9629192 -50.70892
2P1/Z 4F7/2 385.6876 380,1001 43.91221 -1,17657 14916969 -,629135 -50970892
2P1/2 55112 467x9729 461.7875 44.93225 -1.29938 13.87434 -.613846 -50.70892
2P1/2 5P1/2 538.7733 531.8996 45.42842 -1.33930 14.11793 -.624432 -50.70892
2P1/2 5P3/2 606.2048 599,8951 44.82423 -1.34436 14.16634 -,627576 -50.70892
ZP1/2 503/2 709,2Ee4 703.3270 44.35331 -1.21993 14916471 -.627763 -50.70892
2P1/2 5U5/2 726.5165 720.6255 44.31051 -1x24665 14,16377 -.627718 -50.70892
2P1/2 5F5/2 634.3430 828.5820 44.14601 -1.20568 14.15693 -.627353 -50.70892
2P1/2 651/2 783.9518 778.0679 44.35592 -1.23386 1.4.09512 -.624375 -50.70892
ZP1/2 6P1/2 606.3004 80043061 44,42232 -1923816 i4o14566 -.626601 -50070692
2P112 6P3/2 b19.1408 813.2443 44,31848 -11.23939 14.15350 -.627122 -50.70892
2P1/2 751/2 641.5825 835.7365 44.26586 -1.22472 14014032 -.62651b -50.70892•
2P3/2 3P1/2 -647.6799 -616.8194 16.58967 -2.86944 16.20746
-.760316 -6042790
2P3/2 3P3/2 360.4912 402.4766 4.43`.02 -2.50320 16991722 -,806499 -60.02790
2P3/2 3D3/2 535.7960 982.5335 3.17836 -2001529 16.93U97 -9811646
-60.02790
2P3/2 3D5/2 1147,1609 1193.5171 -.77529 -1.66822 16.92623 -0811056 -60.0,2790
2P312 451/2 3425.5655 3479.0927 -4,19724 -1.26637 15.71b66 -.752333 -60902790
2P312 4P1/2 3603.9849 3651.3123 -1,79666 -1.33567 16962441 -.791589 -60.02790
2P3/2 4P3/2 3673.6772 3924.0210 -5.13611 -1.19440 16.81878 -.804174 -60.02790
2P3/2 403/2 4149.2591 4200.0622 -5.76699 -1902182 16982102 -,805381 -60.02790
2P3/2 405/2 4200.5173 425291788 -6.69546 -.95042 16.81748 -.805221 -60.CZ790
2P312 4F5/Z 4571,2414 4623.5048 -7.44940 -a78928 16.80789 -,804718 -60x02790
2P3/2 4F7/2 4:86.2559 4638.8988 -7.83176 -.78529 16,80672 -.804655 -60.OZ790
2F3/2 5S1/2 466993844 472164336 -6.61382 -.91048 16.45218 -.769422 -60902790
2P3/2 5P1/2 473996N85 479099937 -6.24686 -.96606• 16.73568 -x800008 -60.02790
2P3/2 5P3/2 480797675 4859.7277 -6.94162 -995132 16.76381 -.BC313t -60.02790
2P3/Z 5D3/2 4910,2039 4962.4045 -7.29021 -986116 16.78202 -,8()3310
-60902790
2P3/2 5D5/2 4927.7970 4960.1714 -7.46163 -.84239 16.76099
-.803262 -60.02790
2P3/2 5F5/2 5035.3417 508798063 -7.58933 -661861 16977416 -0802896 -60.02790
2P3/Z 6S1/2 4985.0599. 5037.4439 -7.38238 -.84631 16.71Z51 -.799926 -60.OZ790
2P312 6P1/2 5007.3587 5059.5821 -7,30293 -.85346 16.76299 -.802152 -60.02750
+.u:.w^,m,.v`,ammr^m.•n^
	





FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
PLUTONIUM 9F6 Z n 94	 A n 244 R • 1.41704E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 6P3/2 5020.2950 5072.6293 -7.42348 -085099 16.77071 -.802666 -60.02790
2P3/2 751/2 5042.6-665 5095.0498
-7947168 -.83727 16975760 -.8C20b3 -60902790
AMEFICIUM 5F7 Zi95	 A= 243 R=1.41510E-04	 A.U.
ZP1/2 4D5/2 -18.6740 -26.0777 47.19382 -1.31088 15.14452 -.681544 -52994221
ZP1/2 4F5/2 361.6?38 355.0539 46.12658 -1.05825 15.13479 -9681C30 -52.94221
2P1/2 4F7/2 377.2522 371.0941 45974265 -1906004 15.13365 -.660966 -52.94221	 j
2F1/2 5S1/Z 467.6708 461.0719 46.60372 -1.18852 14.78994 -.664017 -52.94221
2P1/2 5F1/2 540.4673 533.4329 47.32751 -1.22692 15.05370 -*675645 -52.94221
ZP1/2 5P3/2 613.0121 606.0813 46.677b8 -1923404 15.10843 -.679258 -52.94721
2P1/2 5E3/2 719*5332 712.9681 46918276 -1.1OZ76 15.10579 -.679474 -52.94221
2P1/2 505/2 73f.85t2 73093658 46.13776 -1.13147 15910579 -.679425 -52.94221
ZP1/2 5F5/2 849.7775 84394316 45.95519 -1.08673 15.09871 -.679041 -52.94221
ZF1/2 5F7/2 852.7656 846.4675 45990848 -1.0b757 15.09837 -.679022 -52.94221
2P1/2 651/2 798.2603 791.7881 46.17544 -1.11654 15.03126 -.675732 -52.94221
2F1/2 6F1/Z 82195243 814.9344 46.24499 -1.12078 15.06610 -.67bl85 -52.94221
2P1/Z 6P3/2 834.9603 82894764 46913166 -1.12172 15.09494 -0678783 -52.94221
2P1/2 751/2 658.O1S0 851.5903 46.07432 -1.10622 15.08091 -.678128 -52.94221
2P3/Z 3P1/2 -596.3897 -563.7399 16070131 -2.61417 17.36320 -.828713 -63.07140
2P3/2 3P3/2 465.2773 513.6371 3.86163 -2.42046 18.15131 -.8E0877 -63.07140
2F3/2 303/2 1058.34E7 1103.4302 2963406 -1.93242 18.17475 -.d66517 -63907140
2P3/2 3C5/2 1275.675.5 1324.7229 -1.475b3 -1.57522 18.160b8 -0885664 -63.07140
2P3/2 4S1/2 3611.8740 3665.0984 -5.03101 -1015715 16985660 -.821417 -63.07140
2P3/2 4P1/2 379144665 3841.3085 -2951453 -1.22163 17.82964 -.864.101 -63.0714C
2P3/2 4P3/2 4077.9835 413190164 -6.06062 -1006901 18.04653 -.8783132 -63.07140
^F3/2 4D3/2 4359.2918 4412.7064 -6.69852 -.89401 16.4.4907 -.879718 -63.07140
2F3/Z 4D5/2 441394321 444798259 -7.66820 -.81982 18604521 -.879340 -63,07140
2P3/2 4F5/2 479].9245 4846.9433 -8.45158 -.65195 184035C9 -.879001 -63.07140
ZP3/2 4F7/2 4b07.6667 46639CB44 -S.b5141 -964776 18.03361 -9878930 -63.07140
2P312 55112 4899.1?45 4953.5490 -7.79365 -.77865 17:69124 -.562044 -63907140
2P3/2 5P1/2 497197211 5025.7400 -7.19293 -983579 17.95484 -.873670 -63.07140
2P312 5F3/2 5044.446E 5059.1449 -7.93897 -081968 18.00926 -.877264 -63.07140
2P3/2 5D312 515C.2755 5205.2465 -8.30469 -972495 18.00746 -.87746b -63.07140
2P3/2 C;5 /Z 5167.9585 5223.1137 -8.50737 -.70538 189OC634 -.877414 -63.07140
ZP3/2 5F5/2 ;28C.5753 5335.8335 -b.63037 -.67871 17.99927 -.677029 -63.07140
2P3/2 5F7/2 528396040 5330.9108 -8.67831 -.67899 17.95893 -.877010 -63.07140
2P3/2 6S1/2 5229.2256 5264.3594 -8941259 -970811 17.93200 -.873730 -63.0714C.
2P3/2 6P1/Z 5252.3961 530794020 -8.32989 -.71521 17.98676 -.876181 -63.07140
2P3/2 6P3/2 526599352 5321.0606 -8946032 -971238 17999750 -.876773 -63.07140
2P3/2 7S1/2 528N.921b 5344.C986 -8051293 -.69787 17.981:3 -.876119 -6390714C
CURIUM 5F7 601 Z n96	 A • 247 R • l.42282E-04 A.U.
3
2P1/2 4D5/2 -42.4262 -50.5578 49.13769 -1.19109 16.14362 -9737170 -55.22143
%P112 4F5/2 345.5247 338.2468 46.03075 -.92827 16.13349 -,736625 -55,22143
2P112 4F712 362.2PO4 35594110 47.62497 -.92979 16.13217 -.736550 -55922143
2PI12 5S112 461.160E 453.6732 46.73308 -1.06471 15.75765 -.717755 -55.22-143
	 4`
'	 2P1/2 5P112 536.3487 528.0732 49.29018 -1.105P3 16904307 -.730515 -55.22143
ZP112 5P3/2 614.0514 606,4213 48959219 -1.11093 16010493 -.734666 -55.22143
ZP1/2 5D3/2 723.56;1 716.3177 46.07306 -.97260 16610325 -.734914 -55.22143
2P112 5C5/2 742.3420 735.1749 48.02437 -1.00310 16910214 -.734858 -55922143
2P1/2 5F5/2 860.2746 853.2654 47.82465 -.95438 16.OS479 -.734451
-55.22143
?P112 1.F'7/2 863.8436 b5608B99 47.77040 -.95528 16.05440 -.734430 -55.22143
	
1
ZP112 651/2 b08,6475 801.5013 48.06700 -.98748 1t.01877 -.730654 -55.22143
2P1/2 6P1/2 83296953 825.4170 4b.14546 -.95206 16.07978 -0733421 -55.22143
2P1/2 6P3/2 848.1816 8414204 48.01965 -099301 16.05016 -.734134 -55.22143
2P112 603/2 871.9274 664.8309 47.93677 -.97193 16.06731 -.734035 -55922143
2Pl/2 7$1/2 67394593 8L6.3563 47.95951 -.97623 16.07450' -.733390 -55.22143
2P3/2 3Pi/2 -545.3926 -510.8778 16.75870 -2.74462 lE.5S571 -0902692 -66.22152
2P3/2 3P3/2 580.8029 627.6437 3.19174 -2.31981 19.47055 -.961775 -66.22152
2P31Z 3D3/2 1179.5790 122791020 2.00574 -1.83499 19049574 -.967949 -66.22152
2P3/2 3D5/Z 1407.8556 1459.3489 -2.26286 -1046234 1994806-4 -.967227 -66.22152
REPRODUCIBILITY OF ME



















































































































































































6D1 Z=96	 A E 247 R-1.42282E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 451/2 3798.4044 385494414 -5.96189 -1.03173
2P3/2 4P1/2 3962.1456 4034.6076 -3.32379 -1909079
2P3/2 4P3/2 428695050 4342.3431 -709080 -.92550
2P3/2 403/2 4573.4674 4629.7862 -7.72974 -.74877
ZP312 405/2 4630.7756 466b.0183 -E.74706 -.67129
2P3/2 4F5/2 ;016.8546 5074.7438 -9.55803 -.49677
2P3/2 4F7/2 :033.6989 5092.0067 -9.97998 -.497.13
2F3/2 5S1/2 5132o:195 5191.2137 -8.97436 -962955
2P312 5P1 /Z 520E.1829 5265.0254 -6.23625 -.685:2
2P3/2 51-3/2 5286.5814 5344.1500 -9.G3694: -.67125
M/2 5Cr3/Z 5395.3757 5453.2276 -9641792 -.57169
2P3/2 5&5/2 541495ZO4 5472.5699 -9.63522 -955065
2P3/2 5F5/Z ::32.1332 554(,.2962 -G.77117 -.52128
2P3/2 91F7/2 5535.7190 5593.9382 -9.82677 -.52153
ZP3/2 ES1/2 48C.6E95 553ts.7175 -9.53147 -.55393
2P312 6P1/2 550406377 556295220 -4.43813 -.56174
2P3/2 6P3/2 552C.2269 557b.2428 -9.58238 -95587)
ZP312 6C3/Z 5543.9314 5602.0015 -9.65079 -954159
2P3/2 751/2 5545.4338 5603.5034 -9.63663 -.54327
BERKELIUM 5FS Z-97	 A • 247 R n 1.42282E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 4D5/2 -53.6289 -62.7534 51.16124 -1905557
2P1/2 4F5/2 342.2399 334.2043 50.02857 -.78167
2P1/2 4F7/2 359.4181 351.6042 49.61015 -.78357
2P1/2 551/2 466.5133 458.2810 50.75532 -.92429
2P1/2 5P1/2 544.3254 535.2550 51.34017 -.56516
2P1/2 5P3/2 626.3337 617.9523 50.59140 -.47038
2P1/2 5D3/2 735.8750 T31.6960 50.04510 -.82472
2P112 50512 757.2344 749.3381 49.99654 -.85764
2P1/2 5F5/2 b8C.46CE 872,7399 49.77561 -9804E4
2F1/2 5F7/2 183.3724 875.7060 49.72220 -.80564
21-1/2 651/2 82694243 618.5690 50401955 -.83846
2P1/2 CPl/Z b51.5291 643.5420 50.09363 -9842C2
2P1/Z tF3/2 86to2777 658.4129 49.96143 -984265
2P1/Z 751/2 E90.2773 8132.4763 49989567 -.b2560
2P3/2 3P1/2 -474.2961 -437.6167 16.8145b -2.66676
2P3/2 3P312 715.3612 714,6032 2.49270 -2.21222
2P3/2 3D3/2 1324.1981 1374.2913 1.33497 -1.72611
ZP3/2 305/2 = 1563.1586 16170631 -3.05707 -1.34969
2P3/2 4S1/2 4008.4009 4067,3778 -b.92246 -.89854
2P3/2 4P1/2 4196.4477 4251.6494 -4.16066 -695125
2P3/2 4P3/2 4519.4221 4578.1913 -8.15772 -.77301
2P3/2 4D312 4812.3116 4871.5431 -8.80096 -.59417
2P3/2 4D512 487295840 4932.8001 -9.E6046 -951443
2P3/2 4F5/2 526E97222 5327.6117 -10.70524 -933249
2P312 447/2 5283.9841 5345.3060 -11.14075 -.32791
2P3/2 551/2 5392.0775 5452.7858 -9.99921 -.47105
2P3/2 541/2 5469,3478 5529,1502 -9.32750 -953CB8
2P3/2 5P3/2 555240619 5612.6389 -10616513 -,51244
2P3/2 5D3/2 566496627 5725.7378 -10.5b606 -.40755
2P3/2 505/2 5(,82,5994 5743.6799 -10.81130 -.38644
2P3/2 5F5/2 5805.4927 5866.7019 -10.96539 -.35364
2P3/2 5F7/Z :bOE.42tb 5b6y.6905 -11.01928 -.354C6
2P3/2 tS112 5751.6440 5812,7214 -1002495 -.38682
2P3/2 6P1/Z 5776.6460 5b37.5798 -10.63561 -939372
2P3/2 tP3/2 5791.4936 5d^2.5649 -1.0978711 -.39009
2P312 751/2 5615.4199 5876,5504 -10.84712 -.37418
46
FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(OHFS) E(MAG) EIRETI E(V-P) E(H-VPI E(SELF)
CALIFORNIUM' FF10 Z=98	 A=251 R = 1.4304bE-04	 A.U.
2P1/2 4D5/2 -71.9274 -81.7170 53.26665 -.90458 lb.34179 -6861019 -60.07330
2PI12 4F5/2 332.0795 32392129 52.08936 -.61954 16.33052 -.860393 -60.07330
2P1/2 4F7/2 350.0479 341.6207 51.65349 -.62155 18032889 -0860298 -60.07330
2P1/2 :51/2 465.3348 456.2b46 52.64L92 -076880 17.ebb6b -.837342 -60.07330
2P1/2 5Pl/2 545.5626 535.6192 53.45950 -080959 18921936 -.852618 -60.07330
ZP112 5P3/2 632.9549 623.7464 52.65664 -981422 18029800 -.858062 -60.07330'
2P1/Z 5D3/2 75C.CE29 741.2939 52.08625 -.66183 18.29625 -.658378 -60.07330
2P1/2 1 05/Z 767.4210 759.7232 52.03Ot5 -.69660 18.29542 -.658340 -60.07330 j
2Fl12 5F512 b95.rCC9 dk7.2907 51979~33 -.64001 18928705 -.857862 -60.07330
2P112 5F7/2 bSE.6497 890.1958 51.73546 -.64109 18026668 -.857840 -60.0733C
2P1/2 6S1/2 84094232 b3197752 52.05000 -.67554 lb.2COlb -.853373 -60.07330
2P1/2 6P1/2 P66.4576 d57.6703 52.12667 -.67874 lb.26949 -.856613 -60107330
2P1/2 6P3/2 89169146 873.2582 51.98415 -967914 18.2b219 -.857512 -60.07330
2P1/2 751/2 90E93E52 497.7761 51.91524 -.66148 18.26536 -.85668b -60.07330
2F312 3P1/2 -402.5207 -36399712 16.86986 -2.57298 21.33859 -10070992 -73.04796
2V3/2 3P3/2 653.9195 90690953 1.nb026 -2.08479 22.41065 -1.14933 -73.04796
2P3/2 303/2 1472.7696 1525.5566 956921 -1.60072 22944574 -1.153313 -73,04796
2P3/2 3D5/2 1723.0927 178C.1090 -4.02842 -1.21530 22942702 -14152429 -73.04796
ZP3/2 4S1/2 422297961 4284.8548 -7.99016 -974739 20.79431 -19067460 -73.04796
2P3/2 4P1/2 4415.1336 4473.2056 -5.09815 -.79313 21.98431 -1.122053 -73.04796
2P3/2 4P3/Z 4757.8251 4819.6661 -9.33933 -.60086 22.26997
-19142832 -73.04796
2P3/2 403/2 505t.5706 5118.6746 -9998489 -.42021 22.29369 -1.144636 -7.3.04796
21-312 4D5/2 5120.1612 518394337
-11009105 -.33771 22.28863 -1.144392 -73.04796
2P3/2 4F5/2. 5522.1179 5586.148E -11.96753 -.14845 22.27678 -1.143727 -73.04796
2F3/2 4F7/2 554C.1727 5664.6541 -12642114 -.14371 22027508 -1.143628 -73.04796
2P3/Z 551/2 ;656.5131 572093764
-11.23548 -.29340 21963433 -1.120758 -73.04796
2P3/2 5P1/2 5736.1E46 5799.0924
-10.52627 -.35438 22.16664 -1.131bO35 -73.04796
2P3/2 5P312 :b24.305 5860.0211 -11.44455 -.33455 22.24493 -1.141444 -73904796
2P3/2 503/2 9ti4C.5t86 6004.6232 -11.86353 -.22449 22.24312 -1.141752 -73.04796
2P3/2 5D512 5558.3007 6022.5516 -12.10027 -.20266 22924167 -1.141679 -73.04796
2P3/Z 5F5/2 bO86.4049 6150.7974 -12.27004 -.16699 22.23371 -1.141222 -73.04796
2P3/2 5F7/2 CC89.2767 615397285 -1202673 -.16721 22.23325 -1.141196 -73.04796
2P3/2 6S1/2 E031.2266 6095.4841 -12.C1805 -.20160 22.14706 -1.136747 -73.04796
2P3/2 tP1/2 6057.1549 6121.2602 -11.92509 -.20856 22.21629 -19139985 -73.04796
2P3/2 6P3/2 6072,7126 613699650 -12.Od793 -.20449 22922865 -1.140875 -73.04796
2P3/2 751/2 6097.0829 6161. 39.80 -12.15118 -.18793 22.21206 -1.140051 -7390.4796
EINSTEINIUM 5F11 Z=99	 A = 254 R = 1.43614E-04 A.U.
y
2P112 40512 -90.3262 -101.0739 55.46992 -073647 19.54576 -.929820 -62.60167
2Pl/2 4F5/2 321.6561 3116E680 54.22706 -.44000 19.53367 -.929149 -,A2.60167
2P112 4F7/2 34C94446 331.1120 53.77335 -.44216 19.53213 -.929045 -62.60167
2P1/2 551/2 463.6450 453.8863 55.00872 -.59624 19.05156 -.903681 -62.60167
2P1/2 5P1/2 54E.53C3 535.6203 55.65833 -.63675 19.41046 -.920375 -62.60167.
2P1/2 SP3/Z 639.6061 62994791 54.79815 -.64196 19949904 -.926600 -62960167
M/2 503/2 760.3722 750.6652 54.19937 -.48116 19.4S746 -.926969' -b2.60167
2P1/2 ;D5/2 777.6475 768.0514 54914744 -$1878 19.49601 -.926696 -62.60167
ZP1/2 5F5/2 911.3914 902.0016 53.8677d -.45755 19.46764 -.926409 -62.60167`
2P1/2 5F7/2 51441760 904.8447 53.83U90 -.45872 19.48721 -.926383 -62.60167 a
2P1/2 651/2 b5496C79 b45e077Z 54.15563 -.49504 19.35328 -9921452 -62.60167
2P1/2 6P1/2 681.5856 871.9071 54.23495 -.49785 19.46808 -.924997 -62.60167
2P1/2 6P3/2 897.7976 868.2591 54.08189 •-949606 19.48237 -.926024 -62.60167
'I 2P1/2 751/2 92296759 913.2086 54.00932 -.47966 19.46445 -.925132 -62.60167
2P3/2 3P1/2 -322.9155 -282.2205 16.75773 -2.46444 22.t59t6 -19166097 -76.tb174
2P3/2 3P312 1003.7347 1058.7623 .78867 -1.94023 24.05625 -1.250593 -76.68.174
2P3/2 303/2 1632.6836 16b8.2786 -.28298 -1.45907 249CE742 -19258648 -76.68174
2P3/2 305/2 lb94.736E 19540229 -5 ►04945 -1.06509 Z4 * Dt7b9 -1.257670 -76.68174
2P3/2 451/2 444@.7802 4514.0474 -9.14772 -956036 22930721 -1.164556 -76.68174
2P3/2 4P1/2 464:.4602 470695185 -6912053 -.61830 23.5t6C4 -1.223725 -76.68174
x! 1 3/2 4P3/2 500P.935C 5C73.9735 -10.6201: -.41096 23.92123 -1.247254 -76.68174
21 1 3/2 4L3/2 5313.5.763 5379.0791 -11.26641 -.22879 23oiZ535 -1.249239 -76.68174
2P3/2 4L5/2 5380.4996 5447.0746 -12.42036 -.14358 23.91982 -1.248969 -76.68174
( 2P3/2 41-5/2 5790.4331 5657.7324 -13.32993 .05327 23.90733 -1.248256 -76.66174 i
21-3/2 4F7/2 580993068 5877.0749 -13.b01d4 905817 23.9C547	 _ -1.248147 -76.68174
47
FINAL STATE E(TOT) EIDHFSI E( MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) EI SELF I
EINSTEINIUM 5F11 2=99	 A* 2
.
5 R n l.43614E-04
	
A.U.
2P3/2 541/2 5933.8203 6000.9671 -12.57027 -.09841 23.42655 -19222881 -76.68174
2P3/2 561/2 t015.9351 6Ct2.0537
-11.82217 -,16037 23.76526 -1.239575 -76.66174
2P3/2 5P3/2 t105.7413 6170.7396 -12.(,0:•02 -.13905 23'.87325 -1.245762 -76.68174
ZP3/2 503/2 6229.7103 6297.0327
-13.24236 -.02364 23.87143 -1.246111 -76968174
2P3/2 505/2 1247,3696 6314.9194 -13.49077 -000109 23.86984
-1.246031 -76.68174
2P3/2 5f 5/2 t38C.7484 6448.452H -13,67634 .03773 23.86144
-1.245543 -76968174
2P3/2 5F7/2 13$3.5547 64510191 -13.73565 .03753 23.6blOO -1.245514 -76.68174
21. 3/2 tSi/2 t324.1765 6341,7447 -13.41225 000101 23,7t73S -1.240602 -76.63174 {
2P3/2 tPl/2 6351.C459 6410,4509 -13.31564 -.00557 23.84210 -1.244144 -76.68174
ZP3/2 tP3/2 6367.3561 6434.91,31 -13.49029 -.CO105 23.8:623 -1.245161 -76.68174
2P3/2 751/2 6392.1514 14:9.7754 -13.55707 .01620 23.83835
-1.24427C -76.6b174
fERM1UM 5F12 Z•lOC	 A n 257 Rx1.44177E-04 A.U.
ZP1/2 4D5/2 -1C9.2462 -121.0524 5703512 -.55007 20.82630 -1.003526 -65.20163
2P112 4F5/2 310.7:21 299.9393 56.44530 -.24163 20.81377
-1.002808 -65.20163
2Pi/2 4F7/2 330.3788 320.0414 55.97404 -.24418 209b1163 -1.002690 -65.20163
2P112 5S1 /?- 461.7931 450.8281 57.25694 -.40545 20.2601 -.974688 -65.20163
2P1/2 5P1/2 546.9817 53500040 57.94094 -944546 20.67676
-0992910 -65.20163
2P112 5P312 646.0t17 634.9176 57.01971 -.45059 2C,77646 -1.000022 -65.20163
ZP1/2 503/2 770.5620 7:9.8174 56.39368 -,2816d 20.774 LS -1,000438 -65.20163
2P1/2 5D5/2 767.7133 777.1233 56.34076 -.32206 20.77326 -1000356 -65..20163
2P1/2 5F5/2 926.7650 91604175 56.06080
-.25639 •20.76454 -.999839 -65.20163 -
2P1/2 5F7/2 92Q.5C70 919.2005 56.00140 -.25759 20.76410 -.999012 -65.20163
zFl/2 651/2 b6N.5365 b5b.0249 56.34144 -929594 20.66210 -.994369 -65.20163
4P1/2 6P1/2 69664702 887.8019 56.42372 -.29833 20.74277 -,998244 -65.20163
ZP1/2 6P312 913.4717 9C2,9530 5F, 25421 -.29829 20.75883 -6999416 -65.20163
2P1/2 7S1/2 936.7339 928.2900 56.1834'2 -.27923 20.73981 -.996454 -65.201t3
EP312 BPI/2 -235,2118 -192.2754 16.65567 -2,34034 24.44142 -1.269346 -80,47376
2P312 3P3/2 1165.2397 1223.2407 -.20485 -1.77758 25:61979 -1.364581 -80,47378
2P3/2 3D3/2 180493813 lbb2.9024 -1.22696 -1.30014 25.85317 -1.373366 -80.47376
2P312 3D5/2 207R.5768 2141.6551 -6.16617 -.89798 25.83194 -1.372267 -b0.47378
ZF3/2 451/2 4686.7446 4755,3515 -10.40052 -.39649 23.93416 -19270280 -80.47378
2P3/Z 4P1/2 4887.8182 4951.9819 -7,231b7 -.42586 25.30219 -1.334363 -60.47378
2P3/2 4P3/2 5273.1863 5341.5527 -12.00519 -.20231 25.67584 -1.360982 -bO.47378
2P3/2 4D3/2 55R3.7710 5652.5996 -12.65371 -.01837 25.66041 -10363167 -80.47376
ZP3/2 4L5/2 5654.2238 5724.1712 -13.85413 ,06906 25.67435 -1.362855 -80,47378
2P312 4F5/2 6072.1123 6142.81)6 -14.79746 .27372 25.66116 -1.362102 -80.4737E
2P312 4F7/2 6051.6326 6163.0183 -15.28782 .27876 25065912 -1.361979 -80.47378
2P3/2 551/2 6224.417@ 6294.9804 -14.00E57 .11495 25.13892 -1.334086 -80.47378
2P312 5P1/2 6309.0162 6378.4846 -13.22007 905217 25.52563 -1.352308 -60.47378
?P312 5P312 6408.8313 6479.2359 -14.27118 .07508 25.62466 -19359376 -80.4737b
2P3/2 503/2 6532.4573 6603.1993 -14.72722 .19597 25.62263 -1.359770 -80.4737tf 3
eP3/2 505/2 655000403 t621.0204 -14.98747 .21920 25.62110 -1.359681 -N0.4737b j
2P3/2 5F5/2 660P97447 6759.8935 -15.18956 .26131 25.61236 -1.359164 -80947378
2P3/2 5F7/2 6691.4773 6762.6885 -15.25129 .26114 25.61lb4 -1.359132 -80.47378
ZP3/2 ES1/2 6630.7142 6701.7217 -14.91283 .22261 25951024 -1.353712 -80.47378
2P3/2 6P1/2 6658.5310 6729.3677 -14.81240 .21625 25.59075 -19357583 -80.47378
t	 2P3/2 tP3/2 6675.6379 6746.6420 -14.99948 922126 25960666 -1.358742 -80,47376
2P3/2 751/2 b00.8118 6771.8858 -15906926 .23912 25.58771 -1.357783 -80047378
MENDELEVIUM 5F13 Z-101 A=256 R n1.43990E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 4[)512 -128.3417 -141.2714 60.08266 -,34359 22.15828 -1.082768 -67,92486
2P112 4F5/2 299.7126 287.6132 58.74460 -.02326 Z2.1650r -1.062000 -67.92486
2P112 4F7/2 320.2147 308.8090 58.25522 -902581 2.2.18298 -1.061870 -67.9248E
2P1/2 511/2 459.5035 447.4700 59.58619 -.19466 21.61564 -1.050965
-67.92486
2PI12 5Pl/Z 547.2422 534.1313 60.30766 -.233Q?_ 22.03291 -1.070837
-67.92486
ZP1/2 5P312 652.6612 640.43o7 59.32219 -.23898 Z2. 1450 -1.078954
-67.52486
2P1/2 5D3/2 780.9327 769.0876 58.66795 -•.06210 22.14356 -1.079425
-67.9248E
j
2P1/2 505/2 79709480 7b6.3016 58.61369 -910490 22.1416C
-1,079335 -67.92486
t	 ?P1/2 5F5/c 1*42.4166 93100092 58.31330 -.03470 22.13263 -1.078783 -67.92486
2P112 :F712 945.0602 933.7156 5b.25202 -,03598 22.13213 -1.07875Z -67.92486
l
48
FINAL STATE 617071 EtOHFS) EtMAG) H RET) H V-P) H H-VP) E(SELF)
N NOELEVIUM 5F13 Z=101	 A-256 R-1.43990E-04 A.U.
2P1/2 651/2 68206152 871.0633 58.60744
-.07640 22.02144 -1.072751
-67.92486
2P1/2 EP1/2 511.5188 859.7980 58969252 -.07829 22.10839
-1.076982 -67.92486
2P1/2 tP3/2 929.4711 917.9096 5P.51626 -.07802 22.12643
-1.078316 -67.92466





2P3/2 3P3/2 1339.5971 1400.7536
-1.30752 -1.59494 27.72919
-1.4&9140 -84.49402
2P9/2 303/2 1589.010: 20 0.6360
-2.27554 -1.12211 27.7646b -1.496712
-84.49402
2P3/2 3D5/2 2275.7872 2342.1351 -7.38974
-,71236 27.74170 -1.497517
-54.49402,
2P3/2 4S1/2 493797429 500S. b815 -11.76002
-.19414 2596S532 -1.385779 -64.49402
2P3/2 4P1/2 5-143.2795 5210.7288 -6.44516 -.21392 27015d98 -1.455145 -84.49402
ZP3/2 4P3/2 5551.7ti13 5623.6250 -13.50682 .026P5 27.57552 -1.465251
-84.49402
2P3/2 4D3/2 b6E.3114 5940.6557 -14.15530 .21201 27.58064 -1.4b7656
-84.49402
2P3/2 4C5/2 5942.4?45 6,015.9449 -15.40496 .30195 27.57397 -19487320 -84.49402
2P3/2 4F`./2 t36E.3172 6442.6060 -16.382.59 .51464 27.56004
-1.4t6501 -b4.49402
2P3 1?- 467/2 636e,9136 6463.7083 -16.b9190 .51979 27.557b0 -1.4b6364 -84949402
ZF3/2 5S1/2 E529.4402 6603.6115
-15.56273 .34837 26.99271 -1.4555d4 -84.49402
ZP3/2 5P1/2 6616.5722 6689.5796
-14.73240 .28497 27.40951 -1.475457
-84.49402
2P3/2 5F3/2 672297337 b796.7366
-15.85562 .30956 27952094 -1.463523 -44.49402
2P3/2 5D3/2 6b5C.0655 6924.4192 -16.33087 .43610 27.51910 -1.483967 -84.49402
2P3/2 "D:j/2 6b67.5515 6542.1553
-16.60313 .45999 27.51721 -19463869 -44.49402
2P3/2 5F5/2 7011.6392 7086.4248
-16.82176 .50544 27.50807 -19463318 -84.49402
2P3/2 5F7/2 7014.2S23 70c9.1425 -16.8857C .50530 27.50748 -1.463282
-64.49402
263/2 CSI/2 6552.0683 702t.7095 -16.53177 .46468 27635721 -1.477306 -84.49402
2P312 6P1/Z 6980.8507 7055.3113 -16942773 .45663 27.46404 -1.4bl533 -b4.49402
2P3/2 CP3/2 E99E.9060 7073.5466
-16.62773 446411 27.50186 -1.462653
-84.49402
2P312 7S1/2 7024.3773 7099.Ob95
-16.70070 .46266 27.48167 -1.461817 -64.49402
NOBELIUM 5F14 2=102
	
A • 254 k-1.43614t-04 A.U.
2P1/2 40512 -147.6513 -161.7787 62.51909
-.11587 23o66189 -1.167754 -70.76995
tP1/2 4F5/2 2EE.5046 275.4451 61.13153 .21690 23.64795 -1.166930 -70.76995
2P1/2 4F7/2 30S.S180 297.3705 60.62455 .21410 23.64555 -1.166782
-70.76995
2P1/2 551/2 45t.9172 443.7437 62.00932 .03726 23902958 -1.132694 -70.76995
2P1/? 5PZ/1 547,2355 532.9162 62.76576 -.00099 23.47887 -1.154344
-70.76995
ZP1./2 5P3/2 b59.3.586 645.9815 61.71142 -.00586 2396C506 -1.163603 -70.76995
2PI12 5D3/2 79193199 778.4421 61.02892 .17937 23.60355 -1.164130 -70.76995
r'PIiZ ^,D5/2 60 3?.3073 795.5322 60.97360 .13382 23960163 -1.164031 -70.76995
r P 1 / 2 5F5/2 55£•.2527 945.7331 60.65223 .20868 2305SZ0 -19163445 -70.76995
2P1/Z 5F71Z 960.7990 948.3445 60.58904 .ZO736 23.55150 -1.163410 -70.76995
2P1/2 651.	 2 896.8142 884.1445 60.96028 .16475 23.47138 -1.156797
-70.76995
2PI12 LP1/Z 526.7C12 913.8558 61.04829 .16344 23.5650E -16161412 -70.76995
26,1/2 EP3/Z 545.4;49 932.7793 60.85911 .164C6 23.585.33 • -1.162932 -70.76995
2P1/2 7S1/2 Ci71.,4452 956.8517 60.77b9b 918445 23.56385 -1.161814 -70.76995
2P312 2P1/2 -3242508 15.6130 16.27151 -2.C3961 ?6.15180 -1.5C4180 -86.74b10-
2P3/T_ 3P3/2 1527.4971 1591.9949 -2952317 -1.39155 Z9. 79011
-19625084 -88.74810
2P3/2 303/2 2167.2565 2252.1632 -3.43215 -:92421 29.82824 -1.635504
-84.74810
2P3/2 3L5/2 2487.CE4; 2556.8764 -8.72524 -.50733 2S.8029b
-1.634143 -88.74610
2P3/2 451/2 ;202.4386 527d.3070 -13.22974 .02741 Z7.5S58C -1.511802 -88.74810
ZP3/Z 4P1/2 :41.2.4b27 5483.4005 -9.76258 .01818 2961615b -10586437 °88.74810 r2P3/2 4P3/2 56x45.3000 5920.8954 -15.12994 .27748 29.62oCc -1.620679 -3,5&74810
ZP3/2 4D3/2 6167.8963 6243.9511 -.15.7766:72 Q46349 2 4s0b3161
-1.623517 °68.74810
2P3/2 4D5/2 624:.6358 6323.1035 -17.17666 .5 kX91 L9 * 62428 -1.623143 -68.74810
2r 3/2 4F5/2 6675.7518 6757.5261 -le.09034 .7768x4 29.60456 -1.622264 -88.74810
2P3/Z 4F7/2 C701#2562 6779.855Z -18-61010 a 78Z15 29*60711 -1.622112 -Ode74410
2P3/2
5 P1122P3/2 6939.2764 7016.0156 -16.35272 ,638b7 25.44234 -1.,609613
-8b.74810
P	 7	 81
2P312 5P3/2 7052.1434 7121#.9404 -17.56267 .56526 2965C768 -51,'314013
-88.74<810
iP3/2 ;L3/2 7193.2361 7261.3415 -18.05723 .69760 2 ri.565bl -1A619511
-88.74810
2P3/2 505/2 720C*6027 727990260 -ltf.34165 .72213 29,56374 -14619402
-86.74810
ZP3/2 5F5/2 735(.1=t6 742b.757b -1&.57729 .77105 25.55415 -1.nlbbl:
-68.74b10
2P3/2 5F7/2 7352.7CtO 7431.3917 -lb.64323 .'77093 29.55351 -1.610775 -68.74810
ZP3/2 651/2 726&.4508 7367.4228 -1E.27374 .72817 Z9.433bN -1.612191 -8b.74810
2F 3/2 !P3/2 731P.7159 7396.9965 -18.16557 .72242 29.52743 -1.616602
-88.74810
2P3/2 6P3/2 7337.5642 7416.0343 -18.37969 .72851 29.54747 -1.618307
-88.7481.0
,1#S:. ^	 ^•.,.M«-..,.	 .s^cs^.^z^,s.^.	 ,,.,,.^	
.w.._. _ .....	 "^
ix
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FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) 'E(H-VP) Et SELF)
NOBELIUM 5F14 Z n102 A n 254 R=1.43614E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 751/2 716394621 7442.0042 -18.45545 •74765 29952604 -1.617lb9 -68974810
LAMPENCIUM 6D1 Z n l03 A • 257 R=1.44177E-04 A.U.
ZP1/2 4D5/2 -175.6463 -191.1734 65x04301 913268 25. X443 -1.258352 -73.59467
2P1/2 4F512 266.4382 254.0146 63.60815 .47783 25.1'6973 -1.257471 -73.59467
2P1/2 4F7/2 291.1132 277,2259 639076bb .47524 25.lb716 -192573G9 -73.59467
}Pl/7. 551/2 t45. 717C 431.2008 64.52345 .28930 24.517b5 -1.219695 -73.59467
2P1/2 5P1/2 53E.4226 522.6869 65931999 .25201 25.06163 -1.243266 -73.59467
2F1/2 5P312 65':94752 643.7401 64.19269 924742 25.14351 -1.253821 -73.59467
2P1/Z 503/2 793.7796 779.5623 63.4&266 .44119 25.142OU -1.254410 -73.59467
2F1/2 ;D5/2 b12.0521 797.9447 63.42328 .39323 25913989 -1.254299 -73.•59467
2P1/2 5F5/2 b67.3G2.9 953.4656 63.09321 .47274 25.12973 -1.253666 -73.59467
2F1/2 5F 712 97093456 956.5803 63:01308 .47137 25.12913 -1.253630 -73.59467
2P112 651/2 905.5386 891.5430 63.41634 .42457 24.94505 -1.246130 -73959467
2P112 601/2 936.3247 922.1331 63.51566 .42360 25.09826 -1.251270 -73.59467
2P1/2 6P3/2 957.7;40 943.7474 63. 30812 .42429 25.12191 -1.253064 -73.59467
2P1/2 E03/2 98697345 972.8190 639194eO .45178 25.11744 -1.252897 -73.59467
2P1/2 7S1/2 966.3574 972.4365 63.22331 .44623 2:.05782 -1.251793 -73.59467
ZP3/2 351/2 -38C.1297 -310.0049 1.83558 -1.8322b 2492E652 -1..350795 -93.06379
203/2 301/2 75.3094 125.7225 15.97265 -1986026 30.17504 -1.636759 -93.06379
2F3/2 3P3/2 1720.9686 1786.8415 -3.87461 -1.16273 31.99414 -1.772913 -93.06379
2P3/2 303/2 2391.0433 249.2706 -4.70939 -.704&1 32.03474 -1.7e4241 -93.06379
[03/2 305/2 2704.5E-16 2777.8836 -10.20626 -.27466 32.00730 -1.762787 -93.06379
2P3/2 451/2 5472.e565 5552.5042 -14.83495 .27199 29.62790 -1.648808 -93.06379
2'3/2 4P1/2 1607.3588 5761.7841 -11.20690 .27403 31.3C13C -1.729890 -93.06379
2PBO 4P3/2 6145.9260 t225.2858 -lb.9JO14 .55354 31.bl900 -1.7be368 -93.06374
[N3/2 463/] 6474.5G46 6554.3179 -17.53776 .73956 31.b2493 -1.771247 -93.Oo379
20/2 405/2 6^5f.5457 6637.6240 -16.69607 .83531 31.81704 -1.770e3; -93.06379
2P3/2 4F5/2 G99E.32d2 70E!0.2392 -19.94326 1.06442 31.80151 -1.769698 -93.06379
20312 4F7/2 7021.0976 7103.5574 -20.49502 1.07008 31.798b3 -1.769724 -93.06379
203/2 551/2 7177.0861 7256.9209 -19905230 .68161 31.1319b -1.732272 -93.06379
2P3/2 5P1/2 7265.1671 7349.6844 -18.13073 .81713 31.6154e -1.755846 -93.0637S
2P3/2 5P3/2 7389.0660 7471.6071 -19941297 .R45h2 31.75642 -1.746334 -43.06379
2P3/2 563/2 7524.3715 7606.3589 -19.92483 .96364 31.75449 -1.766869 -93.06379
203/2 505/2 7543.0339 7625.3283 -20.2'2564 1.CC957 31.75219 -1.766767 -93.06379
2P3/Z 5F5/2 7697.e513 7M,, 352e -20.47536 1.06171 31.74205 -1.766136 -93.06379
203/2 5F7 /2 7700.9193 7763.4947 -20.54850 1.Ob165 31.74134 -1.766091 -93.Ob379
203/2 651/2 76360651 771b.7113 -20.14656 1.01499 31.60781 -1.756624 -93.06379
2P33 2 6P1/2 7x67.0223 7749.1553 -20.02507 1.00874 31.71087 -1.763760 -93006379
2P3/2 6P3/2 7686.5627 7770.901t -20.25F99 1.01516 31.73423 -1.765535 -93.06379
RP3/2 6D3/2 7717.4C51 7799.8204 -20.35353 1.03762 31.72976 -1.165366 -93.06375








TABLE II. L2 Coster-Kronig Energies, 1~Z~103 
FiNAL STATe £:CTOTI ECDHFS I ECMAG) E (R ETI E cv-p I ECH-~P' E(SELFI 
SLlDII"M 3S1 2.·11 1.·23 R"o.44904E-05 A.u. 
. 
2f'3/2 3~lIZ -13.976 -13.964 -.0123 -.0000 -.0000 -.00000 .OCC3 
r,AGt-.ESIUM 3S2 Z .. 12 A-Z4 K·6.54118E-OS A. U. 
2P3/2 351/2 -ltl.S06 -16.489 -.0173 -.0001 -.0001 -.00000 .00C4 
ALUnNU1'l 3Pl Z "13 A"Z7 R·6. de3l0E-OS Ii.U. 
?P3/2 3$1/2 -20.630 -20.606 -.0242 - I,OCOI -.GOOI -.COOOO .OCO!; 
2P3/2 3Pl/2 -14.6&3 ",,14 .661 -.0221 - .~)006 .COCI .COIl.:JO .0005 
SILICON 3P2 Zs 14 Aa2b R"6.88607E-05 A.U. 
2P3/2 3S1/2 -2~'.07E -25.046 -.0331 .0001 -.('OD2 -.00000 .oeo& 
2P:=:'/2 31-112 -16.304 -lb.274 -.029b -.0007 ."0(11 .00000 .OOOC: 
PHOSPHCRUS 3P3 Z·15 1.·31 R .. 7 • 12 H 1 E -0 S A.U. 
2P3/2 31-'112 -18.'167 -10.930 -.0377 -.0010 .C001 .COOOO .0010 
2P3/2 3P3/2 -19.2'15 -19.2:11 -.0433 -.0009 .0001 .00000 .0010 ,. 
SULFt..R 3P4 Z"16 Aa 32 R"7.19950E-O~ A.U. 
2P3/2 3Pl/2 -21.8!'0 -21.603 -.0468 -.0013 .COOl .00000 .0014 
2P3/2 31'3/2 -21.929 -21.876 -.05~~ -.OOll .COCl .00000 .COl4 
CHL('Rl"'E 3P5 Z·17 1.·35 R-7.417€OE-05 A.U. 
2P3/2 3f'l/2 -25.283 -25.226 -.0573 -.0017 .COOI .00000 .OOH 
2P3/2 3P3/2 -25.049 -24.983 -.0663 -.0016 .GOOl .OOCOO .0018 
ARGON 3P6 z·lS 1.-40 R-7.75542E-05 A.U. 
2P3/2 3P1/2 -2b.514 -26.445 -.Ot93 -.0021 .COOl .00000 .0023 
2P312 3"3/2 -27.~22 -27.642 -.OeL2 -.0020 .COOl .00000 .0023 
POTA!>SIUM 4S1 Z-19 A·39 R·7.f:<t02;E-v5 A.I,;. 
2P3/2 3H/2 -38.214 -jb.133 -.07Cf9 -.0033 .Cu02 .00000 .002/j 
2P 3/2 3P3/2 -37.464 -37.370 -.0945 - .!0032 .0002 .COOOO .002 C 
2P3/2 4S1/" -8.263 -b .163 -.1020 -.0006 -.0001 -.00000 .OC(:c 
CAlCIUI'I 4S2 Z -20 1.-40 R:a7.75542E-G5 A.U. 
,P:=:'IZ 3PI/2 -49.024 -49.932 - .0912 -.004~ .COC4 .00000 .CC3!; 
2P3/2 3 P3/2 -4e.CCJl -47.98G -.110C -.0')46 .0004 .00000 .0035 
2P3/2 4S1/2 -9.26~ -9.HO -.1219 -.0009 -.<"01.11 -.OOuOO .v03!l 
SC Af'jOIl..l1 3DI Z'21 A-45 R-f..065<:i1E-C5 A.u. 
2f'3/2 3P3/2 -57.069 -~1.937 -01317 -.OO~O .0004 .00\lVO .0042 
2t'3/2 31.,3/2 -lb.85v -11l.705 -.1!J9G .OU09 .OV03 .(JOOOO .uulol 




f1NAL	 S UIE E(TCT) E(OHFS) E(M:G! E(RET) E(V-P! EtH-VP)





-.1579 -90051 .0005 •000002P3/2
	 303/2 -18.677
-18.695













	 3D3/2 -15.513 -16.296










































-.3345 .0038 40006 000000
ZP3/2	 205/2




-20251 -1073 -.3301 .0025 -.0002
-900000
COBALT 3D7 Z=27	 A=59 R n E.62315E-05 A.U.
2P3/2	 303/2
-16.526 -16.167




-94028 .0037 .0007 .00000
2P3/2
	 451/2
-.b52 -.493 -.3702 00007
-.0002 -000000









-.4446 .0014 .COCN .L000O
2P3/2	 451/2 .E48 1.250 -.4125
-00019
-.CO02 - ')000
COPPER 4S1 Z n 29	 A*63 R n 9.02331E-05 A.U.
2P3/2
	 363/2 -69183 -59745 -94449




-5.422 -49959 -.4726 -000;0 .0007 900000 90135
ZP3/2	 4S1/2 3.679 4.122 -.4482 -.0063
-.0003 -.00000 .0135








305/2 -11.750 -110226 -.5335 -00059 00011 -000000 .0149
2P3/Z	 4S1 1Z 5.224 5.722
-.5035 -.0096





FINAL STATE F(TCT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) EIRETI E(V-P) E(H-VPI	 EISELFI
GALLIUM 4P1 Z=31	 A=69 k n 4.30112E-05 A.U.
iP312 3D5/2 -20.114 -19.523 -.6024 -.0064 .0014 -900000 90163
2P3/2 4S1/2 4.876 5.437 -.5664 -00109 -.0043 -000000 .0163
2PZ/Z 4P1/2 119963 12.519 -05610 -0123 .0007 -900000 .0163
GERNANIU M 4P2 Z-32	 A n 74 R=9.52057E-05 A.U.
2P3/2 3C?/L -29.15E -28.493 -.6705 -.0070 .4016 -000000 .0177
2P312 451/2 4.796 5.428 -.6344 -00124 -00005 -.00000 .0177
ZP3/2 41,112 14.569 15.192 -.6266 -4143 .CCC9 -000000 .0177
ARSENIC 4P3 Z=33	 A=75 R=9.56326L-05 A.U.
3
2P3/2 9D5/2 -38.961 -369223 -,7509 -.0062 .CU2C -000000 00191
2P3/2 4S112 49982 : .683 -.7045 -.0144 -00007 -900000 80191
2P312 4P1/2 16.749 17.440 -.6940 -00169 .(1010 -.COG00 .0i91	 -
2P3/2 41,3/2 16.617 17.31E -.7049 -90167 .Colo -.00000 .0191
SELENIUM 4P4 7=34	 A=d0 R n 9.77122E-05 A * U. +
2P3/2 315/2 -49.424 -43.607 -.8298 -00099 .0023 -000001 90204
2P3/2 451/2 5.262 6.039 -97797 -90167 -*0009 000000 .0204
21, 3/2 4P1/2 19.280 20.045 -97664 -00199 .Col[ -.GOoJO 90244
2P3/2 4P3/2 190459 20.237 -0796 -00147 9(1012 -.00000 *0204
BRGMINE 4P5 Z n 35	 As79 R n 9.730348-05 A.U.
2P3/2 3D5/2 -60.284 -59083 -99137 -00118 .0O27 -000001 0021t
2P3/2 451/2 5.649 84508 -98608 -.W04 -.6011 .00000 .U216
21, 3/2 0, 1/2 22.254 23.090 -.8441 -.0232 00015 -100001 00216
2P3/2 4P3/2 22.797 230657 -.8599 -60230 .4015 -000001 .0216
KRYPTON 4P6 Z=3E	 A•84 R n 9.93144E-05 A.U.
2P3/2 3D5/2 -71.339 -70.348 -1.0027 -.0141 .0032 -600001 .0227
2P3/2 451/2 6.926 70874 -.9471 -.0225 -.0014 600030 .0227
2P3/2 4P1/2 26.031 26.951 -*92Lb -.0270 .401@ -.c.0001 *OZ27
2H3/2 4P312 26.966 27.934 -.9455 -90268 .CUlB -.00001 .0227	
I
3
RUBLOILM 551 Z n 37	 A • 85 P=9.97069E-05 A.U.
2P3/2 305/2 -90.547 -89.463 -1.0935 -.0180 .0040 -004002 90235
2P3/2 451/2 3.257 4.299 -1.0364 -.0266 -0(1015 .000GO .0235
2P3/2 4P1/2 24.733 25.750 -100106 -.0323 .G023 -.0GC01 90235
ZP3/2 41,3/2 25.967 27.008 -1.0340 -.0321 .0024 -000001 .0235
2P3/2 551/2 49.338 :0.38e -1.0461 -00260 .CO14 -000001 .0235
STRCNTIUM 5S2 Z=36	 A n 88 R n 1.G0866E-U4 A.U*
2P3/2 4S1/2 -0220 .922 -101324 -.0315 -.0017 900000 .0241
ZP3/2 4P1/2 23.627 24,738 -19100(1 -00362 .(103C -.G00C2 00241
2P372 4P3/2 25.180 26.32C -101288 -.0379 .0331 -.00002 .OZ41
















A=89 R = 1.01247E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 305/2 -126.542 -125.252 -1.2940 -90266 .0O56 °-.00003 .0244
2P312 451/2 0959 2.210 -1.2380 -.0356 -.0021 400000 .0244
2P3/2 4P1/2 25.641 27.056 -1.1993 -.0435 60035 -.00002 .0244
2P312 4P3/2 26.751 30.000 -1.2336 -.0430 .0036 -000002 .0244
2P312 403/2 58.897 63.172 -1.2675 -00350 .0032 -.00002 .0244
2P3/2 551/2 63.175 64.441 -1,2566 -.0362 .0020 -.00002 .0244
ZIRCONIUM 4C2 Z-40	 A=90 R = 1.01625E -04 A.U.
2P3/'2 305/2 -142.459 -141.051 -1.407E -.0306 .0364 -,00004 .0244
2F3/2 451/2 2.659 4.030 -1.3534 -93396 -90025 000001 .0244
2F3/2 4P112 28.432 29.76C -1.3077 -.C489 .0041 -.00003 .0244
2P3/2 4F3/2 ?2.892 34.260 -1.3481 -.04PI oCU42 -•0000 .0244
2P3/2 403/2 65.572 67.370 -10bbO -.0386 .0038 -000005 .0244
ZP3/2 5S1/2 71.639 73.029 -1.3769 -.0399 .0024 -.00002 .0244
-i
NICBIUM 405	 5S1 Z-41
	
A-93 R = 1.02742E-04 A.U.
ZP3/2 3L5/2 -152.904 -1519367 -115345 -.0334 9GU70 -000005 .0239
2P3/2 451/2 4.606 .11.311 -1.4927 -.0424 -.CO31 .00001 .0239 1
2P3/2 4P1/2 31..056 36.511 -1.4305 -.C531 .0044 -.00004 .0239
2P3/2 4P3/2 42.215 43.715 -1.4772 -00519 00.1745 -.00004 •0239 'r
ZP3/2 403/2 77.432 7N9967 -1.5215 -.0412 90041 -.00004 60239
2P3/2 5S 1/2 T1.E68 83.395 -1.512U -.0424 .0029 -.00003 .0239
POLYbDENUM 4D:	 5S1 Z=42	 A-96 k = 1.04551b-04 A.U.
ZP3/2 3L512 -169.141 -1679480 -1.6509 -90410 .00280 -.00007 .0229
2P3/2 451/2 13.253 14.919 -1.6051 -.0497 -.0O36 000001 .0229
2P3/2 4P1/2 40.538 42.117 -1.5454 -.0617 .0O51 -.00005 .0229 r
ZP312 4P3/2 47.591 499221 -1.5984 -.0604 .0053 -100005 90225
2F3/2 4L3/2 66.606 8@.276 -1.65(2 -.0460 .0049 -.00005 00229
2P3/2 407/2 87.479 89.105 -1.6668 -.0468 .0049 -.00005 00225
2F3/2 :51/2 52.152 939816 -196419 -00491 .0035 -.00004 .U22Y
1cCHhEfIUM 406	 5S1 Z n 43	 A n 99 F-1.04905E-04 A.U.
2P312 30512 -185.187 -183.394 -1.7732 -.0497 80091 -.00009 .0213
2PV/ 451/2 17,4C1 19.177 -1.7347 -00561 -.0040 .00001 .0213
03/2 4P1/2 460715 48.430 -1.6670 -.0714 .(060 -.00006 .0213
2!• 3/2 4P3/2 53.600 55069 -1.7266 -.0701 .G061 -.00006 .0213
2P3/2 403/2 96.549 989364 -1.7864 -.0559 .0O58 -.00006 .021.3
2P3/2 405/2 97.418 590251 -1.8053 -.0545 .0O57 -.00006 90213
2P3/2 551/2 1C3.2b2 105.012 -1.7791 -00569 90042 -.G0005 .0213
RUTHENIUM 4C7	 5S1 Z-44	 A=102 R n 1.05954E -04 A.U.
2P312 3D512 -2C1.245 -159.313 -1.9011 -.0597 .(105 -.00011 90190
2P3/2 451/2` 22.314 24.239 -1.9713 -.0675 -.0045 .00oGl .Jlso
ZP3/2 4Pl/Z 53.761 55.613 -1.7951 -.0825 9 C07 -.0000b 90190
2P312 4P3/2 60.414 62.331 -1.8619 -.0811 .0072 -.00008 .014:1
2P3/2 4D312 lC7.396 109.366 -1.93CG -.0650 cot C, -000008 03190
2x312 4D5/2 1089257 110.246 -1.9512 -.0633 0(067 -.0006b 00190
ZP3/2 5S1/2 1150109 1170075 -1.9243 -.0659 00051 -.00006 00190
t
.0237 -.00037































































































































































































































































FIN III STATE EC Ton ECOHFSt E(MAG' ECRETI e cv-p, 'f:(~-VPt E( SElF» 
t.~TaQ"'Y 5P3 Z-51 A-121 R-l.HlC2E-C4 A.U. 
2f'3/Z 305/2 -343.4756 -340.7B -3.0591 -.1572 .0269 -.00044 -.J275 
2F3/2 45112 55.(,32 58.347 -3.1223 -.15b6 
- ."010 -.00000 -.0275 
21-3/2 4f'11Z 10l.S42 105.093 -2.9542 ~.1 eeB .0200 -.V0034 -.J275 
t:P3/2 4P3/2 111.S73 ll~ 0161 -3.0'746 -.1866 .G207 -.00035 " -.027!1 
2P3/2 403lZ 1 SIl.676 192.072 -3.2354 -.!!I2& .02C2 -.OOJ3!1 -.0275 
;f'31Z 4L5/2 190.506 1~3.949 -3.ZIl76 -.14&1 .0201 -.00035 -.O27!. 
£P3/2 ~51/Z 221.271 224.672 -3.235~ -.1532 0'0144 -.ocot:t:! -.oz-t!l 
2P3/2 ~Fl/2 231.11;0 23 ... 572 -3.2,i.'17 -.Dt-4 .ClfJ6 -.!..OC33 -.v27~ 
l..P 31 Z !.P3/2 231.507 234.907 -3.234/;! -.1562 .C1Sb -.00033 -.0275 
1E llLR tUM 5PIt Z"S2 A-B" R= 1.14817E-04 A.U. 
2P3/2 3[,5/2 -368.604 -365.354 -3.U43 -.175& .0304 -.00)53 -.0402 
<: P312 4 S 1/2 59.651 c3 .220 -3.34511 -.1755 -.C073 -.OuvOl -.';'402 
''''3/2 4r1l2 lCe.li32 112 dId -3.l~<i2 -.20&1 .vZ2t! -.(;uuH -.J402 
;:1'3/2 4P3/2 119.979 123.5J.1 -3.3144 -.2063 .C23f -.00043 -.0402 
H3/2 40312 2el.Hb 2:l4.1:142 -3.4f:tlZ -.16S:> .1/232 -.\10042 -.04G2 
,1'3/2 4(.512 203.221 2C6.930 -3.5274 -.ltH .0231 -.00042 -.0402 
Z 1'3/2 !i!> 1 12 22C;.771 243.434 -3.4098 -.1690 .(;170 -.00034 -.0402 
;.P?/2 ~P1l2 2!.1.5C3 2!..tI.141 -3.4512 -.1733 .tZ14 -.<:0040 -.0402 
d'3/Z !lP3/2 2!'.2.~12 25!i.973 -3.461:16 -.1732 .OZ14 -.00v40 -.0402 
," 
100 HE 5P5 Z-53 A-127 R-l.13981E-04 A. U. 
21'3/2 305/2 ~'3«13. e01 -390.104 -3.480!l -.1955 .0344 -.OOOb3 -.OSH 
cr3/2 " 5112 6S.l48 6t'.9!l7 -3.51::20 -.1«138 -.0077 -.00002 -.0551 
21'312 4Pi/Z 116.7<;2 120 ... 27 -3.37;..c -.2302 • C261 -.u(;OH -.')55l 
tor312 4 l' 3/2 129.047 U2.d5C -3.5467 -.2216 .021£ -.00052 -.O~!)l 
l/'3IZ 41.312 214.t17 2H.6J7 -3.H42 -.1116& .(,Z66 -.(,00,1 -.0551 
i!~3/2 4u!J12 216.935 220.ne -3.7b()b -.lelO .02t.~ -.OC051 -.05!11 
,1'3/2 !iSl/?. 259.795 2(:3.737 -3.71tl<; -.11l71 .Oh4 -.COO41 -.05!'J1 
"-3/2 !-f'Ll2 273.267 277.1/H: -3.6'163 -.1917 .024!;. -.OO,He -.05!i1 
,P 312 51'3/2 274 ... &2 27b.421 -3.711C -.1914 .02"6 -.O()O48 -.0551 
XE NGN 5P6 Z-S4 A-l32 R-l.15463c-04 A. U. 
21'3/2 3/.,5/2 -419.C60 -415.1v1 -3.7076 -.2172 .0389 -.ocon -.0122 
(P 3/2 451/2 11.385 15.510 -3.B310 -.2137 -.0079 -.OG004 -.0722 
21'~/2 41'112 125.4!l4 12CJ.354 -3.6034 -.2534 .02~1 -.00059 -.0722 
2P3/Z 41'3/2 139.01ll 143.101 -3.7914 -.2506 .('Jlv -.0(,062 -.071(: 
2P3/2 41:312 229.C89 233.311 -3.9134 -.2062 ."30lt -.CCiJf:2 -.0722 
2F; 12 4tJ5/2 2:!1.~91t 235.864 -4.0471 -.1997 • (.3C3 -.COOc2 -.07£.2 
ZP3/2 551/2 261. Ole 28~.254 -3.98013 -.lOf:4 .0221 -.00049 -.0722 
2P3/2 5Pll2 21?b.3b4 3CO.595 -3.9543 -.2116 .0Zbl -.0005b -.0722 
2P3/2 ~P3/Z 297.989 3u2.a3 -3.97&8 -.2113 .0262 -.OOO~hj -.0722 
CE S 11..11 6S1 Z-55 A-Bit P-l.16043E-01t A.U. 
2P3/2 305/2 -449.416 -445.184 -3.91t2C -,,2419 .0444 -.CC090 -.0919 
2P312 4S1/2 73.672 le.091 -4.CSe7 -.?366 -. (07(: -.(l(CO -.onc; 
2P312 4P1/2 130.1tl3 13'0.3&0 -3.d3b3 -.2798 .e343 -.(,0072 -.091 C; 
2P 3/2 4~3/2 145.326 14'1.104 -4.044 b -.216d .(.3~<1 -.0('('75 -.09lt, 
21'3/2 4D3/2 239.777 244.305 -4.2419 -.22114 .0352 -.liC07!> -.091<1 
21-3/2 405/2 242.f:ZO 247.223 -4032'o1l -.2Z11 .052 -.CC015 -.C919 
21'3/2 551 (~ 3('0. ?38 ?C4.cB7 -4.2546 -.2279 .02~1, -.00059 -.O91~ 
2P3/2 5 P liZ 317.4t2 321.978 -4.2221 -.2341 .C326 -.0(.;010 -.0919 
i:d/2 ~1"3 12 31'f.:"91 324.Ut -C,.2,14 -.2:'311 • !..3t.: 0 -. C(,-:71 -.O'i19 








































































Z=56 A=140 R a 1.17750E-04 A.U.
-511.375 -506.239 -4.6953 -0329
112.289 117.720 -4.9362 -0189
174.692 179.800 -4.6152 -.3728
196.322 2C1.t92 -4.6837 -.3682
2990958 305.5)6 -5.1226 -.3090
3069916 312.569 -502360 -.2984
419.437 425:15t -5.3137 -.2E51
382.097 387.7U7 -5.1749 -.3027
4C2.036 407.602 -5.1316 -93106
405.437 411.041 -5.1730 -.3101
430.078 43:.704 -501991 -.3024
4F3 1=59	 A n 141 R n l.16C30E-04 A.U.
-5240965 -519.489 -4.9749 -.3679
132.993 136.604 -5.2529 -93504
197.C95 202.557 -4.9076 -.4080
221.343 2279088 -5.19E. -94UZ6
3279305 333.240 -5.4503 -.3401
336.304 342.353 -5.5754 -.3ZE0
453.661 459.780 -5.6602 -.3130
415.591 421.601 -:.5192 -93312
436.155 442.116 -5.4739 -.3394
439.563 445.968 -595163 -.3368
465.238 471.268 -5.5478 -.3304
4F4
	

































































































E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET)
6S2 Z-56	 A-136 R-1.17187E-04 A.U.
-480.214 -475.692 -4.1891 -.2bb6
76.453 81.197 -4.3610 -.2613
1359450 139.920 -4.0862 -.308)
1.526310 157.001 -4.3124 -93048
251.146 255.998 -4.5254 -.2523
254.357 259.294 -4.6175 -.2442
321.131 326.012 -4.5444 -.2509
339.594 344.834 -4.505 -.2a82
342.593 347.46E -4.5402 -92579
366.212 371.103 -4.5568 -.2518
501 Z•57	 A n 139 R • l.17469E-G4 A.U.
-:07.525 -502.692 -4.4527 -92959
P3.b34 86.915 -4.6520 -.2(563
145.218 1504002 -4.3512 -.3370
164.C26 LE90052 -4.5587 -.3:535
267.042 272.241 -4.0277 -92767
270.837 276.129 -4.4300 -.2677
346.660 351.896 -4.tli43 -.2744
366.234 371.423 -4.8086 -92627
37C.C78 375.308 -4.8496 -.2822
302.644 3979900 -4.8b3b -.2737








































fINAL S TA TE E (TOT I C (DHFS I E01AGI E l RET! El'J-PI "tll1-VPI EISELF) ! ~ 
l 
f\ECD'rMIUM H4 2=6(' A-14" R= 1.1 S661E-04 A.U. 
;'1 
2P31Z 4 F5/2 490.240 496.764 -6.i.l2SC -.3430 .0044 -.00171 -.23'1Ci 
,P3/2 551/2 4~1. 366 457.800 -S.8d'::4 -.36ld .0506 -.e0144 -.2390 
'2"3/?. SPI/2 472.3H 47f:.7~2" -5.634'1 -.3702 .O!>26 -.00167 -.239C 
ZP31l ~P3/2 476.t07 483.037 -5.eB25 -.3695 .0630 -.pOl08 . -.2390 
'::P3/2 651/2 502.459 50d.915 -5.9144 -.3006 .0597 -.00102 -.2390 
PRCI"'UHU,.. 4F5 Z=61 A"'145 R"'1.1913bE-04 A.U. 
2P312 305/2 -547.889 -541.663 -~.5B61 -.4453 .01l84 -.00235 -.2802 
2P3/2 45112 180.764 167.410 -5.9431 -.4200 -.C010 -,;~OO50 -.ZIlO2 
2P3/2 4PI12 24f.274 2~4 .513 -5.5434 -.48~5 .(,717 -.OCiU5 -.2602 
2P3/2 4P3/2 276.24e 2&4.619 -5.9!l55 -.4 H2 .07~4 -.CC205 ... 2tl:)2 
H3/2 4u3/2 3Et.755 395.~134 -6.162e; -.4066 • C741! -.OC206 -.ZSC2 
2P3/2 405/2 4C2.15e; 409.074 -6.3140 -.3'136 .0746 -.00206 -.2602 
2P3/2 4F5/2 529.:29 !i36.324 -6.4105 -.3750 .e727 -.00202 -.2802 
2P3/2 !; 5112 4se;.!H; 496.400 -6.2657 -.3945 .057b -.oea71 -.2b02 
2P3/2 ~f-1/2 511.068 ').7.898 -6.2J.oO -.4032 • e7C9 -.CGH7 -.20 \.. 2 
2P312 5P3/2 515.727 522.6·J7 -6.2666 -.4025 .0714 -.00198 -.HOZ 
2P31Z t~J.li 541.968 546.877 -603014 -.3929 • C679 -.001'11 -.2602 
SA f'!AR I lil1 4F6 Z"62 A"152 R-1.212a8E-04 A.U. 
'v" 
ZP3/2 3[;512 -556.999 -550.36f -5.9137 -.4&86 .0985 -.00274 -.3264 
2fl3/2 451/2 2C7.957 215.056 -6.3126 -.45172 .ouet -.00064 -.3264 
2P3/2 4H/2 277.11:'1 ~b3.tl42 -'.tle41 -.5213t1 .(8('!' -.00221:1 -.3264 
H3/2 4f-3/2 3]0.274 317.292 -6.2537 -.5205 .C847 -.00240 -.3264 
2P3/2 4 [;312 423.011 43U .247 -c.!i43~ -.4475 .'::l41 -.00241 -.3204 
2P 3/2 4t!':l/2 436.775 446.100 -0.7093 -.4306 .CJ83<t -.00241 -.326'1 
ZF3/2 lot-, 12. 510.C,32 57b.40C -6.81IJ9 -.4101 • ce 19 -.0023e -.3264 
2P3/2 ~S lIZ 530.224 537.,1:12 -6.6644 -.43"3 .06,r; -.00202 -.3264 
2P3/2 5P 1/2 5~2.320 5~'1.620 -6.6J.22 -.43'i4 .079C; -.(0231 -.3264 
2F3/2 5P 312 557.424 564.777 -0.666!i -.43t',5 .01:10~ -.00233 -.3264 
2P3/2 6S1/2 ~ieI, .064 591.448 -6.7033 -.42f<3 .076t! -.00225 -.3264 
£:UF<GPIUI1 4F1 Z -63 "al53 R"1.2128B£.-04 A.U. 
2P3/2 305/2 -565.572 -558.518 -6.2467 -.5369 .1102 -~C0318 -.3779 
,p 3/2 451/2 236.94C 244.51C; -6.7047 -.4997 .003t- -.OCOi:l2 -.3771i 
ZP3/2 4H/2 3(~.e33 315.944 -6.2478 -.5732 .0ge(; -.oe2bt. -.377" 
21'3/2 4P3/2 343.1:43 351.336 -6.6442 -.5644 .("I5~ -.uOZe1 -.3779 
Zf-3/2 403 II!. 461.1e4 46!l.629 -6.9524 -.4&68 • C946 -.C0262 -.377'1 
2f- 3/2 40512 476.27~ 4e4.157 -7.1266 -.4693 • C9 4l: -.00282 -,377C; 
2P 312 4F5/2 615.231 t23.2lS -7.2416 -.4464 .0925 : -.00277 -.377'1 
c.r31Z 4F 7/2 61b.3C,3 626.442 -7.3135 -.4464 .C.92; -.C0277 -.377', 
,P3/2 ~51/2 573.217 5c:l.C.d3 -7.0<;21; -.4673 .G752 -.00239 -,3779 
2P3/2 Sf-liZ 5C;6.0C;c 603.'>)2 -7.:)367 -.4767 , • (. 'tel, -.00271 -0377'1 
t.P 'jf Z :,P3/Z 6C1.355 HIi/.217 -7.0964 -.41~8 .e910 -.00273 -.377fi 
2P3/2 t51/2 628.t5t, 636.~49 -7.1307 -.46lt9 .0871 -.oe264 -.37H 
('A DOllNrUM 4F7 5D1 Z-64 A-158 P-1.22595E-C4 A.U. 
21'3/2 30!l/' -5£:2.t-bl -57!1.149 -6.63t3 -.!iliO!) .1234 -.00310 -.4350 
'jP? 12 451/2 Bb.6('5 2f:6.731 -7.BE!! -.5317 3 .0070 -.00103 -.4350 
2f 3/2 4P1/2 33~.f:1,7 340 .4~t! -6.0470 -.6174 .1019 -.00311 -.43~C 
21'3/2 41'3/2 371.C40 379.053 -7.0746 -.6079 .1076 -.00328 -.'')50 
c:P3/2 4L3/2 492.1 n ,00.432 -7.3G94 -.525!! .1069 -.00'330 -.4350 
~f'jI2 4D!i" !ic.t;.:' C,2 ~n .UUi -'7.'JdR.4 -.'(.t!l • .I.u67 -.00 U'1 -.4j~J 
lP3/2 4fo!112 6~3.f76 662.400 -7.711,9 -.4ti12 .lU4~ -,<.032" -.4 ),0 
21'3/2 t,F 712 6!i7.~le 6000132 -7.7C,67 -.4!llZ • 1 (, It '1 -.O03.!4 -.43:}(' 
,1')/2 !.~llZ 614. ~U; 1.22.92.2 -7.,492 - .5049 • CUI, 7 -.00279 -.43!':10 




FINAL STATE E(TOT) ECDHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
GACOLINIUM 4F7	 501 Z•64	 As156 R • l.22595E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 :P3/2 644.844 653.246 -7.5518 -.5144 91027 -.00319 -.43:0
2P3/2 5D3/2 671.:71 66G.015 -796052 -.5015 9101b -.00316 -.4350
2P3/2 651/2 6759259 683.657 -7.5953 -.5026 ,60483 -.00310 -.437C
TERBIUM 4F9 Z-65
	
A n l5E R a 1.22595E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 305/2 -577.4383 -569.466 -6.9;80 -.6457 91372 -.00427 -.4967
2P312 45112 302.175 310.bJ0 -795453 -.5903 .0114 -000129 -,4;67
2P3/2 4P112 379.978 30.6b6 -7,0279 -.6722 .1140 -.1,0361 -94587
2F3/2 4P3/2 416.799 427.325 -7.4b23 -.6625 91204 -9003bl -.4987
2P3/2 423/2 545.367 5;4.153 -7.8280 -.5752 .1157 -.00383 -.4987
2P3/2 405/2 559.245 56c.204 -8. C2CZ -.5564 .1195 -.00383 -94967
2P3/2 4F5/2 712.23C 721.307 -8.1636 -.5283 .1172 -.00377 -.4567
2F312 4F712 714.964 724.115 -8.2378 -95284 .1172 -000371 -.4987
ZP3/2 :S1/Z 667.186 07t.151 -1.0092 -.5:09 .C971 -.OG329 -.4987
ZP3/2 5P1/2 641.658 700.556 -7.9510 -.5608 .1140 -.00370 -.4487
2F3/2 15 P 3/2 697.26b 706.231 -8.0169 -.5596 .1150 -.00372 -94987
2P3/2 651/2 725.678 734.691 -8.0647 -.5474 01112 -.0O362 -.4987
DYSPkas1Ut" 4F10 Z-66	 A m 164 R-1.24127E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 3D5/2 -5P0.425 -571.954 -7.3435 -97060 .152C -.00494 -.5E92
2P3/2 451/2 338.717 347.914 -890011 -96410 .0166 -.CO159 -.5692
2P3/2 4P1/2 415.961 427.585 -7.4:15 -.7265 .127b -.G0419 -.5692
28312 4P3/2 460.493 464.595 -7.9372 -.7161 91351 -.00443 -05692
2P3/2 4[,3/2 591.844 601.210 -8.3026 -.6237 .1344 -900446 -.5692
2P3/2 4D5/2 605.030 614.577 -8.5040 -.6044 .1342 -.0044. -.56't2
2PB12 4F5/2 76;.247 774.925 -8.6u25 -.5735 .1312 -.00439 -.5642
2P312 4F7/2 767.749 777.501 -8.7365 -.5736 .1317 -.00436 -05152
2P3/2 551/2 71b.589 72d.154 -6.5059 -15967 .1101 -.00366 -.5692
f 2P3/2 5P1/2 743.812 753.309 -8.4454 -96070 .1291 -.00430 -65642
2P3/2 5P312 740.618 7599162 -895147 -.6057• .1300 -.00434 -.5692
2P3/2 6S1 /Z 778.565 788.172 -6.5656 -.5929 91254 -.00423 -.5692
HOLMIUM 4F11 Z n 67	 A n 165 R-1.24379E-04 A.U.
a
2P3/2 3D512 -5El.342 -572.339 -7.7504 -.7702 .170; -.00570 -.6466
2P3/2 45112 377.965 3&7.767 -6.4816 -.6944 .0226 -000195 -.6466
2P3/2 4P1/2 461.109 470.300 -798985 -.7641 91432 -•.004b6 -.6466
2P3/2 4P3/2 505.104 514.795 -8.4177 -.7730 .1514 -.00514 -.64bt
2P312 403/2 6419324 651.304 -6.8029 -.6754 .1507 -.00517 -.6468
ZP3/2 405/2 653.789 663.960 -9.0142 -.6554 .1505 -900516 -.6466
2P3/2 4F5/2 821.364 831.697 -991677 -.6218 .1479 -900504 -96468
2P3/2 4F7/2 823.642 634.030 -9.261E -.6218 .1478 -.0O5Jii -.6468
2P312 5Sl/2 773.026 763.226 -9.0278 -.6458 .1246 -000451 -.6468
2P3/2 5PI12 799.136 809.264 -8.9653 -.6563 .14'1 -.00500 -.6468
ZP3/2 5P3/2 8059154 815.354 -9.038E -96549 .146.1 -.00504 -06468
2F3/2 65112 834.568 844.813 -900929 -.6415 .1412 -.00492 -.6466
ERBIUM 4F12 Z•68	 A n 166 R-1.24630E-04 A.U.
ZP3 /2 3D5/2 -5tO.223 -570.655 -8.1793 -.b389 .ln9t -900657. -9733C
2P3/2 4S1/2 419.b73 430.319 -8.9893 -.7511 .0247 -.00237 -.7330
2P312 4P1/2 505.978 517.773 -6.3714 -08450 .1602 -900562 -.733(,
2P3/2 4P3/2 552.597 562.924 -8.9246 -.8335 .1696 -.00595 -97330
2P3/2 '4D3/2 693.772 7049404 -9.3315 -.7303 .1689 -.00599 -.7330
2P3/2 425/2 7C5.493 716.325 -9.5515 -.7059 41666 -.0059F -.733C
2F3/2 4F5/2 8F0.609 891.537 -9.7418 =.6733 .1659 -.00590 -.7330
2P3/2 4F7/2 882.614 893.675 -9.3148 -.6731 .1658 -.00590 -.7330
2P3/2 5S1/2 830.561 841.434 -9.5770 -.698) .1408 -.00525 -.7330











ERBIUM 4F12 Z=68	 A n 1Et R n 1.246308-04 A.U.
2P3/2 5P3/2 863.755 874.627 -9.5899
-.7073 .1640
-.00584 -97330
2P3/2 tSl/2 893.757 9049677 -9.6473 -.6532 .1566 -.00571 -67330
THLLIUF 4F13 Z=69	 A n 169 R=1.25376E-04 A.U.
2P312 305/2 -576.717 -566.549 -P.6323 -.9120 92114 -.00757 -.8276
21-3/2 451/2 464. 78.7 475.916 -9.5246
-.8115 60360 -900288 -.8276
2P^12 481/2 553.513 564.34d -69'3762 -09098 .1752 -.CC649 -.827b
2P3/2 4P312 6C3.326 614.329 -9.4599 -.8976 .18913
-.ti0686 -.8274
2P3/Z 403/2 749.:45 760.868 -908885 -.7887 01851 -.00692 -.8276
kP312 405/2 760.499 77Zo031
-10.1180 -.7677 .18bb -.00691 -.8276	 a2P312 465/2 943.283 9:4.985 -10.3211-4 -97277 .1659
-.00653 -982.76
2P3/2 4F7/2 945.G26 9566799 -10.39tt -97277 91858 -.00663 -..1278
2PB/2 551/2 891.278 9U2 .d52
-10.1562 -.7536 .1540 -.00611 -0827b
2'3/2 5F'1/2 419.060 930.505 -10.Ubb7
-.7647 .1b27 -.	 0672 -.827b
ZP312 5P3/2 925.567 9379152 -10.1710 -.7630 .1640 -.00677 -.8276
ZF3/2 6S 112 956.157 967,792
-1062305 -.7483 .17b4 -000662 -.8278
YTTEkBIOM 4F14 1.70
	
A •174 R n 1.2660CE-04 A.U.
2F3/2 305/2 -570.682 -559.877 -991066 -09901 .23:1 -900870 - .9322
2P3/2 4S1/Z 512.832 524.683
-10.0674 -.8758 90476 -.00347 -99322	 r,.•-'
2P3/2 4P1/2 605.040 610.153 -9.3952 -09785 .2001 -,00749 -,9322
2P312 4P3/Z 657.426 669.145 -10.0232
-.9656 92121 -.00794 -99322
2P3/2 403/2 8013 ► 778 820.832 -10.4743 -68508 92114 -.00799 -99322
2P312 4Q5/2 b1E.945 831.217
-10.7132 -.8294 .2111 -000758 -.9322
2P312 41-512 1CC9.	 45 1C122.JJ2 -10.5387 -.7859 .2061 -.CU734
-.9322	 1
2F3/2 4F712 1011.017 IC239543 -1193076 -.7859 .2066 -.00789 -.9322
2P312 551/2 9550596 '+67.933 -10.7636 -.8128 .1792 -.00709 -99322
ZP3/2 :P1/2 984.266 996,520 -10.6937 -.8242 92045 -.00776 -.9322
2P3/2 5P3/2 9G1.G12 1CC3.349 -1097ROb -.8224 9206C -900782 -.9322
2P3/2 651/2 1021.999 10349390 •-10.8+441 -.8069 02002 -.00766 -99322
LUTL•TIUM 5D1 Z,71	 A n 175 R = 1.26843E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 3D5/2 -572.637 -;61.126 -9.6556
-1.0628 .2621 -001000 -1.0451	 11
2P3/2 4S1/Z 553.797 :66.435 -10.7041 -.9382 .0767 -.00416 -1.0451
2P312 4P1/Z 648.810 660.655 -9.9728 -1.0461 .2239 -.0Od63 -1.0451
2P3/2 4P312 705.428 717.921 -10.6442 -1.0323 .2375 -.00916 -1.0451
2F312 4D3/2 P61.259 x74.104 -11.1162 -09115 .23tb -.00922 -100451
2P3/2. 405/2 872.412 E85.489 -11.3.714 -08686 .2364 -.GG921 -190451
2P3/2 4F512 10709237 lOd30511 -11.611.`. -.b419 92332 -000911 -1.0451
283/2 41-7/2 1072.Cb7 lOd5.418 -11.6881 -98419 .2331 -100911 -1.0451'
2P3/2 551/2 1018.510 1031.652 -11.4179 -98720 92007 -000818 -1.0451
2P3/2 5P1/2 1046.CC9 1061.056
-11.3377 -.8649 .2290 -.00896
-1.0451
2P3/2 583/Z 1056.547 1069.687 -11.4342 -.8628 .230b -.00903
-1.0451
2P3/2 5D3/2 10b5.170 1102073 -11.5129 -.8650 .2294 -.00900 -190451
2P3/2 651/2 1090.567 1104.163 -1195010 -.8662 .2243 -.00885 -1.0451
HAFNIUM 502 Z-72
	
A n 18C R=1.26039E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 3D5/2 -572.670 -560.413 -10.2287 -1.1397 .2918 -.01148
-1.1691
£P312 451/2 597.440 6109907 -1193596 -140045 00712 -.00496
-1.1691
2P3./Z 4P1/2 695.3C3 707.926 -10.5765 -1.1177 .2.5C1 -900994
-111691
2P3/2 4P3/Z 756.456 769.76E -11.2943 -191030 .26:5
-601055 -1.1691
21-3/2 403/2 916.b13 930.492 -11.7174 -99759 9264b
-.01062
-1.1691
2P3/2 405/2 929.045 942.972 -12.0503 -.9514 .2644 -901061 -1.1691
ZP3/2 4F5/2 1134.326 1148.463 -12.3167
-99013 0261C -001051 -101691
2P3/2 4F7/2 1136.529 115u.75U -12.4013 -.9012 .2669 -.01050'
-1.1691
2P3/2 551/2 1085.2St 1059.289 -12.1043 -.93410 .2244 -.00943
-1.1691








FINAL STATE E(TCT) E(DHFS) EIMAGI E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP)
e+
E(SELF)
NAFn1UP 5D2 Z-72	 A z lbC R • l.28039E-C4 A.U.
2P3/2 5P3/2 1126.081 1140.069 -12.1200
-.9466 02561
-.01040 -191691
ZF3/2 503/2 11619058 1175.112
-1292C4C -.9273 .2567 -.01037
-1elb9i
2P3/2 6S1/2 1163.807 1177.855 -12.1911 -.92b7 .2510
-.01020
-101691
TA NTALLM 503 Z-73	 A n
 181 R n l.28276E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 365/2 -570.536 -557.486 -1C.b349
-1.2200 .3245 -.0131E
-1.3060
2P3/2 451/2 644.116 65e..462 -12.04:1 -1.0741 .0355 -.00589
-1.3960
2F3/2 4P1/2 744.876 758.32C -11.2136 -1.1928 .2791 -.01142 -103CtC
253/2 4P3/2 810.882 825.060 -1109800 -191770 02965 -.01213 -1.3060
2F3/2 403/2 S75.E04 990.365 -12.4959 -10434 .29:6 -001222 -1.3060
ZF3/2 4D5/2 9e9.207 1C'C4.033 -12.7667 -1.0172 02953 - 601220 -10 3CE0
ZP3/2 4F5/2 q	 i2G1.f12 1216.661 -13.0591 -.9636 02918 -.01209 -1:3060
2P5/2 457/2 1204.405 1219.547 -13.1524 -.9634 .2917 -.C1208
-1.3066
ZP3/2 11 5``.84ti 1170.7	 2 -12.t;1.71 -1.0005 .2506 -.C13C5
-1.30oC
cP3/2 5Pl12 L1E6.860 1201.632 -12.7236 -160165 02860 - 001186 -1030(0
2.P312 153/2 1199. .545 1214.431 -12.8426 -1.0137 .2864 -.01196 -1.3060
2P312 503/2 12369999 1251.955 -1299325 -.9927 .2d70 -.01193 -1 *306C
2P3/2 E.S1/2 124C.743 1255.694 -12.9197 -.9941 92d06 -.01174 -193060
TUNGSTEN 5D4 2=74	 A-184 R-1.28981E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 305/2 -565.941 -552.053 -11.4743 -10046 .36C8 - 001506
Sri
-194542
2F3/2 451/2 693.719 706.993 -12.7673
-1.1473 91019 -.00697 -1.4542
2P3/2 4P1/2 797.418 011.730 -11.8x45 -1.2717 03112 -.C1310 -1.4542
2P312 4P3/2 b68.611 893.706 -12.%29 -1.2547 .3306 -.01393 -1.4542
2P3/2 4L3/2 103p.130 1053.641, -13.2417 -1,1144 .3302 -.01403 -1.4542
2P3/2 4D5/2 10529798 10ES.575 -13.5519 -1.0864 .3257 - 001401
-1.4542
ZP3/2 4F5/2 1272.713 12 tit .726 -13.6414 -190291 .3260 -.01369 -1.4542
253/2 4F7/2 1275.716 1291.930 -13.9436 -100289 .32'6 - 901388 -1.4542
2P3/2 551/2 1230.29C 1246.136 -13.5906 -1.0693 .2802 -.61246 -1.4542
2P3/2 5P1/Z 1261,eE0 1277.590 -13.474,9 -1.0870 .3192 -.u1361 -1.4542
	
3
ZP3/2 5P3/2 1276.91C 1292.746 -13.606!, -1.0836 032?_i -.C1374 -1.4542
` 2P3/2 5D3/2 1316.643 1332.755 -13.7030 -1.0610 .3207 -.01371 -194542
2P3/2 6S1 /Z 1321.749 1337.654 -13.6b92 -1.0626 .3136 -.C1349 -1.4542
RHENIUM 505 Z n 75	 A • 187 R • 1.29678E-04 A.U.
2W3/2 305/2 -5:9.0O2 -544.246 -1201212 -1.4002 94005 -.01721 -1.6177	 1
2P3/2 4$1/2 746.566 762.el5 -13.5021 -1.2309 01205 -.CUd22 -1.6177	 i
2P3/2 4P1/2 553.371 66b.5d5 -12.5661 -1.3610 .3467 - 001501 -1.6177
2P3/2 4P3/2 529.924 945.970
-1394387 -193429 .3189 -.01597 -1.6177
iP3/2 403/2 1104.352 112U.815 -14.0024 -1.1954 .36b3 - 001606 -1.6177
:?P3 /Z 405/2 1119.956 1136.759 -14.3317 -1.1657 .3677 - 901607 -1.6177
2P3/2 4F5/2 1347.507 1364.521 -1496401 -1.1045 9363b -.01593 -1.6177
2P3/2 4F7/2 1350.706 1367.831 -14.7510 -1.1042 .3637 -.C1593
-1.6177
2P3/2 551/2 1308.778 1325.516 -14.3706 -191482 .3127 -.01430 -1.6177
ZP3/2 5P112 1342.183 1351;.870 -14.2426 -1.1673 .3560 -.61561
-1.6177




ZP3/2 503/2 1401.145 1418052 -14.4926 -1.1390 .3580 -.01573 -1.6177
2P3/2 505/2 1402.764 1419.698 -14.5212 -1.1368 .3578 -.01573
-1.6177




OSMIUM 5D6 Z=76	 A n l9G R • l.36366E-04 A.U.
2P3/Z 305/2 -549.234 -533.563 -12.7997 -105018 .4452 -.01966
-1.7146
2P3/2 4S1/2 8C2.y36 P20.191 -14.2714 -1.322 .1416 -.00966 -1.7946
2F3/2 19P1 /Z 9124906 929.00E -13.2796 -104561 .366C
-.01717
-1.794e
2F3/2 4P3/2 Q95.159 1012.208 -14.2097 -1.4369 04110 -.01626 -1.7946
ZO /2 4U3/2 1174.559 11929043 -14099'1 -1.2819 .4104 -.C184Z
-1.794@







	 E(RET)	 E(V-P)	 E(H-VP)	 E(SELF)
CSMIUM 5D6 Z-76	 A n 190 R-1.30364E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 4F5/2 14269340 1444.405 -15.4764
-1.1651. .4057 -.01825 -1.7948
2P3/2 4F7/Z 14299756 1447.945
-15.5963 -101848 .4056 -.G1b25 -1.7948
2P3/2 551/2 1391.646 14099730 -15.1889 -1.2322 934b9 -.C1639 -1.7948
2F12 :Fl/2 1427.117 1444.d34
-1:.04 b0 -1•.229 .39tL -.017d7 -1.7948
2P3/2 5P3/2 1443.502 14bl.370 -15.2CE3 -162494 .40CE -.0180: -1.7948
2P3/2 503/2 1490.171 15G6.128 -15.3213 -1.2222 03953 -.01803 -1.794b
2P3/2 :05/2 1451.892 1535.879 -15.3534 -1.2196 .3992 -.01602 -1.7548
ZP3/2 ES1/Z 1457.121 1515.077 -15.3105














































	 Z=77 A=193 R = 1.31050E-04 A.U.
-528.640 -512.023 -13.4765 -1.6173 .4903 -.02229 -1.9918
870.923 689.232 -15.0457 -1.4223 .1617 .01119 -1.9906
984090 1001.235 -1309966 -1.5642 .4256 -.01945 -109968
1072.261 IC, S0.350 -14.9865 -1.5439 .4587 -.02077 -1.9908
1256.P.44 .275.387
-lb .6C32 -193812 94532 -.02093 -1.990b
1274.228 1293.106 -1569711 -1.3480 04525 -402091 -109908
15179218 1536.361 -16.3213 -192784 .4483 -.02076 -109906
15209677 153y.966 -1694494 -1.27bO 9448.1 -.62075 -199;oe
1466.600 1505.571 -1690181 -1.32e7 .3556 -.C1865 -109908
1524.060 15429851 -15.8679 -1.3504 .4364 -.02032 -109906
1539.154 15560108 -16.0384 -1.3469 .4430 -.62053 -109906
15E5.543 leC6.543 -16.1635 -193176 .4416 -002052 -109906
1590.754 1609.674
-16.1952 -103150 .4417 -.02051
-1099(lb
5D9	 6S1 Z-78	 A-195 R-1.315C1E-04 A.U.
-516.415 -49F6765 -14.242C -1.7281 .5461 -.02546 -2.2001
930.998 9509446
-15.9071 -1.5262 .1506 -.01315 -2.2001
1047.453 l0b5.665 -14.7970 -1.6663 .4754 -.02232 -2.2GO1
1142.124 11(1.338 -15.b513 -1.6464 .5071 -.023b0 -262001
1331.715 13519404 -16.4953 -1.4756 .5067 -.02398 -2.2001
1350.382 1370.426 -16.8t54 -1.4405 .5059 -.C2396 -2.2001
1600.689 1621.234 -17.25b4 -1.3665 05015 -.02379 -202001
1604.700 1625.183 -170545 -1.3661 .11012 -.02-378 -20 X 01	 3
1575.232 1595.376 -16.9337 -194206 .4319 -.02135 -202001
1614.404 1634.349 -1697677 -194440 .4901 -.02328 -2.2001
1631.177 1651.301 -16.9551 -1.4402 .495: -.02353 -202001
1685.C54 1705.292 -170903 -1.4063 .4941 -.02352 -2.2001
1666.794 1767.056 -1791273 -1.4053 .4939 -.02351 -2.2001
1691.731 1711.964 -1700656 -194091 .4b52 -.02321 -202001
6S1 Z n 79	 A n 197 R-1.31949E-04 A.U.
-496.438 =477.706 -1500285 -1.8493 .1057 -002896 -2.4310
999.715 1020.162 -16.7942 -1.6277 .2212 -.01534 -2.4310
1119.306 113b.636 -15.6209 -1.7616 .5284 -.02545 -2.4316
122Co807 1241.202 -169742b -107587 .5641 -.0271E -2.4310
1415.535 1436.425 -17.4155 -1.5795 .5637 -.02737 -2.4310
1435.373 14;6.639 -17.8277 -195424 .5628 -.02734
-2.4310
1693.538 1715.123 -16.2209 -1.4639 .582 -.02716 -294310
1647.625 1719.362 -1E.36t.6 -1.4635 05579 -.02716 -2.4310
1672.864 1694.265 -17.8799 -1.5217 .4313 -.02444
-2.4310
1714.077 173:.23; -17.6991 -1.5166 ..453 -.02656 -2.431C
1731otC7 17520954 -17.4O'3 -1.5427 .:^,16 -.C266t -2.4310
17e8 * 516 1510.380 -18.0490 -1.5081 05502 -002685 -2.4310
174C.984 1L12.4b6 -lt.OLSe -1.5047 0	 5GG -.&2664 -2.4310
1750.777 1816.249 -18.04f.t -1.5087 .5405 -.02650 -2.431C
1
62
FINAL STATE Et TOT) E(DhFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) E(H-VP) E(SELF)
MERCURY 6S2 L=d6	 A s 2CI^ K = 1.32616E-04 A.U.
2P312 305/2 -460.965 -45°043 -2096826
-922CO 96738 -.03304 -2.6795
2P3/2 4SI/2 1064.C66 1,)89.034 -22.5059 -.0022 .2582 -.01793 -2 .b7S5
ZP3/2 4P1/2 1167.2;7 1210.834 -21.3244 -.08ea .5863 -.0293b -2.b795
2P3/2 4P3/2 1295.939 132C.786 -22.7237 -90418 .6295 -.03104 -2.6795
2x'312 40312 1495.625 1721.139 -23.2153 90823 66291 -.03126 -2.67`/
2P312 4L5/2 1517.169 1542.791 -23.55E8 .1187 .6282 -.03124 -2.6795
2P3/2 4F5/2 17829877 1508.833 -24.GlCt 92024 .6233 -.03105 -2.6795'
213/2 4F712 17E7.3E2 lt12.47t -24.2257 .2033 .t231 -.03104 -296795
2P3/Z 551/2 1767.F46 17,13.588 -23.7146 .1424 .53tl
-.62796 -296795	 f
2F312 511/2 16110060 1636.551 -23.515b .1156 .6367 -.03035 -2.6795
2P3/2 5P3/2 1830.647 lb569361 -2347393 01199 06159 -.03071
-2.6795
21312 :03/2 le91.705 1917.541 -23.8972 .1577 .6143 -903070 -2.6795
ZP3/2 515/2 1893.891 1 915 .770 -23.9441 01616 .6141 -.03069 -2.6755
2P3/2 651/2 1903.107 1929.952 -2308949 .1572 06021 -.03025
-296795
THALLIUM 6P1 Zm81	 A • ZC5 k • 1.33712E-04 A.U.
?13/2 305/2 -459.991 -435.602 -21.5054 -.2308 .7470 -.03755 -2.9623
2P3/2 4S1/2 1134.828 1161,343 -23.8291
-90006 .2978 -.02083 -2.9623
213/2 4f1/2 1261.369 12b6.4C4 -22.5866 -.0876 .6946 -.03310 -2.9623
2P3/2 4P3/2 13779853 1404.203 -24.0743 -.0373 .6997 -.03535 -2.4623
2P3/2 403/2 1:62.;71 1oU9.7:b -24.5791 00907 .t495 -.03563 -209623
2P3/2 4L5/2 1605.733 1632.952 -25.04bb 01291 .6964 -.0355;
-299623
2P3/2 4F5/2 1878.976 1906.545 -25.4825 .2175 .6933 -.03738 -2.9623
2P3/2 4F7/2 1913.894 1911.633 -25.652E .2182 .6930 -.03537 -2.5623
2P3/2 551/2 1870.114 lu97.462 -25.1072 .1538 05989 -.03186 -2.9623
2P3/2 . 5P1/2 191:.127 1942.211 -24.d890 91249 .6767 -903457 -2,9623
21312 5P3/2 1936.799 1964.115 -25.1339 .1296 068!1 -.63500 -2.5623
ZP312 5L3/2 2OC1.290 202b.736 -25.3C30 01705 .be35 -.0349b -2.9623
	 )
2F312 505/2 2OC4.049 2031.54; -25.3570 .1751 .tb32 -.03497 -2.9623
2P3/2 01/2 20169037 2043.494 -25.2S8S 01699 .666; -.03444
-299623
2P3/2 6P1/2 2622.917 2050.352 -25.2834 .1675 96769 -.03479 -2.9623
LEAD tP2 Z*82	 A n ZC8 R n 1.34361E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 3L5/2 -434.509 -40N.993 -23.1951 -.2418 98279 -904264 -3.2643
?P3/Z 451/2 1210.226 1236.394 -25.2228 .0012 .3424 -.02415 -3.2643	 j
2P3/2 4P1/2 1340.161 136b.753 -23.9098 -.0869 .7268 -.03764 -3.2t43
iPl/2 4P3/2 1464.552 1493.005 -25.4967 -.0323 •7774 -.04023 -3.2t43
e.P3/2 403/2 1675.242 1703.684 -26.0144 .0997 .7773 -.04054 -3.2643
213/2 405/2 1699.610 1720.51C -26.5111 .1401 977t2 -.04050 -3.2643



















2P3/2 5P1/2 2024.6;5 2053.646 -26.3342 .1349 .7520 -.03933 -3.2643
2P3/2 5P312 2049.012 2078.016 -2696C17 .1399 .7618 -.03984 -3.2643
2P3/2 503/2 2116.910 2146.093 -26.7823 .1841 .7601 -.03983 -392643
2P3/2 5L5/2 212G.272 2149.471 -26.8438 .1892 .7596 -.03982 -3.2643
2P3/2 651/2 2134.952 2164.10t -26.7769 .1834 .7429 -.03917 -3.2643
2P312 6P1/2 2143.990 2173.115 -26.7562 .1604 .7547 -.03959 -3.2643
BISMUTH 6P3 Z- 83	 A = 209 R n 1.345766-04 A.U. -1
I
2P312 305/2 -4C6.826 -379.310 -2495425 -.2534 05168 -,04835 . -3.58bl
	
S
2P3/Z 4S112 1289.167 1319.064 -26.6755 .0013 93924 -.02792 -3.5861
2P3/2 4P1/2 1422.645 1470.848 -25.2912 -.0868 .8063 -.44275 -3.5td1
ZP3/2 4P3/2 1556.113 15850894 -26.9825 -.0276 .$631 -.04571 -3956dl
2P3/2 4D3/2 1771.676 1b1;1.652 -27.5135 ,1083 .b631 -.04606 -3.5Cbl
2P3/2 405/2 1797.700 Ib212.359 -2°.03EC .15C8 .E61b -.04tC2 -3.38b1	 r
2P3/2 4F5/2 2OE6.051 2117.098 -2r.5lb2 .2491 .t5t2 -.0457b -3.5081
ZP3/2 417/2 2091.902 2123.143 -26.7126 .2501 .e556 -.04577
-3.5e81






















E(TOT)	 E(DHFS)	 E(MAG)	 E(RET)	 E(V-P)	 E(H-VP)	 E(SELF)


























6P4	 Zx&4	 A=204	 R-1.3457bE-04 A.U.
-374.137	 -344.911	 -25.9627	 -.2665
	 100151	 -.05479	 -3.9366
1373.248	 14C-4.97C	 -28.2C32	 60321	 .4481	 -.03223	 -3,9366









	 .1173	 .9574	 -.05230
	 -3.9366














	 .1697	 .8233	 -.04693	 -3.936E
2N3/2
	 5P1/2	 2260.474	 2252.810






2289.497	 232'2.132	 -2997467	 91604	 09397	 -.05143	 -3.936E





	 .2179	 .9375	 -.65142	 -3 *936t




6P112	 2402.455	 2435.225	 -29.9205
	 .2068	 09311	 -.05111
	 -3.93b6
2P3/2	 6P3 /Z	 2405.686	 2438.491
	 -29.9565	 .2071
	 .5323	 -.05118	 -3.9366




	 -336.387	 -305.400	 -27.4578	 -.279a	 1.1236	 -.06203	 -4.3103
2P3/2
	 451/2	 1462.845	 1496.487	 -29.8(.60	 .0019




	 1603.545	 1635.279	 -28.2732






	 -BC .19C3	 -.0174	 1.0624
	 -.05bb7	 -4.3103
M12	 40312	 1982.220	 20:6.147
	 -30.7470	 91264	 1.0627	 -.05932	 -4.3103
ZP3/2
	 4D5/2	 2011.816	 2046.282	 -31.3306
	 .1733	 1.0612	 -s05926	 -4.3103












	 92022	 .914b	 -.05330	 -4.3103	 a










	 1.0412	 -905837	 -4.3103
2P3/2	 50:12
	 25C2.976	 2537.819	 -31.7482
	 .2332
	 19C406	 -.65835	 -4.3103	 32P3/2	 6S1/2
	 2527.E86	 2552.676	
-31.6617	 .2255	 1.Cl44	 -005727	 -4.3103
2P3/2
	 6P1/2
	 2541.849	 2576.599	 -31.6257	 .2208	 1-0334	 -.05799	 -4.3103
ZF3/Z	 6P312
	 2545.667	 2580.448	 -31.6691
	 .2212	 1.C351	 -605809	 -4.3103
s
RADON	 6P6	 Z-b6	 A-ZZ2	 R-1.37310E-04 A.U.









1701.91C	 1735.552	 -29.8605	 -90864
	 1.0960	 -.06227	 -4.7104
2P3/2	 463/2





	 .1360	 1.1783	 -.06f23	 -4.7104
ZP3/2




	 .2994	 1.1701	 -.06687	
-4.7104






	 5S1/2	 2466.019	 2502.742	 -33.1E32
	 .2152	 160159	 -.06047	 -4.7104
2P3/2	 5P1/2	 2521.492
	
2557.803	 -32.8514	 .1759	 1.1049	 -.06520
	 -ti.71D4
ZP312
	 :P312	 25 15t.1G4	 21.t2.7gL	 -33.2246	 .1623	 1..1,70.	 -.0 )I t..)	 -4.71C4
t1'3/2	 ;L W	 2630.746
	
2676.537	 -33.45bt
	 .24C9	 1.1 54	 -.06c16	 -4.7104
2G 3/2










FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(V-P) t(H-VPI E( SELF
RADON 6P6 Z•86	 A n 222 R • l.37310E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 01/2 268E.007 2724.820
-33.4187 .2353 1.14t4 -.06574 -4.710412P3/2 6P3/2 26929751 2729.612 ,-33.4667 92357 1.1485 -906586 -4.71G4





-5914262F3/2 451/2 1653.935 1091973C
-33.2656
-.0010 .6644
-.04917 -5.1426	 r2P3/?. 4PI/2 18C2.C64 1d37,.713
-31.5b6G -.0679 1.21e2 -.07056 -5.1426263/2 4P3/2 1975.716 2013,374
-33.7380 -.0070 1.3076 -.07564 -5.14262P312 403/2 2212.821 225-5.936 -34.3193 .1445 1.30b2 -907621
-5.14262P3/2 405/2 2246.375 2265.059
-3499t69 01960 1.3014 -.07613
-j.14262P3/Z 4F5/2 2565.106 2604.256
-35.5475 .3158 1.26tit
-.07562
-5.14262P312 4F712 2573.129 2612.527
-35.7955 .3173 1.2950 -907580 -5.14262P312 551/2 2600.376 26399279 -35.0466 .2271- 191300 -.06864 -5.1426263/2 5P1/2 2657.786 2696.242
-34.tS17 .1859 1.2657 -.G7391
-5.1426
Zf3/2 5P3/2 2695.612 2734.448
-35.0963 .1926 1.2653
-.07503 -5.1426
-2P3/2 5L3/2 2761992ti 2x20.953 -35.3449 .2573 1.2634 -.050b -1.14262F3/2 505/2 27E7.5e5 2826.705
-35.4495 .2641 11U 29 -.07504 -5.14262P3/2 651/2 2920.936 2b550999 -35.3493 .2555 192477 -.07354
-5.1426
M12 6P1/2 2638.263 2877.257
-35.2996 .2494 1.2732 -.07454
-5.1426
ZP3/Z 6F3/Z 2844.183 ?.8d3.233 -35.3587 .2458 1.275t -.07469
-5.1426
2P3/2 7S1/2 28590198 2898.265
-35.3740 .2557 1.26SC -.07441 -5*1426
PADILM 7S2 Za88	 A n 226 R . 1.38130E-04 A.U. r.,..
2P3/2 305/2
-201.525 -164.591
-32.4365 -.3250 1.5251 -.08981 -5.6C82
2P3/2 4S1/Z 1755.975 1796.615
-35.1280 -.0037 •7559 -.05650 -5.60b2
2P3/2 4P1/2 1907.906 1945.672 -33.3393 -.Oa95 1.3510 -.07988
-5.6Cb2
2P3/2 4P3/2 2093.133 2133.029 -35.6512 -00019 1,45 11 -.C8'169
-566082
2P3i2 403/2 2335.699 2376.032
-36.2441 .1534 1.4515 -.Ub532 -:^.6G82
2 P3 12 4D5/2 2371.392 2412.355 -36.9257 .2074 1.444E
-.C8623 -5.6082
2P3/2 4F5/2 2979733 2739.184
-37.5329 .3329 1.4427 -908590 -5.6082
ZP3/2 4F7/2 270(-.386 2741.099
-37.7956 .3345 1.4421 -.08587 -5.6682
2P312 :S112 2741.4 E9 2752.691
-37.0116 .2395 1.25t4 -.07785 .6C82
2P3/2 5P1/2 2801.107 2641.626
-36.6273 91962 1.4047 -.08371 -5.6Ub2
2r3/2 5F3/2 2842.374 2e83.503
-37.0653 .2034 1.4271 -.0850i -5.6Ckk
2P3/Z '11)3/2 2932.344 2473.670
-37.3290 .2703 1.4252 -.68506 -5.60b2
2P312 505/2 2938.619 2980.051
-37.4433 .2799 1.4255 -.0@503 -5.6082
2P312 651/2 2977.149 3018.523
-37.3371 .2710 1.3u3S -908326 -5.6C8Z
213/2 6P1/2 2996.084 3037.377 -37.2765 .2642 1.4134 -.Gb444 -5.6062
2P3/2 6P312 3003.114 3044.473
-3793481 .2646 1.4167 -.08464 -9.b062
2P3/Z 751/2 3022.019 3063.401
-37.3690 .2723 1.4074 -.C8425 -5.6082




-.3401 1.6864 -•10139 -6.1127
2P312 451/2 1866.642 1909059 -37.0897 -.0O56 .8564 -.06472 -6.1127
2P312 4P1/2 2C2293b7 20b2.3103 -3502091 -.0848 1.4457 -.C9027
-6.1127
2P3/2 4F312 22190860 22629146 -37.6664 10051 1.6076 -*O46 BS -5.1127
2P3/2 4D3/2 2467.885 25109594 -38.2717 .1640 1.606E -0097t0
-691127
2P3/2 4C5/2 25C5.876 2549.249 -38.9691 •2205 1.6063 -.05750
-6.1127
2P3/2 4F5/2 2b39.810 2Eb3.692 -39.6230 93519 1.59E9 -.09715 -691127
2P3/2 4F7/Z 2845.149 2693.30P
-39.9014 .3537 1.5962 -.09711
-6.1127
cP312 5S1/2 2892.343 2935.475 -39.0796 02537 1.3945 -.Ubbl4
-6.1127
2P3/2 5F1/2 29549C69 2597.176 -39.6663 .20e2 1.5563 -.09463
-u.1127




2F3/2 1,03/2 3052.:66 3136.347 -34.4196 .2N72 1..666 -.09622 -691127	 1
2P3/2 '105/2 30;9,6662 3143.538 -39.5446 •Z978 1.5793 -.09619
-6.1127
2P3/2 CSI/2 3143.230 31b7.047 -39.4314 .2887 1.5529 -.C9413
-6.1127
263/2 CPI/2 3163.113 3205.838 -39.3646 .291,0 1.'1067 -.05550
-&.1127
EP3/2 6P312 3171.778 3215.580 -39.4452 .2817 1.!^70b -.09575
-6.1127
	 1263/2 tD3/2 3191.806 3235.638 -39.4651 .2924 1.5686
-.09547 -6.1127
REPRODUCIBILITY 012 s




FINAL STATE EITCT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(R M EIV-P) E(M-VP) E( SELF
ACTINIUM 6D1 Z=89	 As 227 P n l.36334E-04 A.U.
2P312 7S1/2 3193.271 32379049 -39.4714 02508 1.5b05 -.09531 -6.1127
THGRIUM 6D2 Zx90	 A x 232 R n 1.39342E-C4 A.U.
2F3/2 30512 -80.328 -38.637 -36.2305 -.3545 1.8643 -.11439 -6.65.E
2P3/2 451/2 1984.506 2029.432 -39.1577
-.0067 09691 -.07405 -6.6556
2F3/2 4P112 2144.105 218E.478 -37.1813 -.0889 1.053 -.1019: -6.65:8
2P3/2 4P3/2 2354.558 2399.3?6 -39.7966 .0138 1.7804 -.1(,445 -696556
2F3/2 465/2 2bCN.025 2653.243 -40.4045 .1761 1.7blt -011028 -6.6558
ZP3/2 405/2 2644.438 2694.353 -41.1643 .2353 197792 -.11017 :-b.6556
2P3/ 4F5/2 2999.957 3036.414 -4198254 .3727 1.7713 -.10979 -6.6558
LP312 !f712 3000oC31 3046.772
-42.12CC .3746 1.7705 -•1C975 -6.655E
2x312 °;S1/2 50.1.400 30'0.597 -41.2tib6 92695 1.5473 -.09972 -696556
2P3/2 5P1/2 3115.243 3160.875 -4098152 02219 10237 -910692 -6.655b
P3/2 ,P3/2 3164.333 3210.441
-41.3269 .2302 1.752E -OIC869 -6.65Sb
?P3/2 503/Z 3261.275 3307.605
-41.6216 .3059 1.7509 -.10977 -t .655b
2P3/2 5(,5/2 3269.209 3315.b65 -41.758b 0175 1.?:) 2 -. 1(;d74 -6.055b
2P2/2 bSl/2 3316.007 3364.402
-41.6397 93082 1.6977 -010636 -6.6558
2P3/2 6P1/2 3338.539 33b4.b31 -41.5634 .2997 1.73t(; -.1C794 -6.655E
2P3/2 EP3/2 334E.SE2 3395.360
-4106557 93007 1.7410 -.10825 -6.6556
2P3/2 6U3/2 3370.927 3417.341 -41.7019 .3129 1.73bd -.10617 -b.6558
2P312 751/2 3372.997 3419.407 -41.6870 .3112 1.7296 -.10776 -60655b
PRDTUACTINIUM 5F2 6D1
	 Z•91 A=231 R • 1.39141E-04 A.U.
ZP3/2 3D3/2 -174.0@0 -133.292 -34.8083 -.6727 2.0695 -.12937 -7.2480
2P3/2 31)512 3.668 47.605
-38.2411 -.3791 2.C6G0 -,12894 -7.24b0
2F3/2 4S1/2 2122.543 2170.090 -41.2',lb -.0174 1. W4:p -.GN450 -76248C
2P3/2 4P1/Z ??-F-6* C34 2330.879 -39.2161
-.0971 1.b311 -.11502 -7.24bG
2P3/2 4P3/2 2510.106 2557.491 -41.99()7 90141 1.4766 -.1236C -7.24EC
2P3/2 40312 2769.048 2816.885
-42.615b .1792. 1.9722 -.12446 -7.2466
2P3/2 4D5/2 2611.591 2b6095b3 -43.4112 .2413 199695 -.12436 -7.24b0
2P3/2 4F'j12 3160.716 3209.836 -44.0944 .3844 1.5613 -.12396 -7.2460
2P3/Z 4F7/2 81.72.04E 3221.483 -44.4103 .3869 1.9604 -.1Z391 -7.2480
2P3/2 551/2 3231.247 32e0.127 -43.5135 .2773 197172 -.11277 -7.2460
ZP3/Z 5P112 3296.564 3344.838 -43.0418 .2277 1.40t5 -.12071 -7924bU
2P312 5P3/2 3350.037 3396.824 -43.5457 .2376 1.9416 -.12275 -7.24d0
2P3/2 503/2 3447.657 34969875 -43.9C37 .3167 1.9398 -.12285 -79248G
2P3/2 505/2 3454.454 35079609 -4440535 .3300 169390
-.12232 -7.24b0
ZP3/2 5F5/2 3555.(63 3604.904 -44.1297 .3468 1.4327 -.12250 -7.2480
2P3/2 t S 1 / 2 35C8.609 3557.71: -43.9443 .3227 10683b -.12027 -702460
2P3/2 6P1/2 3529.515 357b.515 -43.b699 93149 1.9243 -.12147 -762460
2F3/2 bP3/2 3540.C5b 3589.150 -43.9673 .3162 1.9297 -.12231 -7.2460
2P3/2 60312 3561.304 3610.434 -44.0169 .3290 1.9274 -.12223
-7924b0
2P3/2 75112 35629917 3612.045 -44.0041 .3275 1.9182 -.12181 -7.2460
URANIUM 5F3
	
601 Z=92	 A • 238 R = 1.40533E-04 A.U.
2P312 3D3/2 -979693 -54.451 -3.6.7934 -.7081 2.2870 -.14578 -7.8820
2P3/2 305/2 P9rt24 136.103 -40.3891 -03969 292765 -.14530 -7.8820
2F3/2 4S1/2 2262.454 2312.784 -43.5625 -.0237 1.2357 -.09659 -7*86 ZC s`2P3/2 4P1/2 2429.870 2477.340 -41.3827 -.1005 2.0255 -.12973 -7.8b20
2P3/2 4P3 /Z 266b.347 2716.506 -44.3369 .0200 2.1615 -.13949 -7.882C
ZP3/Z 403/2 2932.805 2983.421 -44.9643 .1879 2.1d32 -.14047
-7.8dZ0
2P3/Z 405/2 Z97b.3S8 3029.786 -45.8012 .2529 2.1002 -.14034 -1.8820
2P3/Z 4F5/2 3334.5C9 32°6.466 -46.5067 .4019 2.1716 -.13940 -7.8b2G
2P3/2 4F7/2 3346.938 3399.224 -4b.8449 94048 2.1706 -.13985
-7.8820
2P3/2 551/2 3414.313 34tt.035 -45.906E .2901 1.9	 53 -.12746 -799820
M/2 5F1/2 3481.344 3532.467 -4:.4061 .2385 2.1129 -.13622 -7.n62C
	
e
2x3/2 5	 3/2 3539.4(5 3541.08ti -46.JC39 .24Y8 2.1^o05 -.13b5d -7.8d2^,
2P3/2 1503/2 3639.294 3641.159 - 4b.3260 .3327 2.148b -.13870 -7.bb2C




FINAL STATE E(TDT! E (DHF SI
'
EIMAG) E(RET) EIV-PI E(H-VP) E(SELF)
URANIUM 5F3	 6D1 Z n 92	 A n 236 R n l.40533E-04 A.U.
f
?
2P3/2 5F512 3752.987 3605.076 -46.5766 .3668 291413 -913833 -708820
2P3/2 tSl/2 3705.141 3757.116 -46.3608 3411 200877
-*13564 -7.8820
2P3/2 6P1/2 3726.5e6 377E o414
-46.3031 .3333 Z.131b -.13772 -7.882C
2P3/2 6P3/2 3738.270 3790.227 -46.4092 .3349 21160 -.13812 -7.8820
2P3/2 603/2 3759.774 3611.772 -46.4026 .34E7 291957 -.13804 -7.titi20
2P312 751/2 3761.573 38139569 -4694497 .3472 291258 -.13757 -198820
3
NEPTUNIUM 5F4 601 Z-93	 A=237 R = 1.40336E-04 A.U.
i
¢`
2P3/2 3D3/2 -13.127 32.721 -36.8939 -.7452 2.5280 -.16421 -1305751
13
#
2P3/2 3D5/2 183.5;2 2"33.251 -42.657o -.4151 2.5165 -016369 -8.571 ?a
2P3/2 451/2 2411.041 2464.317 -45.9549 -.0307 1.3941 -.11015 -d.5751
2P3/2 4P1/2 25E2.456 26329706 -43.6659 -.1041 2.2412 -.14627 -8.5751
2P3/2 4P3/2 2836.144 2889.243 -46.6089 .0265 2.4154 -.15736 -3.5751
2P3/2 4C3/2 3106.150 3159.7J8 -47.4393 61970 294173 -.15445 -e.5751
2P3/2 405/2 31549516 3ZC8.690 -40.3196 .2651 2.4141 -.15830 -6•.5751
2P3/2 4F5/2 35189 GIG 3572.470 -49.0516 .4203' 2.4050 -.15764 -895751
2P3/2 4F7/2 3531.599 3506.914 -49.4095 .4236 294039 -915778 -8.5751
2P3/2 551/2 3606.940 3661.673 -48.4323 .3036 2.1146 -914402 -8.5751
2P312 5P1/2 3675.7b4 3729.821 -47.8975 .2499 2.3398 -915366 -6.5751
2P3/2 5P3/2 3738.723 3753.351 -4L.541ti .2626 2.3124 -.15630 -8.3751
2F3/2 5D3/2 3840.465 3695.344 -48.9779 .3495 2.3605 -915653 -865751
2P3/2 505/2 38559CF3 3910.124 -49.0545 036(10 2.3746 -615646 -8.5751
ZP3/2 5F5/2 396C.C69 4015.194 -49.1539 93877 2.3729 -.15614 -8.5751
2Pt/2 6S1/2 3911.432 3916.433 -46.6464 .3602 203143 -915336 -0.5751
2P3/2 6F1/2 3933.410 3ybo.291 -48.8649 03523 2.3623 -915544 -665751 r
2P3/2 6P3/2 39460250 40019237 -48.9797 93543 2.3694 -015590 -0.5751
2P3/2 603/2 3918.214 4023.247 -4990371 .3689 2.3669 -.15582 -6.5751
2P3/2 7S 112 3970.133 40259164 -49.0242 93674 2.35t3 -.15532 -805751
PLUTCNIUM 5F6 Z-94	 A-244 R n l.41704E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 3P3/2 -492.654 -444.629 -39.8178 -102800 217712 -.17971 -9.3190
2P3/2 303/2 b6.t5C 135.228 -41.0744 -.7921 297929 -.18486 -9.3190
2P312 3D5/2 254.015 346.211 -45.02171 -.4450 2.7802 -616427 -9.3190
2 P3/2 4S1/2 2575.420 2631.7o7 -46.450C -.C432 115706
-.12554 -9.3190
2P3/2 4P1/2 2750.839 2804.007 -46.0494 -01125 2.4784 -.164x0 -9.3190
2P3/2 4P3/2 3020.532 3076.715 -49.3669 .0288 2.6727 -917739 -9.9190
2P3/2 403/2 3256.114 3312.756 -50.0218 62014 2.t7.',C -917655 -9.3190
^P3/2 405/2 3347.372 3404.873 -50.9462 92728 2.6714 -.17843 -9.3150
2P31? 4F5/2 3718.096 3776.194 -51.7022 94339 2.6618 -.17793 -9.3190
2P3/2 4F7/2 3733.110 3791.593 -52.0846 .4379 2.6607 -.17787 -9.3190
2P312 551/2 3816.239 3674.128 -51.0666 .3127 2.3461 -.16263 -903190
2P3/2 5P1/2 3816.543 3943.688 -53.4996 92571 2.5856 -.17322 -9.3190
ZP3/2 5P3/2 3954.642 4012.422 -51.1944 .2719 2.6375 -,17635 -9.31v0
2P3/2 5D3/2 4057.058 4115.099 -51:5430 •3620 2.6360 - 917652 =9.3190
2P3/2 5[5/2 4C74 .t51 4132.666 - 51.7346 .3808 2.6349 - .17647 -90190
ZP312 5F 512 4162.196 4240.501 -51.8421 .4046 2.6281 -.17611 -9.3190
ZP3/2 651/2 4131.S.4 4191,.138 -51.o352 .3769 2.5665 -.17314 -9.3190
2P3/2 tPl/2 4154.213 4212.276 -51.5557 .3698 2.61o9 -.17536 -9.3lvC
2P3/2 6P3/Z 4167.149 4227.324 -51.6763 .3722 2.6247 -.17^,eb -90190
2P3/2 75112 4189.523 4247.744 -51.7245 .3859 2.611 -.17527 -9.3190
AMERICIUM 5F7 2=95	 A=243 R n l.41514E-04 A.U.
2P312 3P3/2 -4C0.366 -349.564 -42.1969 -103158 3.C64.2 -.2024 -10.1242
2P3/2 303/2 11'5.706 240.210 -43.4264 -.8Z7b 3.0677 -.20t399 -1.1242
2P3/2 305/2 406,233 461.502 -47.5363 -.4706 ;3.073k -.20744 -10.1292
2P3/Z 451/2 2742.231 2801.878 -51.0915 -.0525 1.7695 -.14295 -10.1292
2P312 4P1/2 2921.824 297P,.088 -48.5750 -.1170 2,7426 -.1856tt -1041292
2P312 4P3/2 32C8.341 3267.796 -52.1211 .0357 2.9595 -.1.9996 -10.1292
2P3/2 403/2 34FS.644 3545.1166 -5Z.759U .2167 2.9621, -020129 -1301242
•	 Y
67
FINAL STATE E(TCT) E(OhFS) E(MAG) E(RET)
AMERICIUM 5F7 Z n 95	 A . 243 R-1.41510E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 4D5/2 3543.789 3604.635 -53.7287 92648
2P3/2 4F5/2 3922.282 34839723 -54.5121 .4527
ZP3/2 4F7/2 3938.C26 3599.864 -54.9119 .4569
ZP3/Z 551/2 4024.492 4C90,726 -53.8541 .3260
ZP3/2 5P1/2 41C2.08 4162.519 -53.2534 .26t9
2F3/2 5P3/2 4174.804 4235.924
-53.9495 .2848
ZP3/2 503/2 4240.633 4342.026 -54.3652 .3797
2P312 5D5/2 4258.316 .4359.093 -54.5679 .3993
2P3/2 5F512 441C.932 4472.613 -54.6909 .4260
2PB12 5F7/2 4413.Qbl 4475.690 -54.738b .4257
2P3/2 ES1/2 4359.5x3 4421.134 -54.4731 .3966
2PB12 6F112 43€Z.753 4444.181 -54.3904 .3695
12P3/2 EP3/2 43969292 4457.840 -54.5208 .3923
2P3/Z 751/2 4419.279 44b0.878 -54.5734 .4068
CURIUM 5F7 bDl Z n 96	 A n 247 R n l.42282E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 3P3/2 -305.129
-251.191 -44.7526 -1.3454
223/2. 30312 2y3.64L 348.267 -45.93b6 -,b606
2P3/2 31)5/2 5219964 560.514 -50.2272 -.4bb0
2P312 4Sl/Z 2912.473 2975.606 -5399062 -.0574
2P3/2 4P1/2 30969214 3155,7/3 -51.2681 -.1164
2PB12 4P3/2 3400.,74 3463,508 -55.03:1 .04b9
223/2 4C3/2 3667.556 37509951 -55,6740 .2256
223/2 405/2 3744.844 3809.183 -56.6914 .3031
2P3 /2 4 F5 /2 4130.923 4195,509 -57.5C23 .4776
20/2 4F7/2 4147067 4213.172 -;7.9243 .482Z
2F3/2 5S1/2 4247.58b 4312.379 -5698167 .3448
2P3/2 5~1/2 4322.251 43bb.190 -5691605 92855
2F3/2 !:P3 /Z 44C0.650 44659315 -56.4813 93031
1.P3/2 50312 4509.444 4574.393 -57.3b22 .4027
2P3/2 5D512 452b.589 4593.735 -57.5745 .4237
2P3/2 5F512 4646.2C2 4711.461 -57.7155 •4531
2F3/2 5F7/2 4649.78E 4715.103 -57.7711 .4528
ZP3/2 bSl/2 4594.758 4659.633 -57.4758 .4204
2F3/2 EP1/2 4618.706 4683.687 -57.3b24 .4126
2P3/Z 6P3/2 4634.295 4699.4	 8 -57.5267 94157
2P3/2 603/2 465P.000 47Z3.167 -5795951 .4328
2F3/2 7S1/2 4659,502 47249668 -57.5809 .4311
BERKELIUM 5F9 1.97	 A n 247 R • 1.42282E-04 A,U.
2P3/2 3P3/2 -le7,C92 -129.856 -47.3873 -1.3884
2P3/2 3D312 421.745 479.632 -48*5450 -,9022
223/2 305/2 660045 7229703 -52.9771 -05258
ZP3/Z 451/2 3105.948 3172.71B -56.8025 -.0747
2P312 4P1/2 3293.994 335t.990 -54.0407 -91274
2P3/2 4P3/2 3616.969 3683,532 -5690377 00509
2P3/2 4D3/2 3909.658 397661;84 -58,6610 .2297
03/Z 405/2 3970.131 403e.140 -59040: .3094
2P312 4F5/2 4364.269 4432.952 -60.5852 .4914
2P3/2 4F712 4381.531 4450.646 -61.0207 .4960
2F3/2 551/2 4469.624 455u.126 -5496792 .3528
2P3/2 5P1/2 45t6.894 4634.491 -59.2075 .2930
2P3/2 5P3/2 4649.609 4717,979 -60.0651 .3114
223/2 t,C3/Z 4712.4(,5 46319076 -60.4661 .4163
2P3/2 505/2 47eC.146 484y.020 -60.6513 *4374
ZP3/2 5F512 49C3.039 4972042 -60.6454 .4700
2P3/2 5F7/2 4905.573 497.031 -60.8943 .4698
ZP3/2 651/2 4849.191 4918.Cb2 -60.6049 ,4370
ZP312 6PI/2 4674.193 4542.920 -60.515t .4301
2P3/2 6-P3 12 48e9.040 4957.905 - 60.6671 .4338
2e 312 751/2 41i 12.9E7 44bl.tYl - bu.7271 .4447
E(V-P)
2,9581






































































- 019859 -1J .1242
-.14531 -10.1292
-.15776 -1001292





















































FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHFS) E(MAG) E(RET) E(N-PI E(H-VPJ E(SELF)
CALIFORNIUM 5F10 Z n 96	 A • Z51 R n l.43046E -04 A.U.
S
2P3/2 3P3 /Z -64.778 -4.021 -50.2122
-1.4252 4.1436 -926886 -12.9747 a2P3/2 3D3/2 554.C72 615.440
-51.3293
-c9411 4.1729 -929624 -12.4747
2P3/2 3C5/2 804.395 869.993
-55.9269 -.5557 491540 -.29536 -12.9747
ZP3/2 451/2 33C4.C99 33749739
-59.8887




2P3/2 4P3/2 3d39.12b 34GS.550 -61.2378 90567 4.C171 -.28576 -12.9747
2P3/2 4D3/2 4137.6:73 4206.756 -61.8434 02394 4.0206 -o28757 -12.9747'
2P3/2 4C5/2 4201.404 4273.318 -62.92195 .3219 4.C15b -.26732 -12.974'1
iF-/2 4F 7/2 4tC3.420 4676.033
-63.8660 65112 4.CU35
-.28066 -12.9741
2&3/2 4F7/2 4621.475 4oy4.538 -64.3146 .5159 4.Ou22 -.2605b
-12.9147
2P3/Z 551/2 4737.bl6 4b1C.26C -63.1340 .3662 3.561.5 -926369
-120747
ZP3/2 5P1/2 4617.487 4682'..966
-62.4248 .3052 3.6940 -.27b97 -12.9747
2P3/2 5P 3/2 4905.606 4977.911
-63.3430 .3251 3.9721 -.28438 -12.9747
ZP3/2 563/2 5021.191 50'949507 -63.7620 .43551 3.S7C3 -0284b23 -12.9747
2F3/2 565/2 503^- 603 5112.435 -6399966 .4565 3.96bb -.26461
-12.9747
2P3/2 5F5/2 51t7.7C7 52409661
-64.1685 .4926 309664 -.28415
-12.9747
2P3/2 5F7/2 517C.5El 5243.612
-64.22:2 .4924 3.9604
-.26413 -12.9747
2P312 651/2 5112.529 518593bb -63.9165 .457d 3.E742 -.27968
-12,9747
2&3/2 tPl/2 5138.457 5211.144 -63.9236 .4511 399434 -.28252 -120747
iP2 /2 EP3/2 5154.015 5226.849
-63.9864 .4551 3.5560 -028381 -12.9747
2P312 751/2 5178.385 5251.2$2 -64.0497 .4717 3.6352 -.28298 -12.9747
EINSTEINIUM 5F11 Z=99	 A n 254 R • 1.43614E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 3P1/2 -1257.925 -1207.771 -37.2342
-1.9867 3.3d71 -.24055, -14.Ob01
2012 3P312 68025 133.212 -53.2032
-1.4625 4.58311 -.32505 -1400801




?P3/2 305/2 459.727 10299173 -59.0414 -.5874 4.954
-.33212 -14.0801
ZP3/2 451/? 3,13.771 3!.86+.49'7
-63.1396
-.1027 296346 -023901 -14.ObU1
22312 4P1/2 3710.451 37uC.966 -60.1124
-.14C6 401136 -.29818
-1460801
2P3/Z 4P3/2 4073.926 414b.424
-64.6121 .0668 4.4488 -.32171 -14.Ob01
2P3/2- 463/2 4376.519 4453.529 -65.2583 .2469 4.4529 -.32365 -14.0801
i ZP3/2 4U5/2 4445.450 4521.525 -66.4123 .3341 4.4474 -932342 -14.0801
21'3/2 4F5/Z 4&55.424 4932.192 -67.3216 .5310 4.4344 -632271 -14.OdOl
2&3/2 4F7/2 4874.297 4951.525
-67.7936 .5359 4.4330 -.3226C -14.ObO1
2P3/2 551/2 4958.811 5075.417 -66.5622 .3793 399541 -.29734 -14.C8 G1
21'3/2 51 p l12 506C9926 5156.504
-65.9141 .3173 4.312b -931403 -14.0801
2P3/2 563/2 5174.732 5251.1+0 -66.7969 .3387 4.4006 -.32622
-14.0801
2P3/2 5D3/2 5254.701 5371.483
-67.2343 .4541 4.3990 -932057 -14.0801
2P3/2 505/2 5312.?EC 53b99369
-67.4827 94766 4.3974 -.32049
-14.0601
2P3/Z 5F5/2 5445.739 5522.903
-67.6683 95154 4.3b50 -9320OU
-14.0801
2P312 5F7/Z 5498.;45 5525.765
-67.7276 .5152 4.3885
-.31997 -15.Od01
4F3/2 151/2 53b99169 5466.145 -67.4042 94787 4.2449 -031506 -14.0801
M/2 6P1/2 5416.C36 5442.901 -670076 .4721 4.3b46 -.31860 -14.0801
ZP3/2 6P3/2 5432.347 5509068
-67.4822 .4767 4.3938
-.31962 -14.0801•
2P3/Z 75112 5457.142 5534.230 -6795490 .4939 4.3659 -031872 -14.ObO1
r
FERMIUM 5F12 Z=100 A = 257 R =1.44177E-04 A.U.
2P312 3P1/2 -1186n453 -1133.081 -39.5093 -2.0632 3.7431 .27045
-15.2721
2P312 3F3/2 213.948 282.435 -56.3698 -1.5004 5.6715 -.36568
-1592721
cF3/2 30312 653.140 9Zc.097 -57.3919 -1.0230 5.1046 -.37446
-15.2721
2P3/2 305/2 1127.336 1200.849 -62.3311 -.6203 5.C836 -.37335
-15.2721
2P3/2 4S1/2 3735.503 3614.546 -66.5655 -.1193 3.185b -.27138
-15.2721
21 1 3/2 4P1/t 3936.577 4G11.176 -63.39tb -.1467 4.5:25 -.33546
-15.2721
2P312 4P3/2 4323.945 44OC'.747 -68.1702 .0749 4.5275 -.36209
-15.2'l21
iP3/2 40/2 4632.530 4711.794 -6608167 .2568 4.4321 -.36427
-15.2721
(P3/2 405/2 4702.963 4783.365 -70.0141 .3462 4.9260 -.36396
-15.2721
k11 3/2 4F5/2 512CoE71 5ZU2.005 -76.9624 .5509 4.5128 -.3b32U
-1502741
2P3/2 417/2 5146.5')1 5221.213 -71.4526 .5"1.9 4.S10b -.3t3Ub
-15.2721
2&312 651/2 527?.177 53 4.175 -70.173; 03921 4#8906 -.33514
-15.2721
2P3/2 5F1/2 5357.775 ;437.679 -69.3950 .3Z93 4.7773 -.35341
-15.2721













FERMIUM 5F12 Z=100 A = 257 R = 1.44177E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 5D3/2 5581.216 5662.394 -70.8922 .4731 4.b745 -.36087 -15.2721
2P3/2 51,5/2 `x598.799 566:}9215 -71.1524 .4964 4.6726 -.3607b -15.2721
2P3/2 5F5/2 5737.503 5819.08d
-71.3545 95365 496641 -.36026 -15.2721
2P3/2 51-7/2. 574C.236 5c21.E83
-71.4Io3 .5383 4.6635 -.36023 -15.2721
2P3/2 65112 ;679.473 5750.916
-71.077b .4998 4.7619 -.35481 -15.4721
2P3/2 6P1/Z 5707.290 5768.562 -70.9774 .4934 4.t425 -.35868 -15.2721
2P3/2 03/2 57249397 5d05.b36 -71.1644 .4964 4.61553 -.35684 -15.2721
2F3/2 751/2 5749.570 5931.080 -71.2342 .5163 4.6394 -.35bdb
-15.2721
MENCELEVIUM 5F13 Z=101	 A =256 R-1.43990E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 3P1/2 -1106.315 -10490513
-41.9242 -2.1429 4.13EE -.3C406 -16.5692
2P3/2 3P3/2 371.769 444.400 -X9.7256
-1.53P9 5.6139 -.41138 -16.5692
Zs3/2 303/2 1021,162 1054.232 -67.693E -1.0660 5.t4S6 -.42095 -16.5692
2P3/2 3D5/2 13079959 1387.785 -65.dCEO
-.6562 5.6264 -.41975 -16.5692
21-3/2 451/2 3969.914 4(53.528 -70.1783 -.1360 3.5dG0 -930602 -10.5692
2P3/2 4P1/2 4175.4 1 42:4.375
-66.8634 -.1578 5.0437 -.3773b -16.5692
ZP2/2 4f 3/2 45b3	 r.13 4667.271 -71.9251 .0830 5.46C2 -.40749 -1t.5692
ZP3/2 41,3/2 4900.4 3 4984.302 -72.5736 .2681 5.4654 -.40989 -16.5692
LP3/2 465/2 4974.606 5059.591 -73.8232 .3561 5.4587 - .40956 -16.5692
2P3/2 4F5/2 54CO.40 5466.252 -74.8012 .5708 5.444E -.40674 -16.5692
2P3/2 4F7/2 5421.Cbb 55079355 -75.3102 .5759 5.4425 -040860 -16.5692
2P3/2 5S1/2 5561.612 5647.25E -73.9810 .4045 4.6774 -.37782 -16.5692
2P3/2 5P1/2 564b.744 5733.226 -73.1507 .3411 5.2942 -.39769 -16.5692
ZP3/Z 5P3/2 5754.905 564ri.383 -74.2741 .3657 5.4057 -.40576 -16.5652
2P3/2 5D3/Z 5862.227 5966.066 -7497451 .4922 5.4036 -.4C62C -16.5692
2P3/2 5D5/2 5ES9.723 11965.6.J2 -75.0214 .5161 5.4015 -.40611 -16.5642
2P312 5F5/2 6043.Pll t134.U11 -75.24OG .5616 5.342E -.40555 -16.5692
ZP3/2 5F712 6046.464 6132.789 -75.3040 .5614 5.392'2 -.40552 -16.5692
2P3/2 651/2 5984.240 6070#356 -74 p,YbOG .5208 162819 -.39154 -16.5662
2P3/2 (PI/2 6013.022 609x.958 -7498460 .5148 5.36bb -940377 -16. 5,09e
2P3/2 6P3/2 6031.ObC 6117.193 -75.0400 .5202 5.3866 -.4u5U9 -16.Sb92
2P3/2 751/2 6056.545 6142.736 -75.1190 .5368 5.3604 -.40405 -16.5692
NUBELILM 5F14 Z n 102	 A • 254 R n 1.436146-04 A.U.
2P3/2 3P1/2 -1016.661 -9566237 -44.4855 -2.2265 4.57b2 -.34184 -17.9761
2P312 3P3/2 543.087 620.170 -63.2802
-1.5782 6.2165 -.46274 -17.9761
2P3/2 30312 1202.846 1280.343 -64.1b92
-1.i109 6.2547 -.47316 -17.9781
2P3/2 305/2 15C2.r54 1565.051 -69.4823 -.6940 692244 .47184 -17.9781
2P3/2 4Sl/2 4218.C24 430694dO -73.986b
-.1593 4.6223 -.34946 -17.9781
2P3/2 4P1/2 4428.073 4511.575
-70.5196 -91685 5056b0 -.42450 -17.9781
2P312 4P312 4E60.69U 4949.070
-75.8E70 .0908 6.C524 -.45b54 -17.97bl
ZP312 403/2 5163.488 X272.126 -76.5334 .2768 6.0561 -.46118 -17.9761-
2P3/2 405/2 52619426 5351,278
-77#8337 .3693 6.0507 -.46060 -17.9781
2F3/2 4i 512 5655.342 5780.001
-7b. b474 .5902 6.0t0 -447492 -17.9781
2P3/2 4F7/2 5716.846 506.030
-79.3751 .5955 6.C336 -.47977 -17.9761
2P3/2 SS1/Z 5865.157 5955.715
-77.9935 .4160 5.4197 -.425d2 -17.9781
2P312 5P1/2 5954.866 6044.191 -77.1198 .3522 5.b66b -.44747 -17.y7bl
ZP3/2 5P3/2 b057.733 6156.115 -7b.3199 .3766 5.9941 -.45667 -17.17dl
2P312 503/2 6196,P2G 6269.566 -76.8143 .5109 5.5923 -.45717 -17.97El
2P3/2 5U5/2 6216.193 6307.201 -79.0987 .5354 5.99L2 -.45706 -17.97dl
FP3/2 51-5/2 13(•5.727 6456.931 -79.3343 . 5134 4 5.9dG6 -.45947
-17.9761
2P3/2 5F7/2 6368.2S6 6459.567 -79.4003 .5843 5.98CC --45643 -17.9781
2P3/2 6SI/2 6'C4.541 639.',.:,GE -79.U3Cb ,5415 5.EbO3 -.449135 -17.9781
2P3/2 68112 6334.306 1,425.171
-7&.9226 .5357 5.9535 -.45446 -17.9761
2P3/2 6P312 6353.154 6444.209 -79.1367 05418 5.9739 -.45597 -17.97bl













































































FINAL STATE E(TOT) E(DHF3) E(MAG) E(RET)
LAWPENCIUM C-Dl 2=103 A=257 R=1.44177E-04 A.U.
2P3/2 3P1/2 -924.652
-660.526 -47.2291 -2.3092
2P3/2 3P312 72C.EC7 6^2.600 -67.0764 -1.6116
2P3/2 303/2 1390.862 1473.022 -67.9112
-191537
ZF3/2 30`./2 17C4.400 1791.631, -73.4100 -.7235
2P3/2 451/2 4472.695 •4566.256 -79.0367 -91769
2P3/2 4P1/Z 4687.197 4775.536 -74.4087 -.1749
2F312 4P362 514.764 5235.037 -BG.1019 .1046
2F3/2 403/2 5474.346 55tt.069 -80.7395 .2907
2P312 405/2 ^55o.364 5651.375 -62.0979 .3364
2P3/2 4F5/2 5906.167 60930991 -E3.1450 .6155
2P3/2 4F7/2 602C.93t 6117.309 -63.6968 06212
2P312 5S1/2 b176.525 6272.672 -82.2:41 .4327
2P3/2 `.P1/2 62(90001- 6363.436 -6103325 .3682
2P3/2 .P312 6389.8G4 64E5.359 -62.614b .3967
2P3/2 503/2 6524.210 6o2A.140 -x3.1266 95347
2P312 505/2 6542.b72 6039.080 - b 3.4274 .5607
2F3/2 ;F5/2 16979640 67949104 --83.6771 .6128
2P3/2 5F7/2 67CCO5e 6797.246 -83.7503 .6127
2P3/2 651/4 ot36.204 67329463 -83.34b3 95661
2PB12 6P1/2 66Et.661 676?_.907 -83.2264 .5598
2P3/2 6P3/2 6668.401 6764o653 -839460b .5663
^P3/2 603/2 6717.244 6bl3.572 -b3.5553 05687














Z+l Rule	 Z+1 Rule	 present
[ Eq. ( 4 )]	 Work(Ref, 42)	 [Eq. (5)]
18Ar	 L1rL2M1	 39	 26a
	
L 1 -L 3M 1	41
	 21	 28a
	
L 1 -L2M23	 55	 33	 46b
	
L I -L3M23	 57	 36	 49b
20 Ca
	 L1-L3M1	 18	 37	 15	 15
	




	 17	 35	 4	 9
	
L 1 -L 2M23	 36	 63	 30	 36
	
L 1 -L2M45	 90	 120	 83	 96
28 Ni	 L1-L3M1	 16	 15	 -1	 7
	




-L2M45	 100	 134	 94	 107
30 Z
	




2M23	 37	 45	 5	 33
	
L1-L2M45	 111
	 132	 87	 119
32 G	 L1-L2M3	 17	 23	 -23	 9
	
L 1 -L2 M45	100	 123	 74	 107
	







	 L2-L3M4	 117	 -47	 87
a The statistical average of the measured L 1 -L2M1 and L 1 -L 3M1 Ar Coster-Kronig
energies is 30.1 eV (Ref. 43)
bThe statistical average of the measured L 1 -L2M23 and L 1 -L3M23 Ar Coster-Kronig
energies is 45.4 eV (Ref. 43)
f
